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ABSTRACT 

 

English as a global language is fast growing and spreading, thereby, giving rise to varieties peculiar 

to the speech community using it. One of such speech communities is Zambia. The widespread 

use of English in Zambia has resulted into an interaction with the Bantu languages spoken in the 

country. English in Zambia, British in origin, is undisputedly spoken differently from Received 

Pronunciation (RP). The aim of this study was to establish the phonological features of English 

spoken by indigenous Zambians in order to establish the extent to which this form could be deviant 

from Standard British English. Specifically, the study sought to establish the sound system, 

examine the phonological processes that give rise to the ‘deviant’ sound system and analyse stress 

placement in English by Zambian English speakers. This study is important because it gives 

features and nuances of the English language spoken in Zambia as used in the media and adds 

significantly to the body of knowledge about world Englishes.The study was qualitative in nature 

and employed the ethnographic research design. Through non-participant observations, data were 

collected through 30 recordings from purposively sampled local and national TV and Radio 

newscasts, interviews and phone-in programmes. The findings of the study revealed that English 

spoken in Zambia as used in the media has a five vowel system similar to the Bantu languages, 

that is, /a, e, i, o, u/ partly because of the interaction between English and the Bantu languages 

spoken in Zambia. Consonant sounds on the other hand are similar to those of RP. Consonant 

clusters tend to be simplified through phonological processes such as deletion, insertion and 

substitution. Other processes include vowel changing such as lowering, vowel substitution and 

monophthongizations of diphthongs and triphthongs. Additionally, the findings revealed that the 

English spoken in Zambia is syllable-timed. Finally, the conclusion drawn is that the findings are 

indicative of the fact that the English spoken in Zambia as used in the media is a different variety 

from Received Pronunciation (RP). The phonological trends show that Zambian English speakers 

seem to have established a phonologically distinct variety spoken in Zambia. The English spoken 

in Zambia can thus be said to be phonologically deviant from RP. From the findings, it is 

recommended that due to the phonological trends happening in the media, teachers and other 

‘Zambian English’ speakers should not ridicule or even punish those said to be using Zambian 

English because RP seems to be unachievable.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 General 

The chapter introduces the study on the phonological variations of English spoken in 

Zambia. A presentation of the background information to the study is given by looking at 

the language situation in Zambia and English language use. Thereafter, the problem under 

investigation, aim, objectives and research questions are addressed.  The rationale for the 

study, the theoretical framework and definitions of key concepts are presented.. The 

chapter ends by defining the scope of the study, limitation of the study and the structure of 

the dissertation as well as providing a summary of the issues dealt with within the chapter. 

 

1.2 Background to the Study 

To understand the development of the English spoken in Zambia and properly describe its 

phonological aspects, it is necessary to consider the historical and socio-cultural account 

of the language situation in Zambia. This is important in order to understand the 

sociolinguistic environment in which the English been studied is found. Zambia is a 

multilingual country endowed with about 73 ethnic groups who speak about twenty to 

twenty four languages. This clustering has resulted from different leveling processes such 

as intermarriage, loss of original group identities, geographical nearness, political 

domination and mutual trade. The 73 ethnic groups mainly consist of Bantu speaking 

people living in the country who are believed to have come from different parts of Central, 

Southern and East Africa as immigrants in the 19th century. The majority are reported to 

have come from Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Those who came 

from DRC included the Chewa, Nsenga, Kunda, and Senga of the Eastern  province, the 

Bemba, Bisa, Lala and Swaka of Northern and Central province, the Lunda, Luvale, 

Chokwe and Kaonde of NorthWestern province and the Luyana (Lozi) of Western 

province. Others such as Mambwe and the Inamwanga are said to have migrated from the 

North in East Africa; the Tumbuka from the East and Ngoni from the South (see Kashoki, 

1978). 
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These immigrants maintained their cultural practices and ethnic identities as they mingled 

with the local inhabitants of the territory resulting into the creation of a highly multilingual, 

multicultural and multiethnic setting (Simwinga, 2006). 

Later, Zambia, previously known as Northern Rhodesia experienced two different types of 

administration; the British South Africa Company (BSAC) from 1911 to1924 and the 

second as a protectorate under Britain from 1924 to 1964.  In both these times, Zambia 

experienced many linguistic changes in that during the reign of the BSAC, English was 

introduced to the country as the official language and as a medium of instruction in some 

of the schools that were directly under its control.  However, missionaries who settled in 

various parts of the country that set up churches, hospitals and schools at that time 

promoted the use of the local languages.  This was so because they believed the use of local 

languages would enhance their mission of evangelism (Kashoki, 1978). 

When Northern Rhodesia become a British protectorate in 1924, the British colonial office 

in London had set up the Phelps-Stoke commission whose purpose was to examine the 

educational system in the colonies and advise how it could be improved at that time. In its 

report, the commission recommended English to become the official language of education 

and government business while local languages were to be used for the preservation of 

national values and for self-preservation on the part of the African. (Manchisi, 2004) 

quoted by Simwinga (2006:38). Later on, this recommendation prompted the British 

colonial office to formally recognize four main local languages; Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga 

and Lozi as regional official languages to be used in government schools as a medium of 

instruction for the first four years of primary education (see Annual Report on Native 

Education for the Year, 1927). English however, was still predominantly used as it covered 

all government business as well as education from the fifth grade to the highest level of 

education.  This went on until Zambia gained independence in 1964 (Kula, 2004). 

Nonetheless, at independence, Zambia was hit with a question of a language to use as a 

national language. As Kaplan and Baldauf (1997: 7) point out that “at independence, 

African countries needed to select a language or languages that could serve the needs of 

national unification. Countries needed a language that could be used to enhance the myth 

of historical identity that was spoken by some significant segment of the population and 
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was acceptable to other population segments. The government of the republic of Zambia 

declared English as a language of instruction and official use at independence because there 

was need to promote unity. This was so because English was considered a neutral language 

that did not belong to any linguistic or ethnic group in Zambia. Some scholars have argued 

that English has politically united the people of Zambia by preventing the conflicts that 

would have obviously risen if the government had chosen one of the Zambia languages as 

a national official language. This argument however is subject to debate among many other 

scholars. The promotion of English added a new dimension to the linguistic dispensation 

of the country as the educated Zambian added English to their bi/multilingual repertoire. 

According to the 2010 census, Zambia's most widely spoken languages were Bemba at 

(33.5%), Nyanja (14.8%), Tonga (11.4%) and Lozi (5.5%). An urban variety of Nyanja is 

the lingua franca of the capital Lusaka and is widely spoken as a second language 

throughout Zambia. Bemba, the country's largest indigenous language, also serves as a 

lingua franca is some areas as is it a common language used at bus stations and market 

places in most of the provinces of Zambia. The aforementioned languages are among the 

seven regional official languages of the country. Others include, Lunda, Luvale and 

Kaonde.  

According to Marten and Kula (2007) the seven Zambian national languages are used 

alongside English in a number of contexts. We have already mentioned their increasing use 

in primary education and on the radio. They are also used to disseminate specific 

government policy or health information (e.g. in cholera alerts). Furthermore, the national 

languages are the main mediums of wider communication in particular in spoken language 

and in less formal contexts, although they are also used in the lower ranks of formal 

administration. Local court proceedings are mostly conducted in a local national language 

although the legislating judicial law is in English. Another example is that of police 

interrogations which are also in the local or regional language. Each language has a specific 

regional base, where it is predominantly used. Bemba is the main language of the Northern, 

Luapula, Copperbelt, and, to a lesser extent, Central provinces. Nyanja is the main 

language of the Eastern province as well as ofLusaka. Tonga of the Southern province, and 

Lozi of the Western province. Lunda, Luvale, and Kaonde are spoken in the Northwestern 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bemba_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyanja_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonga_language_(Zambia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lozi_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyanja_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingua_franca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lusaka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bemba_language
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province. These seven regional official Zambian languages are used for literacy campaigns, 

radio broadcasting, and dissemination of official government information, political 

statements and in courts of law in their respective regions. The seven regional official 

languages are also used in news broadcasts on television (TV) as well as other light 

entertainment programs. 

Apart from the seven regional official languages, English is the national official language 

and is the first language of only 2% of Zambians but also most commonly used second 

language. It is used for the administration of the country, in parliament, as a medium of 

instruction in schools and for all national and international official communication. The 

use of English as an official language has its historical origins from its use under the British 

colonial rule. 

In addition to indigenous Zambian languages, English is the main ‘foreign’ language with 

a few other European and Asian languages that plays a significant role with the Bantu 

languages of the country. Most notable is Swahili, which has small settlements on the 

Copperbelt and Northern provinces. 

Zambia is a linguistically complex and dynamic country, with a range of different 

languages playing different roles in different contexts. This has led to an interaction 

between the Zambian local languages and English in many different contexts. This 

interaction seem to have influences some changes in the way English is spoken in the 

country. 

 

1.2.1.English use in Zambia 

English as a national official language is extensively used in Zambia. Owing to government 

decisions since independence, English is required to be used in schools as the only medium 

of instruction from grade five to the highest level of education. It is also used in parliament, 

for the administration of the country, for all national and international official 

communication, and in the more important commercial and industrial institutions. The use 

of English as an official language has its historical origins in the colonial period (Maten 

and Kula, 2007). 
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To ensure smooth running of the administration and communication between the colonial 

masters and the local people of Northern Rhodesia, colonial masters set up schools to teach 

first English and then other subjects through English in order to provide a local workforce 

able to communicate in the languages. As time went on, and the number of students 

increased, the English-medium schools began to recruit local non-native teachers. Their 

English was, inevitably different from that of their native speaker teachers and the 

differences grew still more marked among the children who were taught by non-native 

speakers (Jenkins 2006: 26). Differences could be seen in pronunciation, grammar, 

vocabulary/idiom and discourse style.  With the promotion of the seven regional lingua 

francas to be used alongside English for functional literacy and public education, variations 

can be said to be distinct due to the influence of the mother-tongue languages on English.  

 According to UNICEF (2016), the current language policy takes a much firmer stand on 

the use of Zambian languages in education. A strong statement is further made, that the 

January 2013 National Guide for language of instruction practice, published by the 

Zambian Ministry of Education, Science, Vocational Training and Early Education 

mandates that Zambian languages replace English as medium of instruction in Grades one 

to four, in all primary schools in the nation. The Ministry declared that “familiar languages 

will be used for teaching initial literacy and content subjects in the early education (pre-

school) and lower primary school (Grades one to four) (MoESVTEE, 2013:3). The term 

“familiar language” as used in the policy is not referring to the seven regional languages, 

but rather to the local language of the community. This dramatic policy change is based on 

the advocacy of Zambian linguists such as Sampa, (2005); Muyebaa (2009); Tambulakani 

and Bus (2012) among others, who argued that the use of English as medium of instruction 

was not serving the nation well. This however has not helped in that the use of English at 

lower levels of education is still seen. Despite the medium of instruction being local 

languages at primary level (Grade one to four), the text books used for learning are still in 

English as most of them have not been translated into the local languages. Then arguably, 

we can say that English is used even at primary schools as pupils read in English despite 

having explanations in the local languages. This has thus promoted the use of English and 

the Zambian local languages side by side. This promotion has brought about a very close 
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interaction which may have resulted into deviations in the English spoken by indigenous 

Zambian. 

The use of English in schools, especially primary level just shows how a Zambian learner 

is introduced to the interaction between the English language and the Bantu languages of 

Zambia. As school years go by, one becomes acquainted with English and one’s native 

language or language of classroom instruction (probably one of the regional official 

languages). This has led to the birth of code switching, mixing, blending and so forth 

because rules of English and the Bantu languages are learnt at a young age by the Zambian 

speaker. All these are because of language contact that goes on in English and Zambian 

Bantu languages. 

The use of English is not limited to schools but also widely used in the media, in 

government, business and in many formal and semi-formal contexts, especially in urban 

settings. In the Media, the two major national daily newspapers, the Times of Zambia, and 

the Daily Mail are all in English. Print media, in the recent past, in the local languages was 

left to small publishing, done weekly or monthly in magazines, pamphlets, brochures and 

flyers. Nevertheless, overtime, the Zambian National Broadcasting Corporation (ZNBC), 

Muvi TV, prime TV, Diamond TV and many other TV stations where presentation of 

programs is done in a Zambian language of choice, sees changes in television programmes. 

This is seen more especially on Muvi TV programmes such as Ready for marriage, beads 

and lipstick and so many others. Since TV and Radio is trying to capture the needs of 

people’s lifestyles. Interviewees are seen to be expressing themselves in a language they 

are comfortable with. On most radio stations, English is used extensively on radio 

alongside local languages covering a range of topics from political and economic issues to 

general issues through interviews and ‘phone-in’ programmes where callers comment live 

on various issues of general interest.  

Additionally, English has gone further from education and official public use to use in 

homes. As Kashoki (1990:11) states, ‘English has occupied a unique position in the life of 

the Zambian, especially that of the Zambian elite, who in any case is the person who matters 

when questions of language are debated. English has also occupied a central position as far 

as political unification and natural development is concerned. It is easy to conclude that it 
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is the instrument perhaps the only one, for ‘national unity’. English has not only been used 

for official purposes but in homes as well. Parents nowadays encourage their children from 

pre-school level to speak English at all times and speak English with them instead of their 

Bantu languages. For some children, it can be argued that English is their first language. 

This is so if by first language we mean a language that a person learns first as a child at 

home. According to Jenkins (2006:15), a number of the so-called English as second 

language (ESL) countries such as Singapore and Nigeria, some English speakers learn 

language as either their first language or one of two or more equivalent languages within 

their bi-multilingual repertoires. This is so because they want their children to be viewed 

as the elite in society. This has gone to the extent that whenever one meets a child, they 

would greet them in English in the hope that the child knows English as well. Thus, for 

some children in Zambia, English is their first language. Banda (1995:5) postulates that, in 

Zambia the English language has been internalized to such an extent that ‘in urban 

Zambia’, it is increasingly becoming unmarked for a father or even grandparent to use 

English in communicating with children and other family members. English is beginning 

to assume the role of first language in some homes in Zambia. English use in homes shows 

that English has spread in its use from public domain to private domain. 

The widespread use of English in Zambia and interaction with the Bantu languages in the 

country seems to have led to an English that is different from the yardstick.  The differences 

can be seen at all the linguistic levels; grammar, syntax, semantics and more markedly at 

the phonological level. This study therefore sought to consider these differences at the 

phonological level.  

Deviations and variations in pronunciation of English has been noted in many other 

varieties of English in the world but there seems to have been no study with empirical 

evidence in Zambia that has been conducted  to show any such deviations/variations which 

may lead to an English used in Zambia to be a variety in its own right. The bulk of the 

studies on Zambian English have used as their data base examples from students’ written 

exercises (see Simukoko 1977, 1981; Hayes 1982, 1984; Lawrence and Sarvan 1983; 

Serpell 1978 and Chisanga 1987). This study goes beyond written exercises but records 

actual pronunciations of the English spoken by indigenous Zambians. We cannot talk about 
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the English spoken in Zambia being different if we do not understand what Standard 

English is. The next section therefore describes the concept of Standard English. 

 

1.2.2. Standard English and Received Pronunciation 

Standard English is usually perceived as a phenomenon of Standard British English (SBE). 

According to Trudgill (2000:6), the historical perspective of English language 

standardization explains that the standard variety of the English language stems from the 

unification of the various English dialects that were used by scholars, writers and clerks in 

London area. Fisher (1996:9) also adds on that these were predominantly graphemic copies 

of clerks which created standard. Because of the fact that all writings were dictated, clerks 

got used to write in almost the same style, syntax and orthography. As these clerk’s 

graphemic copies were later distributed and preserved, they contributed to English 

language standardization. Nowadays, a concept of Standard English is perceived as a 

variety of English, which is used by educated people in newspapers and television 

(Mikulaˊstiˊkovaˊ 2012:17). SBE can then be said to be a unified form of language that 

stemmed from English dialects spoken in Britain. The Collins Oxford Dictionary describes 

SBE as the dialect of spoken English regarded as Standard in England and considered as 

having high social status in comparison with other British English dialects.  It is spoken in 

Southern Britain hence other scholars refer to it as Southern Standard British English 

(SSB). SSB is a regional variety spoken across the south of England from East Anglia and 

Kent in the east to Devon and Cornwall in the Southwest. Accent boundaries for the dialects 

of British English are typically fussy, isoglosses shifting with trends in sound change. 

Southern British English is the modern equivalent of what has been called Received 

Pronunciation (RP). The term ‘standard’ has been forced out, what guides is the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) that is used in place of RP. 

Traditionally, Standard English is the medium of the upper and (especially professional) 

middle class, and largely of education. Although not limited to one accent (most notably 

in recent decades), it has been associated since at least the 19th century with the accent 

that, since the 1920s, has been called Received Pronunciation, and with the phrases the 
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Queen’s English, the King’s English, Oxford English, and British Broadcasting 

Corporation (BBC) English (McArthur, 2002). 

 

Received pronouncement is the only standard accent that is connected with Standard 

English. The historical development of RP claimed that this accent was created as the 

favoured accent among aristocracy and upper-middle class who could afford to pay a fee 

at English “Public Schools” for their children. Later, RP was established as an accent of 

BBC announcements and as a language of prestige. Trudgill (2000:7) notes that ‘the most 

peculiar feature of RP lies in its neutral character, as it is difficult to distinguish the origins 

of its speakers.’ RP is the only representing accent of Standard English, General American 

English (usually referred to as GenAm or GA) is the only neutral accent standing for 

Standard American. Both the accents, RP and GA, have many similarities as well as many 

differences. The most recognizable distinction between these two accents can be observed 

in pronunciation of postvocalic /r/ in words like father, car. Whereas speakers of RP do 

not pronounce the postvocalic /r/ in these words, speakers of GA English do. 

RP is probably the most widely studied and most frequently described variety of spoken 

English in the world, yet recent estimates suggest only 2% of the UK population speak it 

in Southern England. It has a negligible presence in Scotland and Northern Ireland. It is 

arguably losing its prestige status in Wales. It properly should be described as an English, 

rather than a British accent. As well as being a living accent, RP is also a theoretical 

linguistic concept. It is the accent on which phonemic transcriptions in dictionaries are 

based, and it is widely used (in competition with General American) for teaching English 

as a foreign language. RP is basically educated Southern British English (Torto, 2013). 

Zambian speakers, therefore, at independence adopted to use RP in all formal domains. 

However, due to what linguists’ term mother tongue interference, RP is not spoken the 

same way at all the different linguistic levels. Because there has been a legacy of English 

in Zambia, the historical dimension, and because Zambia is plurilingual in the linguistic 

dimension, there is no doubt that the English used here is undergoing change (Africa, 

1983). 
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Moreover, Kashoki (1990) raises pertinent issues regarding the status of RP in Zambia as 

he asks whether RP is attainable in Zambia and wonders if Zambia has the tools to make it 

attainable. A common trend seen in Zambia is that ‘a Zambian who refines his speech to 

the point of articulating like an English man from Southern England usually receives 

ridicule from his compatriots. He will be accused of wishing to sound like a white or 

wishing to be one, which is not a welcome compliment. From Kashoki’s (1978) arguments, 

the conclusion draw is that the education system should therefore not impose RP on its 

learner as there are no RP speakers to teach the language. The teacher of English today 

speaks and teaches a form of English that is an ‘Africanised/Zambianised’ English and his 

learners learn it and use it as well. They grow up with it. The media disseminates 

information in the same version of English. The fact that there is a widespread use of an 

English peculiar to the Zambian culture cannot be overlooked. This study thus sought to 

look into these peculiarities of the English spoken in Zambia at the phonological level. 

Signs of nativisation of English in Zambia are quite common and seen at all the linguistic 

levels. Some aspects have since been documented by linguists like Africa (1983), 

Lawrence and Sarvan (1983),Chishimba (1984), Richardson (1962), Simukoko (1977) and 

Chisanga (1987). Chishimba (1984) defines phonological nativisation as a process by 

which phonetic segments of the target language (TL) are made to sound like those of the 

speaker’s native language. However, there seems to be no clear documentation, 

particularly, at the phonological level to establish the extent to which the nativisation 

process of English spoken by Zambians has reached by identifying phonological variations. 

 

1.2.3. The Phonology of Zambian Languages 

It is important then to give a brief account on the phonology of the Zambian languages in 

order to understand the differences in the languages that are interacting that is, Zambian 

languages and English.  Zambia is linguistically diverse endowed with so many languages. 

Virtually all languages spoken in Zambia belong to the Bantu family, except of course, the 

more recent European and Indian languages and the small number of Khoisan languages 

(Marten & Kula, 2007). The majority of Zambians have more than one language in their 
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linguistic repertoire and can choose from among these languages, both for communication 

and for ethnic and linguistic identities.  

Kashoki (1978) makes a comprehensive sound system of all the Bantu languages of 

Zambia. He asserts that they all have a five contrastive vowel system as shown below: 

Table 1: Zambian Languages Vowel System 

 Front  

(unrounded) 

Central  

(unrounded) 

Back  

(rounded) 

High  i  u 

Mid  e  o 

Low   a  

 

Vowels are realized as either long or short. Long vowels are usually orthographically 

shown by doubling of the letter.  For instance: 

Bemba: Mona ‘look’ 

Moona ‘nose’ 

Lunda: kwimba‘to sing’ 

Kwiimba ‘to dig’ 

In all languages of Eastern province and in several languages of the North Western 

province, the penultimate syllable of a word is always lengthened. A similar lengthening 

will be found to occur in some languages in positions of the word other than the penultimate 

one. In many Zambian languages (ZLs), for example, the vowel before a nasal plus another 

consonant, for example, mp, nt, ns, and many more is always long. Vowels from two 

adjacent parts always fuse (Kashoki, 1978). 

Vowels are similar in many languages, however, there are a few differences when it comes 

to consonants but the common ones are many as shown in appendix one. There are some 

rare consonants in ZLs such as dental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ commonly found in Mbunda of 

North Western province and Simaa, Kwandu, Mbowe, Mbukushu and Nkoya in Western 
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province. /ɣ/ in Tonga and Tumbuka. Almost all Zambian Languages show all four nasal 

consonant contrasts /m, ɱ,n, ŋ/. Another common distinction is lack of distinction between 

/l/ and /r/ whereby chicken can be pronounced as either nzolo or nzoro in Kaonde, 

mpilimplili or mpirimpiri ‘chili’ in Bemba.  

Moreover, the syllable structure of ZLs is typically one that ends with vowels. Relatively 

all syllables in ZLs just like most BLs end in vowels commonly known as open syllables. 

Syllable boundaries are shown by use of (.). For instance: 

Lozi: /βu.si.hu/ ‘night’ has CV.CV.CV  

Lunda: /ku.di.ma/ ‘to cultivate’ has  CV.CV.CV 

Bemba: /ci.ku.lu/ ‘grandfather’ has CV.CV.CV 

Nyanja: /bwe.la/ ‘come’ has CCV.CV 

Tonga: /ka.βo.tu/ ‘fine’ CV.CV. CV 

Kaonde: /ku.ja/ ‘to eat’ has CV.CV 

Lunda: /nswa.na/ ‘successor’ has CCCV. CV 

Typically, ZLs syllable are made up of vowels (V) and consonants (C), so the patterns are 

as follows: V, CV, CCV and CCCV. Only Lozi is reported to have words ending in 

consonants (Kashoki, 1978). The highest consonant cluster being CCCV, which is 

basically made of three consonants comprising a nasal (N), any other consonant (C) and a 

semi-vowel (S) thus, having an NCSV structure. The combination of such a structure can 

only be made of the sounds mentioned otherwise the basic structure of a syllable in Bantu 

languages is CV. Understanding the syllable structure of the Bantu languages spoken in 

Zambia will help in understanding the phonological trends that occur among ‘Zambian 

English’ speakers in the media.  

Most importantly is the fact that all Bantu languages are tonal languages and generally 

have two distinctive tones: High and Low (Kisseberth and Odden, 2003:59). This means 

ZLs are also tonal which is in contrast to the English language as it is a stress language. 

How words are pronounced in tonal languages will differ from how they are pronounced 
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in stress languages as placing of tone and stress in words differ considerably. As mentioned 

earlier, English is a stress language that comes into contact with the Zambian Bantu 

languages that are tonal languages. Thus, there could be influence of one language on 

another through the interaction that might bring about variations in the way the English 

language is spoken by the non-native speakers of Zambia. This study hence sought to 

establish whether the phonology of Zambian Languages influences the phonology of the 

English spoken in the country at the point of interaction. 

 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

When English migrates to foreign countries from what is known to be native areas, it 

diffuses, acculturates, adapts and diversifies, resulting into a localized or nativized 

linguistic variety with its own unique characteristics. Such characteristics may have some 

marked differences from what is known to be Standard English or other varieties, more 

generally, spoken in what is has been known as the ‘Centre’ (see Canagarajah, 2006), 

leading to an emergent variety of English. In Zambia, since the introduction of the 

language, English has interacted with several Bantu languages spoken in the country as it 

is used in social, political and cultural domains, among others. It is common knowledge 

therefore that there has been language contact between English and the local languages in 

Zambia. This contact has resulted into the development of a phonologically variant form 

of English with its own peculiar linguistic characteristics at various levels of linguistic 

analysis. However, these linguistic peculiarities have not been studied at all levels of 

linguistics except for a few studies that have attempted to explore Zambian English 

variations at the grammatical and lexical levels such as Chisanga (1987), Simukoko (1977) 

and some seminar papers, Moody (1984), Africa (1983) and Chishimba (1985). These 

studies have established that these forms are deviant from the SBE. Clearly, there is hardly 

a study in Zambia that has sought to examine the phonological variations that are critical 

in determining the extent to which ‘Zambian English’ could be said to be a variant form of 

English in its own right. 
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1.4 Aim 

The aim of the study is to examine the phonological features of English as spoken by 

indigenous Zambians in the media in order to establish the extent to which this form could 

be said to be deviant from Standard British English. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

This study sought to achieve the following objectives: 

i.  Identify ‘deviant’ segmental features of English as spoken by indigenous 

Zambians; 

ii. Examine the phonological processes that give rise to the phonological deviations 

established in (i); and 

iii. Analyse stress placement in the English spoken by indigenous Zambians. 

1.6 Research Questions 

In order to meet the objectives stated above; the following questions were addressed: 

i. What are the ‘deviant’ segmental features of English as spoken by indigenous 

Zambians?; 

ii. What are the phonological processes that give rise to the English spoken by 

indigenous Zambians? and 

iii. How do indigenous Zambian English speakers place stress in English? 

1.7 Rationale 

The rapid spread of English as a language of communication has no doubt stimulated 

interesting but at the same time controversial debate about the status of English in its 

varieties, which are commonly called World Englishes.  The fact that English as used in 

Zambia is different from the yardstick, RP, cannot be overlooked and thus this study added 

to the body of Knowledge about World Englishes. Importantly, this study gave features 

and nuances of the English that are peculiar to the Zambian users that showed the 

nativization of the English language in Zambia from a phonological point of view.  

Moreover, it also highlighted how the English language has being influenced by local 

indigenous languages in a multilingual setting resulting into pronunciation differences. 
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These pronunciation issues start from the education system, this study therefore, gave 

insight to language policy formulators on the common trends happening in English spoken 

in the media so as to help policy formulators to provide proper guidance to the education 

system from the phonological point of view on which variety of English to use in schools.  

Through this study, it was hoped that one day Zambians will be able to acknowledge the 

existence of a variety of English in Zambia in its own right. Besides, one day come up with 

a codified form like Nigerians have done with the production of the A Dictionary of 

Nigerian English Usage and South Africans with The Oxford Dictionary of South African 

English. This is because it seems that we are moving towards a phonological distinct 

variety of English. Such forms help the foreigner and native alike to recognize and learn 

the varieties of English peculiar to the native usage and gain a more in-depth understanding 

of the state of the English language in a country that has nativized it. 

1.8 Definition of key concepts 

This study made reference to some linguistic concepts which need to be defined lest they 

be misunderstood 

1. World Englishes is a term for emerging localized or indigenized varieties of 

English (Kachru, 1992) 

2. Phonology is the study of the sound structure in a language (Oden 2005:2). It deals 

with phonemes, sound systems and processes including those that occur when 

morphemes come together. 

3. Received Pronunciation (RP) is basically educated southern British English (Torto, 

2013). 

4. A syllable is a unit of pronunciation having a vowel with or without surrounding 

consonants. 

5. Nativisation is a process by which a language foreign to a community acquires 

characteristics which were not originally present in the language as it is used by its 

native speakers (Torto 2013) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indigenous_language
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1.9 Theoretical Framework 

English being a global language, spoken by different ethnic groups and found in different 

linguistic environments has no doubt developed varieties that probably reflect local 

nuances but nonetheless mutually intelligible. These varieties have come to be known as 

World Englishes. The varieties have come up due to interaction with other languages.  This 

research therefore is governed by a combination of two theories, these being the theory of 

World Englishes popularized by Braj Kachru and Contact Linguistics by Uriel Weinreich 

(1968).  

According to Kachru (1992), the spread of English has been put in a model of World 

Englishes. This is one of the most influential models in explaining linguistic phenomena 

related to the spread of English across the world. In this model the diffusion of English is 

captured in terms of three concentric circles of the language. The three concentric circles 

represent the types of spread, the patterns of acquisition, and the functional allocation of 

English in diverse cultural contexts (Jenkins, 2009).The circles are categorized into Inner 

Circle, Outer Circle, and Expanding Circle as illustrated in figure 1 below: 

 

Figure 1: Kachruvian Model of World Englishes (Kachru, 1992) 

According to kachru (1992), the Inner Circle refers to English as it originally took shape 

and was spread across the world in the first diaspora. The Inner circle thus represents the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diaspora
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traditional, historical and sociolinguistic bases of English in regions where it is now used 

as a primary language. English is the native language or mother tongue of most people in 

these countries. Countries in the inner circle include the US and the UK. The Outer circle of 

English is produced by the second diaspora of English, which spread the language through 

imperial expansion by Great Britain in Asia and Africa. In these regions, English is not the 

native tongue, but serves as a useful lingua franca among ethnic and language groups. 

Countries in the outer circle include Nigeria. Ghana, Malaysia and Zambia. The Expanding 

Circle encompasses countries where English plays no historical or governmental role, but 

where it is nevertheless widely used as a medium of international communication. The 

expanding circle include countries like Japan. Korea, China and Egypt. 

 

The inner, outer and expanding circles are normatively characterized as Norm-producing, 

Norm-developing and Norm-dependent users respectively. Norm-producing because 

language norms are developed in these countries, norm-developing because language 

norms of the inner circle are changed to meet the speakers communicative needs and norm-

dependent because speakers rely on the standards set by the native speakers in the inner 

circle. 

This sociolinguistic scenario is also aptly captured by Quirk (1985). He categorises the 

inner circle as comprising English as a Native language (ENL) countries such as Great 

Britain, United States, Canada and Australia among others. The outer circle comprising 

English as Second Language (ESL) countries such as Nigeria, India, Singapore, Tanzania, 

Zambia, Ghana, Uganda and Kenya among others. The expanding circle as comprising 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL) countries such Germany, Russia, China, France, 

Belgium, Italy, Saudi Arabia, Greece (Adedimeji, 2006). In the post-colonial contexts of 

the Outer Circle, one finds many people who regularly use English as a second language 

(ESL users), in addition to their first language. English often has official status in the 

country and maybe used as the medium for government business or education, and often 

as a national lingua franca in multilingual countries. However, the majority of the 

population does not necessarily use the language often, and there may be a sizeable group 

of native speakers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Native_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_tongue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diaspora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Britain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lingua_franca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic
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This Kachruvian model makes English plural so that one English becomes many Englishes. 

Moreover, the model does not suggest that one variety is linguistically better than another 

is. It only suggests that English has multicultural identities (Kachru 1985:357).   

In the development of a new variety in the outer circle, there is co-existence of local 

languages and imported languages. This co-existence tends to influence one another and 

thereby bringing linguistic variations and changes at the phonological, grammatical, 

vocabulary, stylistic and syntactic levels of analysis. Zambia is a country or rather speech 

community where the local Bantu languages co-exist with an ‘imported’ language, English.  

Thus most certainly there are variations and changes in the way English is spoken as 

variations and changes in varieties of English are natural and inevitable (Kirkpatrick, 

2007). Consequently, linguistic features, which differ from Standard English, are not 

necessarily errors but new components of a new English. This is because speakers of a 

foreign language develop norms to accommodate their communicate needs. 

Therefore, how the norms in Zambia have developed is governed by contact linguistics. 

Contact linguistics is a study of language contact. The phenomenon of language contact 

has received considerable attention from many researchers in the field of language and 

applied language studies over the years, including Thomason and Kaufman (1988), 

Thomason (2001), Weinreich (1968) and Winford (2002). Language contact occurs when 

two or more languages or varieties interact in a given speech community resulting in both 

direct and indirect influence of one or more languages on another. The most common way 

that languages influence each other is the exchange of words. The influence can go deeper, 

extending to the exchange of even basic characteristics of a language such the phonology 

of a language. Language contact of two languages can also result in the replacement of one 

by the other. This is most common when one language has a higher social position 

(prestige). This sometimes leads to language endangerment or extinction. 

However, when language shift occurs, the language that is replaced can leave a profound 

impression on the replacing language, when people retain features of the substratum as 

they learn the new language and pass these features on to their children, leading to the 

development of a new variety. Language contact can also lead to the development of new 

languages when people without a common language interact closely, developing a pidgin, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variety_%28linguistics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prestige_%28sociolinguistics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_death
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pidgin
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which may eventually become a full-fledged creole language through the process of 

creolization. According to Sebba (1997), language contact, can in some instances, lead to 

the formation of a pidgin, a Creole, or even the birth of a new language altogether. It is 

therefore common knowledge that languages can influence each other in so many ways in 

a language contact situation. Therefore, this study through examining the phonological 

features of English as spoken by indigenous Zambians sought to establish the extent to 

which the English spoken by indigenous Zambians could be said to be deviate from SBE. 

The present study was conceived on the understanding that a situation of language contact 

exists between English and the local languages of Zambia and thus it was assumed that 

language contact may have influenced the norms of SBE and thus created some linguistic 

changes that have manifested into a ‘new’ variety of English in Zambia. This type of 

English falls under what is known as ‘New’ Englishes. Therefore, Kachru’s spread of 

English and emergence of new varieties of English can be accounted for by contact 

linguistics. Language contact and thus geography are important factors influencing 

language change and development (Kortmann, 2010). 

1.9.1 ‘New’ Englishes 

The term “New” Englishes covers a large number of varieties that are far from uniform in 

their characteristics and current use. ‘New’ Englishes nevertheless share certain features. 

Platt, Weber and Ho (1984: 2-3) gives the criteria that characterize what is known as a New 

English as follows: 

1. One which has developed through the education system. This means that the 

language is learnt extensively in schools, that is, from pre-school to tertiary; 

2. One which has developed in an area where a native variety of English was not the 

language spoken by most of the population;  

3. One used in a range of functions among those who speak or write in the region 

where it is used; and 

4. One which has become ‘localised’ or ‘nativised’ by adopting some language 

features of its own, such as sounds, intonation patterns, sentence structure, words 

and expressions. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creole_language
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‘New’ Englishes are for the most part learnt as a second language or as one language within 

a wider multilingual repertoire of acquisition. This group include, for example, Indian 

English, Phillipine English, Nigerian English and Singapore English. Many scholars 

therefore raise a strong statement; among them is Kachru (1992) who argues that ‘New’ 

Englishes should be considered in their own right, not in terms of their differences from a 

particular native variety. This study was thus guided by this theorization in the quest to 

establish if English as spoken by educated indigenous Zambians could be seen in its own 

right from the phonological perspective instead of comparing it to the yardstick. 

1.10 Scope of the Study 

The study did not look at every aspect of English language use but just the spoken in order 

to get the phonological characteristics however not every activity where English is spoken 

was studied but media.  The study also limited itself to looking at English as used in the 

media at the phonological level and not at all the other linguistic levels. Moreover, the 

study was not a comparative one but used RP as a reference point in its discussion. 

1.11 Limitations of the Study 

The study did not look at English spoken by indigenous Zambians on media at all the other 

linguistic levels; morphology, syntax, discourse styles due to the limited time of the study. 

The other limitation is that the findings could not be said to be a general trend among all 

speakers of English in Zambia because the study limited itself looking at the English used 

on media and not many other domains in which English is also commonly used. Moreover, 

there was no soundfile software in the school laboratory that could help with phonetic 

transcriptions of the words and sentences that were collected. The researcher had to do it 

intuitively. 

1.12 Structure of the Dissertation 

The dissertation is organised into seven chapters. The first chapter is the introduction of 

the study that presents the background of the study, objectives and theoretical framework. 

Chapter two reviews literature that was directly related to the study so as to put the research 

within the context of other similar studies and provide justification for it. Chapter three 

presents the methodology used in the study.  Chapter four discusses the segmental features 

of the English spoken by the indigenous Zambians. Chapter five discusses the phonological 
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processes that give rise to the deviations of English from SBE found in chapter four. 

Chapter six discusses the findings on stress placement by indigenous Zambians and chapter 

seven provides a summary of the study and then draws a conclusion and makes 

recommendations. 

1.13 Summary 

The chapter has introduced the study by giving the background to the study and discussed 

key and relevant phenomena pertaining to the language situation in Zambia. The statement 

of the problem, aim, objectives, research questions and significance of the study are 

presented. The theoretical framework as well as operational definitions are also presented 

followed by the methodological framework, scope of the study, limitations of the study and 

structure of the dissertation.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 General 

This chapter reviews works conducted on the varieties of English language in many 

countries. It first starts by looking at related studies conducted in Zambia and then goes on 

to further look at those done in other parts of the world. It is worth noting that the process 

of nativization of English started soon after English began spreading from the British Isles. 

As Britain established American colonies in the 17th century, an American version of 

English was developed simultaneously and overtime are varieties of English in various 

places where English spread and emerged as well. Different scholars have referred to the 

process of nativization with different names such as indigenization, acculturation, 

domestication, hybridization, localization meaning the same thing. All pointing to an 

emergency of a ‘new’ English. 

In works within world/new Englishes paradigm, it is customary to distinguish different 

varieties of the outer circle Englishes. These different levels are labelled as basilect, 

mesolect and acrolect, although these consist of a continuum. Acrolect is a type of English 

that tends towards Standard English. It is the educated variety that is referred to as 

institutionalized. Mesolect is an informal style of English, spoken fluently by educated 

speakers but because of salient features of pronunciation, it cannot be overly judged as 

prestigious. This is the variety spoken by the educated in Zambia. Moreover, basilect is 

one that signifies the uneducated style of speech communication often termed as broken 

English (something below expectation or standard). The variety therefore under 

investigation in this study is the mesolect.  

 

2.2 Studies in Zambia 

There are many studies in Zambia previously conducted focusing on English however; 

little work has been done in Zambia that has looked at the variety spoken in Zambia. 

Among these are Chishimba (1983) who worked on African varieties in general as reflected 

in African literature. Other works have been seminar papers presented at the University of 

Zambia (Hayes 1982, Africa 1983, Lawrence and Sarvan 1983, Moody 1984). Moody 
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(1985) and Chisanga (1987) so far seem to be ones that have done detailed work on the 

variety of English in Zambia. Otherwise, many works have been on English in education.   

The earliest observation of what can be termed as ‘Zambian English’ was made by 

Richardson (1962) in his observations on African English in Northern Rhodesia at the 1962 

colloquium at Brazzaville in which he makes two main observations in the use of idiomatic 

expressions and phonetic characteristics. He suggests that the salient features of African 

English are to be faced largely in phonetic characteristics and idiomatic usage. 

Phonetically, he remarks on ‘the failure to accommodate African sound to that odd 

Standard English and the superimposition of the complicated vowels on an African five 

vowel system. On idiomatic expressions, he notes the eccentric use of many expressions 

which are not so misused as a result in incomprehension but which are sufficiently strange 

to cause the uninitiated from the United Kingdom to hesitate in their acceptance of the 

utterance. His presentation however did not explicitly state the differences in phonetic 

characteristics, as there was no empirical evidence to show the changes at the phonetic 

level. This study therefore endeavours to go even further beyond the phonetic level onto 

the phonological level to look at what exactly happens in the differences that occur in 

pronunciations.  

Richardson thus made an interesting forecast, which foreshadowed Simukoko’s 

investigation. He predicted that the English that will be spoken in Zambia by 1982 will be 

a version that is a standard to the territory but different in several ways from Standard 

English is the United Kingdom.  

Therefore, Simokoko (1977) carried out a preliminary investigation into some features of 

a Zambian variety of English with particular reference to Bemba speakers. In his study, he 

first recognizes the fact that local varieties of English had emerged in the former British 

colonies and territories with characteristic features marked by divergence from English 

varieties used as native languages, such as British English and American English. In 

addition, goes on further to state that elements that constitutes a second language such as 

the English variety used in Zambia depends entirely on whether or not we are prepared to 

accept the local variety as an independent linguistic system describable by normal 

descriptive techniques. He postulates that the language situation in Zambia was 
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complicated by the fact that it was very difficult to determine what constitute erratic or 

random variations and systematic ‘rule-governed’ usage. 

Simukoko therefore, makes an assumption on the English used in Zambia in which he states 

that ‘Zambian English is a linguistic system which has deviated from target language norms 

because of interlingual factors such as language transfer, transfer of training, 

communication strategies and over-generalization of TL rules.’ This assumption was 

viewed as a confirmation of the fact that for the average Zambian English user-learner the 

chances of exposure to natively spoken forms of English were very small indeed. The 

situation at that moment was that there was a possibility of encountering authentic and 

more approximate forms at the secondary school, colleges of vocational training and of 

education, and at university, but even more then the speaker-learner would have passed the 

‘critical period’ of language learning (Lenneberg 1968). Therefore, using data collected 

between January to march 1974, through translation elicitation tests, personal observations, 

reading lists and story from Kasama Township Simukoko observes the following 

realisations among the Bemba speakers. In terms of consonants /h/ was realized as a glottal 

/Ɂ/, /r/ was realized as /l/and /ʒ/ as /ʒj/. Diphthongs were realized as long vowels, for 

instance, /eɪ/ in words like rain and maize was realized as /ɛ:/. Others were realized as 

disyllabic, for example, hair /hɛja/, ear /ijɛ/, sure /ʃuwa/. Triphthongs also tended to be 

disyllabic in words like fair /faja/, hour /awa/.  

Simukoko (1977)’s study attempted to establish a descriptive sketch of the interlanguage 

(IL) of the Bemba speakers relative to English by a process of extrapolation from the 

common features of Bemba informants. However, the features arrived at were not 

exhaustive which the researcher also recognizes (Simukoko 1977:70). His study did not 

attempt a detailed analysis of the distributional differences in the phonological patterns of 

Bemba and English that this study wishes to make and beyond the Bemba speaker, but a 

Bantu language speaker of Zambia. The study also excluded vowels such as diphthongs 

and triphthongs and only concerned itself with the pure vowels which can be seen to be 

inadequate as a study of the variety of English in relation to any native language should be 

looked into at all phonetic aspects to make a conclusion that such a variety exists.  
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Simukoko (1977) however makes recommendations which this study takes on in which he 

suggests that attention to be made on influence of native language tones and rhythms in IL 

speech and that further research should include suprasegmentals and bigger utterance units. 

Many other scholars investigated the possible emergence of Zambian English like Africa 

(1983) who attributes it to fossilization of certain forms due to the inadequate number of 

years spent in schools. However, this argument is disputable as Zambians today spend quite 

a considerable amount of time in school for at least seventeen years. This is divided in such 

a way that the first two years are spent in pre-school, twelve in primary and secondary 

school then at least three to four years in tertiary education. Moreover, with the new 

working policy, pupils spend more time in schools as compared to being home because 

they are expected to be in school from 07:00hrs to 16:00hrs. However, Africa’s (1983) 

argument that transfer resulting from mother tongue interference is a possible factor of the 

emergence of ZE can be said to be true. Other factors include education and language 

backgrounds, socio-economic status, urban-rural context and motivation factors. Haynes 

(1984) alludes the possible emergence of ZE to pidginisation and creolisation. Lawrence 

and Sarvan (1983) investigated acceptability of Zambianisms across different social groups 

and it was revealed that acceptability varied according to education level, status, sex and 

other variables. 

Moody (1985) through an analysis of 25 conversations of educated Zambians speaking in 

English in different situations about a whole range of subjects compiled a detailed analysis 

concentrating on code switching and mixing. He concluded that English in Zambia is close 

to vernacular, not in the traditional sense of the word vernacular, but as Labov (1972b:112) 

defines it. His study focused on the informal spoken social dialectal form and not on a 

relatively stable form that teachers and other language policy formulators would look to 

which this study aims at doing. Moody (1985) indicates that there is a possibility of a 

‘Zambian Language’ emerging in urban areas, one which largely preserves the integrity of 

both English and Zambian languages as its interrelated components. However, Moody’s 

English conversations of code-switching as examples of Zambian English would be folly. 

This is because Moody is more concerned with conversational rules of code-switching and 

their effect on the interlocutors, than with what constitutes Zambian English (Banda 1995). 
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Another scholar who attempted to look at the variety spoken in Zambia was Chisanga 

(1987) who investigated the form and function of educated English in Zambia as a possible 

indigenized non-native variety. Her thesis set out to investigate whether or not such a 

variety as ‘Zambian English’ exists in Zambia. Her work addressed itself to a greater or 

less extent to the two types of variations that Ferguson (1983) describes, in relation to the 

spread of English and in particular to the nature and the development of the English 

language in Zambia as a second language which possibly shows signs today of 

indigenization. She postulates that after independence, all features of the language that 

Zambians produced which were perceived as not conforming to the rules of British 

standard English were unquestionably ‘incorrect’ and to be remedied. However, 

conforming to the rules of SBE should not be what matters in the use of English but what 

should be more important is whether communication has taken place or not. The basic line 

to be drawn between what is correct and ‘incorrect should be on whether the interlocutors 

are comfortable and can easily express themselves, also whether the information has clearly 

been understood.  

Using primary data, Chisanga (1987) compiled compositions written in class and then 

marked as to the correctness of their language of Zambian teachers. Two sources of 

information were used: what the teenagers wrote and what the teachers then thought was 

and was not acceptable. Participants were asked to write two formal essays on topic of their 

choice from a limited choice of topics. After the scripts were collected, Zambian English 

teachers were asked to mark the scripts for any incorrect structures. After analyzing the 

data, it showed that deviations in the school data were not corrected by the teachers in an 

average of 58% of the total instances of deviations. This was a remarkably high percentage 

and could not be dismissed as being merely slips of correction. It was discovered that the 

deviations were not idiosyncratic but quite widespread in the scripts. Moreover, with 

particular reference to the concept of ‘Zambian English’, 83% of the teachers said they 

have heard of the concept and 65% of those who responded felt that it should be 

discouraged as a local educated model for teaching. A few issues can be raised with the 

way data was collected and analysed. To start with, Chisanga using Zambian English 

teachers to mark the correctness of pupils’ works is questionable. If she was relating the 

information to SBE, it would have been ideal and practically sound to use SBE speakers to 
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identify the grammatical errors. The education system of Zambia is one in a vicious cycle 

where the grammatical rules of SBE are distorted from the teachers’ early school years and 

these they carry on through secondary school and university and bring them back to class.  

In her recommendation she stated that what she had done was merely to indicate the general 

norms but they need to be formally tested by being presented to a larger selection of 

educated speakers throughout the country to test their general recognition and 

acceptability.’ Chisanga to a large extent assumed the existence of a Zambian variety of 

English although it was carefully referred to as ‘non-problematic Zambianisms’ and did 

not state what could constitute ‘Zambian English’ as there was no empirical linguistic 

evidence that showed Zambian English but mostly assumptions. Her study was at the 

grammatical level, which makes it different from this study.  

The use of English in Zambia has been considered mainly from the recognition and use of 

specified grammatical forms (Simukoko, 1977; Haynes, 1982; Lawrence and Sarvan, 1983, 

Chisanga 1987). In these studies, samples of English have been taken from written 

medium; often student’s written exercises and done in a controlled environment. To be able 

to establish Zambian English existence, research must be conducted in an environment 

where speech is done freely such as Moody (1985), though his research is somewhat a bit 

controlled as the interlocutors involved where aware that they are being recorded. 

From all the studies conducted, it is noted that an assumption that a variety of English exists 

in Zambia has been made. However, there has been no detailed description of this variety 

done at the phonological level. This study will follow on what Moody (1984) suggests. He 

suggests that English that is used in Zambia should be seen in its own right and not be 

examined according to how well it approximates to a ‘foreign’ model because it has 

developed naturally within its own unique surroundings and the fact that language is a tool 

and as such belongs to whoever is using it cannot be overlooked. How Zambians have 

molded and fashioned English was investigated from a phonological perspective. 

Moreover, most of the aforementioned studies have looked at the variety of English spoken 

in Zambia in relation to the Bemba speakers and not an English Zambian language speaker. 

With regard to phonological deviations, the phonological indices have not been studied 

well enough to enable one to establish an informed distinction between regional Englishes 
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and national Englishes (Banda 1999). This study thus endeavored to look into these 

phonological indices critically in order to establish the extent to which Zambian English 

can be said to be a variety in its own right.  

 

2.3 Other Studies on English Varieties 

This section presents studies conducted on other varieties of English in order to have a 

general understanding of the phenomenon under investigation. It shows some specific 

phonological features that exist in different varieties of English. 

There are well-known examples of new Englishes, among these include Indian English, 

Phillipine English, Singaporean English and African Englishes such as Nigerian and South 

African to mention only a few. In some of these examples mentioned above, English has 

not only been nativised but also accepted by its speakers and institutionalised. This section 

will thus look at some studies on some Englishes in the outer circle and inner circle.  

2.3.1. English Varieties in Africa 

English in Africa is spoken as either a second or a foreign language. There are many 

varieties of English spoken in Zambia. Some of the varieties are discussed in this section, 

particularly looking at the phonological features. Most African countries belong to the 

outer circle according to the Kachruvian theory of World Englishes. Communities/ 

countries that have English as their second Language are normatively referred to as norm-

developing in that English in these areas comes into contact with other languages and thus 

the contact results into some changes.  

 

2.3.1.1. Ghanaian English 

Among the Englishes of Africa include Ghanaian English (GhE) which is a system of 

tendencies rather than categorical differences from SBE, depending on various factors such 

as the speaker’s linguistic competence and L1, the level of L2 command of English, the 

formality of the situation and many other factors. There are many studies that have been 

conducted on GhE. These include Torto (2013) who carried out a study on the nativisation 

of English at the phonological level in Ghana. The findings of the study revealed that in 
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Educated Ghanaian English (EGE) most words are articulated on the basis of their 

spellings. For instance, in standard pronunciation, the o, oo and ou spellings in the words 

above are articulated as RP /ʌ/ but in Educated Ghanaian English they were articulated as 

[ɔ]. There were, however, some exceptional cases in the corpus with regard to the 

realization of RP /ʌ/. This phonetic characteristic was due to the influence of the Ghanaian 

languages on English. Thus, his research showed that some innovations in English 

pronunciation might be due to the contact with languages with which it co-exists. Apart 

from spelling pronunciation, Huber (2008) sums up all the phonetic features of GhE and 

states that the 12 RP monophthongs are reduced to five in the system of most ‘Ghanaian’ 

speakers.  These being /a, i, ɛ, ɔ,ʊ/. To these are added half-close /e/ and /o/, which result 

from the monophthongization of RP diphthongs /eɪ/ and /əʊ/ so that in total, they are seven 

GhE monophthongs, a system shared with other West African Englishes as most of them 

share the same sociolinguistics background. 

Moreover, Simo Bobda (2000) in his paper on the uniqueness of Ghanain English 

pronunciation in West Africa showed drastic differences between the pronunciation of 

English in Ghana and in all the other West African countries with a similar colonial 

experience and similar sociological and sociolinguistic backgrounds. The paper 

investigated the distinctiveness of Ghanaian English which involves the restructuring of 

(RP) /ᴧ/, /ɜ:/, post-tonic /a/ with orthographic <er, re, or, our, ur, ous, us, um>, fell before 

a final /n/, the pronunciation of -able and -ative words, certain words with <a>, the 

Alternating Stress Rule, and some miscellaneous items. The results showed that /a/ and /ɛ/ 

substitute for a wide range of (RP) segments. The features identified can only be said to be 

part of Ghanaian English or west African. With regards to suprasegmentals specifically 

stress, Simo Bobda (2000) distinguishes Alternating Stress Rule (ASR) in West African 

Englishes. ASR defined by Chomsky and Halle (1968:78), applies in most varieties of 

native English. It affects words of three or more syllables ending with a strong cluster 

(having a tense vowel or a diphthong as the final syllable nucleus, or ending with a 

consonant cluster). The main stress of these words, underlie on the last syllable by virtue 

of the strong cluster, moves to the antepenultimate position, by the ASR. The stress of the 

last syllable then weakens from primary to secondary. Verbs are particularly prone to the 

ASR. The ASR generally does not apply in West African English, since Cameroonians, 
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Nigerians, Sierra Leoneans, and Gambians say indiˈcate, stimuˈlate, reaˈlise, satis'fy, etc. 

Educated Ghanaians, in contrast, do shift the primary stress to the antepenultimate syllable, 

but do not maintain a secondary stress on the last syllable. This results in the verbs separate, 

legitimate, duplicate, advocate, exercise, etc., having the same rhythm as the corresponding 

adjectives or nouns. In Ghanaian English, hypercorrection involving this aspect of 

pronunciation consists in speakers' shifting the stress even further back, to the pre-

antepenultimate position in words of more than three syllables, a shift that yields (verb) 

'appreciate, 'negotiate, 'articulate, 'identify, still without a secondary stress on the last 

syllable. 

2.3.1.2 Nigerian English 

English in Nigeria has been extensively studied. These studies include Bokamba (1982, 

1991) who recognised the existence of Nigerian English (NE) and referred to it as a variety 

of what he called “West African Vernacular English” (WAVE). Similarly, Jibril (1982) 

saw NE as part of the continuum of “West African English.” Akere (1982) likewise spoke 

of the emergence of a “Standard Nigerian English.” Odumuh (1987) recognized NE as one 

of the new Englishes and stated that “Our position is that there exists at the moment a single 

super ordinate variety of Standard English in Nigeria which can be regarded as ‘Nigerian 

English.’ Several other linguists like Salami (1968); Adekunle (1974, 1985); Adetugbo 

(1979), Adegbija (1989); Kachru (1986), Jowitt (1991);to mention just a few have either 

written about, or made passing references to this variety of English language. 

Additionally, Josiah, Bobunde and Robert (2012) also carried out a study on the patterns 

of pronunciations among Nigerian University undergraduates. The study was intended to 

find out if the pronunciation of English by Nigerian undergraduates approximates to that 

of Standard British English (SBE). It was found that many Nigerian undergraduates, who, 

by and large represent educated Nigerian variety of speakers of English, according to 

Banjo’s (1971) and Fakuade’s (1998) classification, could not produce the SBE variant of 

the English words tested. Therefore, from all indications, the SBE variant posed difficulties 

to most of the respondents used in the research. One observation that was made with the 

respondents they used was that some tended to reflect the linguistic background in their 

pronunciations as a result of mother-tongue interference. A number of them had their 
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educational training within such linguistic environment; some were influenced by family 

background; while others were influenced by social exposure. Many others tended to 

reflect the sociolinguistic background within which the discussion was taking place. 

Therefore, it was concluded that there was no Nigerian who could speak the Standard 

English pronunciation. 

Olajide and Olaniyi (2013) looking at Educated Nigerian English phonology as core of a 

Regional RP examined the quality of phonemes in terms of closeness or distance from the 

prestige, SBE, RP and noted that very few Educated Nigerians use English language 

effectively. This assessment was made from the perception of how few Nigerians (i.e. 

broadcasters) articulate fricatives, affricates, stops or plosives, continuants and central 

vowels, correctly. In addition, ended by saying that ‘the Nigerian RP spoken by this very 

few ‘educated’ people should qualify to be referred to as a regional RP.’ 

Moreover, a presentation on Nigerian English by Adedimeji (2007) at the 24thannual 

conference of the Nigerian English studies association themed ‘English in the Nigerian 

Environment’ provided a general overview of the linguistic features of Nigerian English, 

from phonology, morpho-syntactic, lexico-semantics to pragmatics. It was observed that 

Nigerian English was neither all deviant nor all variant and the two schools of variation 

and deviation are right or wrong by half. The fundamental pattern is that some forms of 

Nigerian English are variant and some are deviant. It was found that at the levels of 

phonology and morpho-syntax, Nigerian English could be said to be largely deviant with 

few instances of variation. With this, they rejected the claim of Hasman (2000) that all 

dialects of English are acceptable and that the language has “no standard pronunciation”. 

At the levels of lexico-semantics and pragmatics, Nigerian English can be said to be largely 

variant with just some instances of deviation. With this, they validated and agreed to the 

assertion of Hasman (2000) that “each country that speaks the language can inject aspects 

of its own culture into the usage”. 

Other studies on Nigerian English have shown other features that distinguishes this variety. 

Some phonological features that occur in Nigerian English (NE) include avoidance of 

dental fricatives, reduction of final consonant clusters, and the use of syllable-based rhythm 

(Alabi, 2003, and Kirkpatrick and Deterding, 2011).  
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Apart from segmental phonology, many scholars have also conducted studies at the 

suprasegmental level. These include Onose (2010) who tested a passage to determine 

student’s mastery of stress and other suprasegmentals. The results confirms Banjo’s (1979) 

indictment that English stress and intonation is the final hurdle, which the vast majority of 

speakers of English as a second language never manage to cross.Amayo (1982) in his paper 

titled The classification of Nigerian spoken English sounds even bleaker than Banjo (1979). 

According to Amayo (1982) the degree of phonological competence does not correspond 

to that of syntactico -semantics". It is implied that Nigerians' mastery of English is higher 

in the sphere of syntactico-semantics than in phonology. In his Popular Nigeria English, 

Jowitt (1991) distances the Nigerian Variety from the RP. According to Jowitt at word-

level the difference between the supra-segmental phonology of Pidgin NE (PNE) and that 

of SBE (RP) is most salient in the area of primary accent placement. He further argues that 

Prosody in Nigeria and in most other varieties has been difficult to master. This study 

therefore also intends to ascertain if this is a case for Zambian English speakers. 

2.3.1.3 South African English  

South African English is complex in nature as it distinguishes between various ‘ethnic 

varieties’, such as ‘Coloured’/Afrikaans, Black, South African Indian, and white English. 

Each of these varieties in turn extends on a continuum from ‘broad’ to more ‘cultivated’ 

varieties (depending on the educational level and social status of its speakers), with these 

varieties becoming less distinct at higher levels of education. An additional overlay of 

variation is the distinction between first and second language varieties. 

Studies have been conducted on all the varieties of English in South Africa. Among these 

include Buthelezi (1995); De Klerk & Gough (2002); Gamaroff (1998); Gough (1996); 

Kasanga (2006); Makalela (1998, 1999, 2000, 2004, 2007); Roodt (1993), and Van Roy 

(2000, 2006). Notably, one of the characteristics of South African English (SAFE) is social 

variation that divided the SAFE variety into three. These being; Cultivated English; one 

close to Received Pronunciation and is associated with the upper class, General English; 

associated with the middle class and Broad English; associated with the working class in 

addition to speakers of Afrikaans who speak English as a second language. 
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Distinguishing features of SAFE have been established phonologically with particular 

reference to pronunciation where several sound systems have been discussed in the three 

distinctive groups mentioned above. Among many other things noted, it was discovered 

that on vowels in Cultivated and General SAFE, the pronunciation of /æ/ is slightly raised 

(as in trap). However, in Broad varieties, it is often raised to [ɛ]. This means that /æ/ almost 

becomes /ɛ/ for some speakers, as can be exemplified by the typical SAFE pronunciation 

of the very name of the country South Africa, which is pronounced as South Efrica. 

Pertaining to consonants, the following voiced and voiceless plosives are distinctive in 

South African English: /p, b, t, d, k, g/. These sounds are generally unaspirated in all 

positions of broad South African English thereby distinguishing it from the remaining 

formerly mentioned subcategories, namely general and cultivated South African English. 

On the other hand, in the other varieties of SAFE a voiceless plosive is aspirated (a strong 

burst of air which is produced with the release of some obstruent) when it comes before a 

stressed syllable. In the case of Broad South African English, this contrast is neutralised. 

Alternatively, these speakers have a tendency to pronounce the /t/ and /d/ sounds with 

some detention by articulating the tongue against the upper teeth (Esteves, 2009) 

Earrnsson (2011) has identified some more pronunciation characteristics. The researcher 

states that the front vowel [ï] as in tin, bit, lip and the schwa [ə] can generally be considered 

allophones of the same phoneme, /ə/, making the pairs Lennon-Lenin, accept-except and 

scented-centred homophonous (Wells, 1982). The /r/ is often a tap, which means that the 

tongue is flicked up against the roof of the mouth, interrupting the flow of air, or a trill, 

which means that the tip of the tongue vibrates in the airstream (Roach, 2001). SAFE is a 

non-rhotic language, there are no /r/ in words like car, start and dinner and just like in RP 

the words tune and duke are pronounced [tʃu:n] and [ʤu:k] in SAFE. These studies in 

SAFE are different from the present study in that it endeavored to establish phonological 

deviation of a Zambian English speaker by not categorizing them into ethnic varieties as 

most SAFE studies have done. Moreover, South Africa is a multi-cultural country 

endowed with different races quite in numbers whereas Zambia only has a minute number 

of other races who are almost marginal.  
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2.3.1.4 Cameroon English  

Mbufong (2013) in his paper addressed the consequences of the spread of the English 

language all over the world, but particularly in non-native environments like Cameroon, 

where it remains a L2 (second language) and is one of two official languages (French being 

the other) competing with over 280 home languages. The aim of his paper was to apply the 

Kachruvian concept of nativisation with regards to the use of English in Cameroon by users 

who are native speakers of languages other than English. A comparison of some features 

of Cameroon English (CE) and British English was made at the levels of phonology, lexis, 

and grammar. The results suggested that local languages like Lamso, Bafut, Eton, 

Mungaka, Mokpe, etc., have influenced English as used in Cameroon. In Kachruvian 

terms, he concludes that English has been nativised/cameroonised. While nativisation is 

the natural result of linguistic and cultural content, the paper argued that Cameroon’s 

intralingualism and ethnic pluralism have added further levels of complexity to the simple 

idea of conscious or unconscious innovations in the language to functionally adopt it to the 

local milieu. He further noted that Cameroonians were not just using a code; they are also 

expressing an identity, a linguistic belonging to a geographical location called Cameroon. 

This study is similar to the phenomenon under investigation as it also uses the Kachruvian 

theory to ascertain where English in Zambia has been nativised at the phonological level. 

Phonological features of CE identified with reference to particular languages include, the 

monophthongization of diphthongs in Lamso where /əu/ is realized as /u/ in words like 

/gəut/ goat > goal /gut/, /ʃəu/ show >/ʃu/. There is also vowel reduction of /i:/>/e/. In 

Makope and Mungaka, /r/ is realized as /l/ in words like rubber>lubber, rice>lice. In Bafut, 

the voicless bilabial /p/ is realized as /b/ for instance plum /plᴧm/ is pronounced as /blᴧm/, 

plot /plot/ as /blot/. In Eton, the interdental fricative /θ/ and /ð/ are realized as /t/ and /d/ 

respectively. Thus, Simo Bobda (2008) compiles studies on CE and shows that CE has 

seven vowels with a marginal schwa. Marginal due to its extremely low frequency. He 

shows various differences in the vowel system of RP and CE. Consonants however exhibit 

very few differences form RP such as the realization of [θ, ð] as [t, d]. Tremendous 

differences are seen in the environments in which consonants occur that were best 

examined in phonological processes. Processes that occur include voicing and devoicing 
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of alveolar fricatives in word-medial position, Yod deletion, non_coronal deletion and 

spirantisation in –stion words. 

2.3.1.5 Ugandan English 

A study by Tukwasibwe (2014) was hinged on the assumption that when indigenous 

languages and the target language come together in a linguistic contact situation, the 

resulting variety would exhibit distinct phonological, lexical, grammatical and 

semantic/pragmatic features (see Sankoff, (2001); Thomason, (1995); Thomason  and 

Kaufman, (1988); Winford, (2005)).  

To determine the extent of the various forms of influence that the indigenous languages of 

Uganda have on Ugandan English plus the resulting language variation and change, a 

200,000-word text corpus of samples of written and spoken Ugandan English was sourced 

from the media and built by the researcher. Speech data of 50,000 words for the spoken 

component of the corpus was collected from radio and television talk shows, which 

comprises recorded spontaneous natural conversations and interviews produced by radio 

and television talk-show guests and commuter passengers, as well as radio phone-in 

programs. The recordings were then transcribed. Choosing the mass media for sources of 

data for this study was said to be in agreement with Fairclough (1995) who underscores 

the important link between language and mass media. He thus acknowledges that the media 

influences the evolution of language and is probably the cause of the many changes and 

innovations that happen in language at both written and spoken level (Fairclough 1995, 

cited by Gregori-Signes 2000:2). The corpus used in this investigation was too much as 

qualitative research can only use a small corpus in order to come up with an exhaustive, 

detailed and clear analysis of the phenomenon. De Klerk (2003:7) argues strongly in favour 

of "smaller, carefully constructed sample corpora of spoken material which contain 

authentic and reliable representative data, and can be analysed exhaustively in a variety of 

ways". The present study thus decided to use a corpus of 1000 words collected from the 

media unlike Tukwasibwe’s study that used a corpus of 5000 words. 

Evidence from the Corpus of Ugandan English showed that indigenous languages of 

Uganda have a significant influence on the English language variety spoken in the country, 
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and that a large part of English bilingual speakers cannot speak English without transferring 

the features from their mother tongue, including switching and mixing codes. 

2.3.1.6 East African English 

Schmied (2006) surveyed East African English (EAfE) focusing on Kenya, Uganda, and 

Tanzania, which are often seen as the core of East Africa. He first states that Kenya, 

Uganda, and Tanzania share a long, common “Anglophone” background, despite some 

interesting differences in colonial heritage. They are also characterized by a complex 

pattern of African first languages (mainly from the Bantu and Nilo-Saharan language 

families), a common lingua franca (Kiswahili). His study revealed that the features 

characterizing EAfE can be found at subphonemic, phonemic,and supraphonemic levels. 

At the phonemic level, he shows three general tendencies of EAfE for consonants and these 

being; firstly, the merger of /r/ and /l/ is widespread, but still ridiculed. Secondly, intrusive 

or deleted (as a hypercorrect tendency) nasals, especially /n/ before plosives, are common, 

since some languages like Kikuyu have nasal consonants. Thirdly, English fricatives are 

generally difficult but particular deviations often restricted to certain ethnic groups. 

At the subphonemic level, Schmied (2006) makes a general observation that a comparison 

of the English phoneme system with that of most African languages shows that the major 

differences are not the consonants (although there are fewer consonant combinations), but 

the small number of vowel contrasts, compared to the extensive English vowel system. 

Overall, EAfE tends toward a basic five-vowel system. Thus, the vowel system of EAfE is 

systematically different from Standard English; vowels tend to merge because the range of 

the English vowel continuum is not covered by the underlying African systems of, for 

instance, the Bantu languages. Overall, three basic generalizations are made for EAfE 

vowels: Length differences in vowels are leveled and not contrasted phonemically. This is 

not only a quantitative but also a qualitative shift, as short vowels in EAfE are usually 

longer and more peripheral than in RP, especially /ɪ/ tends toward /i/, /ʊ/ toward /u/, /ɔ/ 

towards /o/, and /ʌ/ and /æ/ toward /a/. Secondly, the central vowels /ʌ/, /ɜː/, and /ə/, as in 

but, bird, and a, are avoided and tend toward half-open or open positions, /a/ and/ e/. 

Thirdly, diphthongs tend to have only marginal status and to be monophthongized. 
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At the supraphonemic level, that is, related to phoneme sequences, word stress, intonation, 

and general rhythmic patterns. He notes that Consonant clusters are a major phonotactic 

problem, as many African languages have relatively strict consonant-vowel syllable 

structures (often CV-CV-CV). Thus, English consonant clusters tend to be dissolved, either 

by dropping one or some of the consonants involved or by splitting them through the 

insertion of vowels. The most noticeable feature of the speech flow in African Englishes is 

the tendency toward a stress-timed rather than a syllable-time rhythm. Thus, EAfE tends 

to give all syllables equal stress and not “cram” up to three unstressed syllables together 

into one stress unit to create the so-called “weak” forms of Standard British English. These 

findings are for EAfE and cannot be said to occur in the same way for Zambian English 

(ZE) as ZE is part of the South Africa and not East Africa.  

Studies on African varieties of English reviewed have shown some tendencies and 

innovations that English has incurred as it is used in these places. From the studies, 

similarities among the varieties of English have been noticed as well as differences. These 

differences from one variety to another are what make each variety unique. Moreover, for 

the most part, it has been seen that educated natives of a country/speech community using 

English have been ones under investigation in order to establish the varieties in each. This 

study thus used educated indigenous Zambians in order to establish the phonological 

deviations of English among Zambian English speakers. The differences seen in the 

varieties can be said to stem from the influence of the different native-local languages 

found in each speech community. Therefore, the features found in the Englishes found in 

Africa could not be generalized as Englishes differ from one speech community to another, 

however, the studies reviewed were important in helping to understand the phenomenon 

under investigation. There are these differences in each variety of English and this is what 

the study wants to investigate in the Zambian context. 

2.4 English in South East Asia 

Phonological deviations of English are also seen in other parts of the world apart from 

Africa. In Asia, studies on varieties of English include Indian, Singaporean and Malaysian 

English that have received extensive research.  
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2.4.1. Indian English 

Observing first language speakers of Punjabi and Hindi,Maxwell and Fletcher (2009, 

2010)investigated the acoustic–phonetic characteristics of Indian English vowels. 

Although Maxwell and Fletcher noted that both Punjabi and Hindi are Indo-Aryan 

languages, they were careful to document differences in the vowel inventories and 

suprasegmental features of the two languages based on phonological descriptions of these 

languages. While very few differences were observed in the Indian English vowels 

produced by the two groups, Punjabi speakers produced Indian English diphthongs with 

more phonetic variation than Hindi speakers did. Maxwell and Fletcher concluded that 

Punjabi and Hindi speakers shared vowel categories for Indian English monophthongs, but 

that native language phonology may influence the representation of Indian English 

diphthongs. 

Trudgill and Hannah (2008) investigated some of the pronunciation characteristics of 

Indian English discovered that vowels which in RP are long, for instance in the word nurse 

[nɜ:s] are short in Indian English, thus [nərs].  The RP diphthongs /ei/ and /ou/ as in face 

and goat are usually monophthongs pronounced /e:/ and /o:/ in Indian English and there is 

in some varieties no distinction between /v/ and /w/, /t/ and /θ/, /d/ and /ð/. Most speakers 

of Indian English have a rhotic pronunciation, pronouncing /r/ where there is r in the 

spelling but their pronunciation of r is normally with a flap, /ɾ/. 

However, the most noticeable feature of Indian English is the stress of words and 

sentences. It was found that Speakers of Indian English might put stress into syllables, 

which to a RP speaker would be weak and therefore unstressed. An Indian English speaker 

might pronounce the words about, minister and mistake like this ['ɜbaʊt], [mɪ'nistər] and 

['mɪstek] (Wells, 1982). The sentences of Indian English tend to be syllable-timed instead 

of stress-timed, which most Englishes are. This means that suffixes are stressed and 

function words like to and of, which in RP are weak and unstressed, are in Indian English 

stressed as well  

Fuchs (2015) in his study on speech rhythm in varieties of English: evidence from educated 

Indian English and British English. He observes that studies on IndE suggested that it has 

ten monophthongs and six diphthongs, although it had to be stressed that some speakers 

file:///E:/Downloads+/PDF/The%20effects%20of%20native%20language%20on%20Indian%20English%20sounds%20and%20timing%20patterns.htm%23R24
file:///E:/Downloads+/PDF/The%20effects%20of%20native%20language%20on%20Indian%20English%20sounds%20and%20timing%20patterns.htm%23R25
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use variable pronunciation. This showed how the vowel inventory of educated IndE is 

smaller than in SBE, where there are eleven monophthongs and eight diphthongs 

(Deterding 1997; Hawkins and Midgley 2005, Wells 1982). Thus, he concluded in regards 

to vowels that given the pronounced phonological and phonetic differences between the 

vowel systems of IndE and SBE, it seemed likely that they can be easily perceived. 

Listeners might rely on them when identifying as speaker or Indian.  

With regards to consonants, studies by Sailaja (2012), Bansal (1976, 1978,1990), Kachru 

(1994), Gargesh (2004) and Hickey (2004) among others made the following observations: 

1. SBE labio-dental fricative /v/ is often realized as labio-dental approximant /v*/ and 

often merged with /w/. 

2. The plosives /t, d/ are not realized as alveolar (as in SBE) but as retroflex sounds 

[t*, d*]. 

3. The SBE dental fricatives [θ, ð] are replaced in IndE by dental plosives [t*,d*] of 

which the voices phoneme is often aspirated [t*& d] due to influence of spelling. 

4. In SBE, the voiceless plosives /p,t,k/ have unaspirated allophones /p=, t=, k=/ in 

consonant clusters and sometimes at the end of a word, but are strongly aspirated if 

they occur initially in a stressed syllable and weakly aspirated in most other context 

/ph, th, kh/. In IndE, they are always unaspirated. 

From the studies it was concluded that most differences between consonants of 

educated IndE and SBE are phonetic. The only phonological differences are variable 

rhoticity in IndE and the frequent merger of /w/ and /v/.  

At the suprasegmental level the differences between the intonation of educated IndE 

and SBE are said to be substantial. They differ in which words are accented, how 

utterances are split into intonation phrases. They also differ in how many pitch accents 

are assigned to an intonation phrase and which pitch accents are commonly used 

(Bansal and Harrison 1972, Bansal 1976, Nair 1996, Maxwell 2014).Some acoustic 

studies by Krivokapic’ (2013) and Sirsa and Redford (2013) investigated by Fuchs 

(2008) showed that speech rhythm in IndE is syllable-timed than in SBE. 
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2.4.2 Singaporean English 

Singaporean English (SgE) has mostly been studies with Malaysian English. This is 

attributed to the common culture and sociolinguistic background that the two countries 

share as Singapore was part of the Malaysian federation until it achieved full independence 

in 1965. There exists two varieties; Standard SgE (SSE) and Colloquial SgE (CollsgE). 

The CollSgE is one that has showed a high degree of influence from other local languages 

such as Hokkein, Contenese, Malay and Tamil (Platt & Weber 1980:18). This is a variety 

that exists in schools but mostly used in the school playgrounds and homes and is 

commonly known as Singlish. Singlish co-exists with SSE in a relationship that has been 

termed ‘diglossia’ (Ferguson 1959, Richards 1983, Gupta 1994), which essentially means 

that SSE is restricted in use to situations that are characterised by a high level of formality, 

whereas Singlish is used in all other instances. Wee (2008) identifies four phonological 

processes common to CollSgE. These being consonant devoicing where voiced obstruents 

become devoiced in word-final position. For instance, leg /lɛg/ becomes /lɛk/, news /nju:z/ 

becomes /njus/, judge /dʒᴧdʒ/ is pronounced as /dʒɑtʃ/. Secondly, consonant deletion where 

only stops get deleted in words like limp [limp] pronounced [lim], cent [sɛnt] pronounced 

[sɛn]. Deletion also occurs with words derived by the addition of the past tense suffix –ed. 

For example, helped [hɛlpt] is pronounced as [hɛlp]. However, when stops are suffixed 

with –ing, there is no deletion. Thirdly, glottalisation of stops in final position and words 

beginning with vowels. The fourth process is metathesis.  

Moreover, there are three prosodic features in CollSgE. These being; syllable-timed rhythm 

as all syllables take up the same amount of time regardless of whether it is stressed or not. 

Pattern of stress assignment also occurs where there is use of equal stress and absence of 

differential stress patterns to mark changes in parts of speech. The third aspect is lack of 

pitch contrast to express various kinds of speaker meaning. Thus, stress in CollSgE does 

not distinguish nouns from verbs, nor compounds from phrases. 

2.4.3. Malaysian English 

Malaysian English (MalE) is usually studies with Singapore English. Despite the two being 

similar, they differ in some way that make MalE unique and a variety in its own right. 
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Some phonological features of MalE that have been noted include a tendency to shorten 

vowels and short vowels may be lengthened before /n, l, r ,s, ʃ/ for example /fi:ʃ/ fish and 

/pi:n/. There is a tendency to have Diphthong RP reduced quality where /əu/ > /o/ in words 

like /fo.to/ photo. /ei/ > /e/ in /mel/ mail, /ɛə/ > /Ɛ/ in /ðɛ/ there, /uə/ > /ɔ/ in cure. The 

symbol />/ is used to mean ‘is realized.’ At the consonantal level, there is consonant 

reduction, for instance [nts] > [ns], [mbr] > [mr] and [mps] > [ms] as in word [glims] 

glimpse. Moreover, there is loss of final /t, d, θ/, devoicing of /v, z, ð, dӡ/ in final position 

so that there are pronunciations like [gif] give, [mu:f] move, [dᴧs] does among many other 

examples. There is also occasional devoicing of /z, ӡ/ in medial position, voicing of /s/ & 

/ʃ/ in certain lexical items. Avoidance of /θ/ and /ð/ as they are often realized as /t/ and /d/ 

respectively, which is a common feature in most African Englishes. Final stops are often 

replaced by glottal stops thus, a process of glottalisation takes place.  

At the suprasegmental level, MalE speakers may reduce or increase the number of stressed 

syllables in a word and MalE is syllable-timed in nature instead of stress-timed. Intonation 

is rarely used instead loudness plays a pivotal role as a differentiating factor. Intonation 

within a word is most often level intonation for signifying various sentence types, showing 

the speakers attitude or emotion.  MalE does not have wide range of intonation as RP 

(Baskaran, 2008).  

2.5 Englishes in the inner circle 

The inner circle despite being natives of the English language have also developed varieties 

within its domain. This just shows how language is not static but changes and grows 

overtime. If it is possible to have varieties within the inner circle, what more in countries 

far from the inner circle where English is non-native. Observations are made between 

British and American English in order to understand the differences between the two as 

this is where the standard forms of English; SBE and GA are from. 

Bauer (2002: 109) makes a few observations in the pronunciations of some varieties of 

English particularly British and American English. One major distinction noted is that of 

rhoticity in Britain (and New Zealand) and the lack of rhoticity in the USA. In addition he 

states that there are a number of phenomena which mark a non-standard accent in most 

varieties of English. And these being: 
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i. /h/-dropping: pronunciations such as /aʊs/ for house. (Note that /h/-dropping on 

unstressed words such as him in sentences like Givehim a biscuit is perceived as 

being standard.) 

ii. So-called <g>-dropping (although phonetically there is no [ɡ] to be dropped): 

pronunciations such as /kᴧmın/ for coming. 

iii. The use of a final /k/ in words ending in -thing giving pronunciations such as 

/sᴧmθıŋk/ 

iv.  Loss of or reduction in use of /θ/ and /ð/. The situation with these sounds is 

complex and we do not need a detailed picture here. The fricative /θ/ in all positions 

and /ð/ in medial and final positions alternate with /f/ and /v/ respectively in urban 

British accents, under the influence of London (Cockney) English. This gives 

pronunciations like [fıŋk] for think and [brᴧvə] for brother. Such pronunciations 

are now occasionally heard in Australia and New Zealand. At the same time, /θ/ 

and /ð/ in all positions may be replaced by /t/ and /d/ respectively, under the 

influence of Hiberno-English and older London English. This gives pronunciations 

like [tıŋk] for think and [dıs] for this. These are heard not only in Ireland and 

Liverpool, but also in some regional accents in the USA. 

v.  Extensive use of a glottal stop either intervocalically or word finally: 

pronunciations like [bᴧʔə] for butter and [kæʔ] for cat. (A certain amount of glottal 

use is compatible with standard status, as long as it is not intervocalic as in butter. 

In some varieties a tap is heard in such environments instead, giving [bᴧɾə], and 

this may be considered standard, for example in Canada, the USA, Australia and 

New Zealand.).  

These variations show the fact that phonological deviations are also possible in Zambia. 

One type of variety that seems to be influencing the spoken form of English in Africa 

especially Zambia is African American Vernacular English (AAVE). This is because of 

the music and movie industries (mass media) that most people especially young ones are 

accustoming themselves with. The media influences the evolution of language as is 

probably the cause of many changes and innovations that happen in language at both 

written and spoken level (fairclough 1995 cited by Gregori-Signes 2000). Thus, this study 
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used the media in establishing the deviations in the English spoken by indigenous 

Zambians. 

AAVE is an accent which emerged in the south of the USA where most people of African 

origin where located during the time of slavery (Trudgill & Hannah 2008). It is a variety 

spoken throughout USA and some parts of Canada primarily by African Americans.  

AAVE has been thought to have been derived from some combination of native African 

languages and historic dialects of English. It has a considerable amount of differences with 

GA at all the linguistic levels. 

Some of the pronunciation characteristics of AAVE are as follows. The RP diphthong /aɪ/, 

which is usually pronounced as the monophthong /a:/, a word that begins with /ð/ like this 

is normally pronounced with a /d/ thus [dɪs] but inside a word or at the end of it /ð/ might 

be pronounced with a /v/ or /d/ thus smooth being pronounced [smu:v]. If the sound /θ/ 

appears inside or at the end of a word it might be pronounced as /f/ or /t/, month would 

therefore be either [mʌmf] or [mʌnt]. In a final position –ng is pronounced /n/, singing is 

pronounced [sɪŋɪn] but this is not the case in a one-syllable word, sing would then be [sɪŋ]. 

One noticeable feature in AAVE is the final consonant cluster reduction, hence hand and 

test are pronounced [hæn] and [tεs] and in consonant clusters in the beginning of words 

/str/ as in street, might be pronounced /skr/ by younger users of AAVE, thus [skrit] (Wells, 

2008). Striking features are found in the grammar and vocabulary used nowadays. One 

may therefore wonder whether GA or AAVE is taking precedency where SBE should.   

 

2.6. Summary 

This chapter has looked at varieties of English in different parts of the world; Africa, Asia 

and the inner circle. Differences in these varieties have been identified in contrast to SBE 

and GAE RP. Significant contrast is seen in the vowel system of most varieties. At the 

consonantal levels, differences are seen in the realization of the dental fricative sounds. 

Most consonantal differences identified are explained in the phonological processes and 

most common in the varieties of English are simplification, deletion and insertion of sounds 

among others. Suprasegmentally, most Englishes especially African Englishes have a 

syllable-timed rhythm instead of stress-timed as in RP. There are also variations in the 
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patterns of stress and a tendency to pronounce words as spelt. All these differences and 

many others indeed show how English in most parts of the world has been nativised due to 

interaction with other languages. 

The studies that have been reviewed indicate that there are various English deviations at 

different levels of linguistics analysis particularly phonology. It has been seen that even 

within its original context, known as the inner circle (Kachru, 1992), there will still be these 

variations and this is what the study wanted to establish in the Zambian context.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the methodology and research design that was used in data 

collection for the study. It presents the data sources, sample and sample size as well as 

types of instruments that were used for both data collection and analysis. 

3.2 Research Design 

A research design tells the investigator whether he/she should use the qualitative, 

quantitative or triangulation method in the process of research. Research that requires the 

use of statistics are said to be quantitative, those that are descriptive in nature are said to 

be qualitative. The ones that are both descriptive and make use of numbers use triangulation 

(Mungenda & Mungenda, 2003). This study used qualitative research in the collection and 

analysis of data because it was not seeking numerical data that is arrived at by quantitative 

means. The study adopted the ethnographic research design. This is where the main core 

of data consists of the observation of people’s behavior as they carry on their everyday 

lives (Fasold, 1984). Observation was employed as core in the study. This provided the 

empirical basis for capturing language used in its social context. Specifically, non-

participant observation was used as this enabled the researcher to gather data that would 

reflect the way some educated indigenous Zambians pronounce English words. The study 

sought data based on people`s own spoken words in a neutral environment where one was 

free to express themselves in the English language which helped in obtaining detailed 

information about the phenomenon that was being studied. 

3.3 Sampling 

Sampling refers to the selection of a few from a bigger group to become the basis for 

predicting a fact, a situation or an outcome regarding a bigger group in which one is 

interested (Simwinga, 2006).  

3.4 Study Area 

The sample was drawn from Lusaka as it was seen to be a rich multilingual setting where 

many TV and Radio stations could easily be accessed.  
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3.5 Sample Size 

A sample of 30 instances of English language use from participants of varying age, 

educational level and social status was drawn from the media. The purpose of selecting a 

small size was to develop a deeper understanding of the phenomena studied. This study 

was informed by local and national TV and radio newscasts, phone-in and interview 

programmes. The sample size was based on the assumption that English language use was 

done in a natural and neutral condition where people expressed themselves freely. This was 

so because the informants did not know that they were being recorded. Newscasts were 

important to this study in that newscasters are believed to be the ones that represent the 

educated Zambian who is more conversant with the English language and thus would use 

a more standard form in their dissemination of information.  

3.6 Sampling Technique 

Purposive sampling technique was employed in this research. The idea behind purposive 

sampling is to pick out a sample in relation to some criterion, which is considered important 

for the particular study. This method is appropriate when the study places special emphasis 

upon the control of certain specific variables. Purposive sampling in this case was used to 

select key data sources to the study that included TV and Radio stations, which were ZNBC 

TV1, ZNBC Radio4, Muvi TV, Q FM, 5 FM and HOT FM as well as English programmes 

to be used in the study. Purpose sampling technique was used because it helped in 

generating rich information for an in-depth analysis of the phonology of English as spoken 

by indigenous Zambians.  This technique also helped in identifying the local and national 

TV and radio stations which provided multiple data sources. Multiple data sources were 

employed in order to provide a control against individual idiosyncrasies that could have 

been due to shape of the organ of speech, ethnic group or any other factors.  

3.7 Research Instruments 

The research instruments used in this study were a notebook, tape recorder and 

introspection. 

3.7.1 Notebook 

 A notebook was used to write down words and sentences that were observed from 

conversations by people in natural environments on media. 
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3.7.2 Tape Recorder 

A tape recorder was used as it was important to record clear and accurate pronunciations 

of the participants. 

3.7.3 Introspection 

Introspection was employed because the researcher fluently speaks English and a linguist 

who is conversant with the English language. 

3.8 Data Collection procedure 

Data collection was undertaken over a period of three months. The researcher observed 

instances of English language use on television and radio stations. The participants were 

not aware that they were being observed as the researcher needed to collect data that was 

naturally produced. The researcher recorded the TV and Radio programmes. The recorded 

events included newscasts, interviews and phone-in programmes.  

3.9 Data Analysis 

The analysis of data commenced during the process of data collection. As Silverman (1993) 

suggests, it is important to remember that data analysis does not always come after data 

gathering. This is because interweaving data collection and analysis helps to collect new 

information to fill in gaps or test new hypotheses that might emerge in the process. The 

researcher listened to the recordings and transcribed the data using symbols of the 

International Phonetic Chart (IPA). The RP pronunciations were taken from the online 

Cambridge English language dictionary as well as the Oxford Advanced dictionary, which 

provided detailed phonetic transcription of words. The online dictionary and the check 

pronunciation software from Google playstore allowed the researcher to listen to the exact 

pronunciation of words as they are pronounced by native speakers. The thematic analytic 

technique was used as this enabled the researcher to first transcribe words verbatim and 

then categorised into themes through coding which is the core of qualitative analysis. 

According to Creswell (2009) coding is the process of organizing the material into ‘chunks’ 

before bringing meaning to those ‘chunks’. It involves organizing text data into categories 

and labelling those categories with a term, a term often based in the actual language of the 

participant. 
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3.10 Summary 

This chapter has discussed the methodology that was used in the collection and analysis of 

data. It has provided details on the nature of the research; which was qualitative and also 

give insight into research design that was employed in the research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: SEGMENTAL FEATURES OF ‘ZAMBIAN ENGLISH’ 

 

4.1 General 

This chapter presents the findings and discussion on the segmental features of the English 

spoken in Zambia specifically the media. A primary concept that should to be borne in 

mind is that ‘Zambian English’ (ZE) is a system of tendencies rather than categorical 

differences from the RP just like GhE and many other Englishes. Therefore, this discussion 

does not compare RP and ZE but uses RP as reference in order to understand the tendencies 

that occur in ZE. The discussion on the segmental features is drawn from a list of 1000 

words provided in Appendix III. The words were randomly picked from the informants’ 

speech to show the arising variation between RP and ZE. 1,000 lexemes were used 

following Biber’s (1990) work in which he has demonstrated how a corpus of 1,000 

lexemes is capable of producing reliable results. 

In the presentation of the data from the findings, the words of focus have been underlined 

and in some cases transcribed for ease of reference. The acronym ZEM has been used to 

mean the ‘Zambian English’ as used in the media.  

 

4.2 Sound system of ‘Zambian English’ 

This section presents the possible phonetic sounds of ZEM. Since sounds are generally 

classified into vowels and consonants, the section broadly discusses these sounds as they 

relate to ZE. 

4.2.1 Vowels 

RP vowels are categorized into three; monophthongs, diphthongs and triphthongs. RP as a 

point of reference helps to distinguish the vowels of ZE. These are as shown in table 2 

below. 
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Table 2: RP Vowels 

Types of vowels Vowels in RP 

Monophthongs   

Short  ɪ, ʊ, e, ɒ, ᴧ, æ, ə 

Long  ɑ:, i:, u:, ɔ:,  ɜ: 

Diphthongs  eɪ, aɪ, ɔɪ, aʊ, əʊ, ɪə, eə, ʊə 

Triphthongs  eɪə, aɪə, ɔɪə, əuə, aʊə 

 

4.2.1.1. Monophthongs  

The twelve monophthongs of RP shown in table 2 are realized differently by indigenous 

ZE speakers. They tend to be realized as five vowels associated with Bantu languages as 

follows: /a, e, i, o, u/. The reduction of the twelve monophthongs into five comes about as 

a result of merging vowel sounds that are similar. Similar vowels that differ in one aspect 

or so tend to be merged into one. For instance,the sounds /ɪ/ and /i:/ that are similar with 

variation in length tend to be realized as /i/. Therefore, ZE monophthongs are similar to the 

vowels of Bantu languages spoken in Zambia. This is illustrated in the sections that follow: 

(i) Rendition of vowels /ɪ/ and /i:/  

As stated above, in ZEM, similar RP vowel sounds tend to be merged into one. The extract 

below illustrates how sounds /ɪ/ and /i:/ are rendered in ZE with reference to RP 

Extract A 

ZNBC Radio 4 phone-in: Our girl children should receive empowerment. 

RP:/rɪsi:v/                             ZE: /risiv/ 

5. Hot FM phone-in: There must be a separation between the church and the state. 

RP:  /bɪtwi:n/                                ZE:/bitwin/ 

6. ZNBC radio 4 interview: Some youths think leadership is not theirs now. 

RP: /li:dəʃɪp/                                  ZE: /lidaʃip/ 
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7. 5 FM news: Youths are being advised not to just sit and watch projects die natural 

deaths. They are advised to be involved. 

RP: /sɪt/                                               ZE: /sit/ 

From the data presented in extract A above, the vowels /ɪ/ in words like sit /sɪt/ , think 

/θɪηk/ and /i:/ in words like seat /si:t/, between /bɪtwi:n/ is merged into /i/ thus there is no 

contrast between the two sounds. There is a tendency, therefore, to pronounce sit as /sit/ 

and seat as /sit/. Furthermore, the data reveals that in words that have both sounds, they are 

still rendered as /i/, for instance, in leadership /li:dəʃɪp/ where the first vowel is longer than 

the third in the word. In RP, /i:/ carries with it a quality of length thus it takes longer to be 

pronounced than /ɪ/. ZE speakers in the media tend not to show such a contrast. 

(ii) Rendition of vowels /u:/ and /ʊ/ 

The findings further show that speakers of ZE would render the vowels /u:/ and /ʊ/ as /u/ 

as shown in the extract below:  

Extract B 

8. ZNBC interview:  All citizens whatever name they are called as long as they are 

Zambians are at liberty to make their views known. 

RP: /vju:z/                ZE: /vjuz/ 

9. Q FM Call-in: Why should we pull out from the ICC? 

RP: /pu:l/                   ZE: /pu/ 

10. Hot FM news: The Minister said that all criminals will be brought to book. 

RP:  /bʊk/            ZE: /buk 

From the findings, the vowels /ʊ/ and /u:/ are similar sounds that are not distinguished in 

the English spoken in Zambia. The words book /bʊk/, cook /kʊk/, foot /fʊt/, would /wʊd/ 

are pronounced with the /u/ vowel just like views /vju:z/, pull /pu:l/. Thus, ZE has a 

tendency to merge the two sounds into /u/. 
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(iii) Rendition of vowels /ʌ/ and /ɑ:/ 

As regards vowel sounds /ʌ/ and /ɑ:/, the findings reveal that the two sounds are rendered 

as /a/ in ZE as illustrated in the data below: 

 

Extract C 

11. ZNBC radio4 interview: Are we going to get any value out of this discussion about 

the housing.  

RP: /ɑ:/                 ZE: /a/ 

RP: /dɪskʌʃn/             ZE: /diskaʃen/ 

12. HOT FM: Youths should be innovative and contribute to a smart Zambia. 

RP: /smɑ:t/              ZE: /smat/ 

13. 5 FM interview: The programme and project started some time back in Kalikiliki. 

RP: /sʌm/            ZE: /sam/ 

14. Q FM Phone-in: I think bars in komboni (shanty) areas should be closed because 

they disturb us the whole day. 

RP: /bɑ:z/             ZE: /baz/ 

Similar vowels such as /ᴧ/ and /ɑ:/ in words like done /dᴧn/, some /sᴧm/ and bar/bɑ:/, 

smart /smɑ:t/, respectively are merged into /a/ as they are both pronounced with the /a/ 

sound. 

(iv) Rendition of vowels /ɒ/ and /ɔ:/ 

Furthermore, the findings show that in ZE, like the case is with the above examples, sounds 

/ɒ/ and /ɔ:/ are rendered as /o/. The extract below illustrates this point.  
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Extract D 

15. ZNBC Radio4 phone-in: Politicians must realize that no one is above the law. 

RP:  /lɔ:/                 ZE: /lo/ 

16. Q FM news: He implored the men folk to support the women as they celebrate the 

international women’s day. 

RP: /ɪmplɔ:d/                 ZE: /implod/ 

17. Muvi TV news: People at the eating competition were shocked that the men could 

eat the food like that. 

RP: /ʃɒkt/                 ZE: /ʃokt/ 

18. ZNBC radio 4 interview: The quality of work by real architects in the building of 

infrastructure speaks for itself. 

RP: /kwɒləti/                    ZE: /kwaliti/ 

The vowels /ɒ/ and /ɔ:/ seem not be distinguished in ZE as these are rendered as /o/ with a 

few instances of /ɒ/ being realized as /a/ in words like quality /kwaliti/, quantity /kwantiti/ 

among others. 

(v) Rendition of vowel /ɜ:/ 

The data has further revealed that in ZE, the vowel /ɜ:/ is rendered as /e/ as can be seen 

from the extract below: 

Extract E 

19. ZNBC phone-in: Our girl children should receive empowerment. 

RP:  /ɡɜ:l/                     ZE: /ɡel/ 

20. 5 FM: When children learn how to read it is a great achievement. 

RP: /lɜ:n/                ZE: /len/ 

From the extract above, the vowel /ɜ:/ sound of RP is realised as /e/ as most speakers of ZE 

tend to pronounce /ɡɜ:l/ as /ɡel/. The word learn is pronounced as /len/ instead of /lɜ:n/. 
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Other such examples include bird /bɜ:d/ which is pronounced as /bed/ thereby making no 

distinction between bed and bird as they are both pronounced as /bed/. Moreover /ɜ:/ in 

other instances is pronounced as /a/ in words like sir /sa/ instead of /sɜ:/ and her /ha/ instead 

of /hɜ:/. 

(vi) The vowel /e/ 

The findings have revealed that the vowel /e/ in RP is retained as is in ZE. The data from 

the extract below illustrates this point.  

Extract F 

21. ZNBC TV news: female World Boxing Council, WBC gold champion, Catherine 

Phiri tomorrow steps into the box to defend her title against Marriana Joresh of 

Mexico. 

RP: /steps/                ZE: /steps/ 

22. Q FM call-in: People have the right to spend their money on whatever they so 

wish even giving it to a tree and the Minister of Religious Affairs has no right to 

stop them. 

RP: /spend/                             ZE: /spend/ 

(vii) The vowel /ӕ/ 

The data from the findings revealed that the vowel sound /ӕ/ is rendered as /a/ in ZE. 

This is illustrated in the extract below. 

Extract G  

23. ZNBC TV news: The famous black mountain in Kitwe is back in the news. 

RP: blӕk/               ZE: /blak/ 

24. 5FM phone-in: Political parties should challenge one another to better 

development. 

RP: /tʃӕlɪndʒ/             ZE: /tʃalendʒ/ 
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25. Q FM interview: Thank you for listening to the programme, tune-in on Tuesday 

for another programme at the same time. 

RP: /θӕnk/                 ZE: /θank/ 

The sound /ӕ/ is realized as full vowel /a/ thus for instance black /blӕk/ is pronounced as 

/blak/ 

 

(viii) The vowel /ə/. 

From the findings, the data shows that the vowel /ə/ is revealed as /a/ in ZE. This is 

illustrated in the extract below. 

Extract H 

26. ZNBC TV interview: The ICC is an organization that actually keeps leaders 

accountable most especially in Africa and the world entire.  

RP: /li:dəz/            ZE: /lidaz/ 

27. Hot FM interview: There must be a separation between the church and the state 

RP: /ə/                ZE: /a/ 

28. Q FM phone-in: People should not compare themselves with others who are 

making it in life if they are failing to work. 

RP: /kəmpeə/    ZE: /kompeja/ 

29. Muvi TV phone-in: Everyone has the freedom of expression as long as they are 

Zambians even HH has the right to express himself. 

RP: /fri:dəm/       ZE: /fridom/ 

30. ZNBC TV news: Minister of sports, Moses Mawere, has said the country is ready 

to host the under-twenty Africa cup championship.  

RP: /mɪnɪstə/                                  ZE: /minista/ 
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The schwa /ə/ sound being the most common sound found in most English words is 

realized as a full vowel /a/ in ZE. 

From the illustrations, it is seen that RP vowel (V) sounds except /e/ are all realized 

differently and are rendered as such through merging or substitution. Sounds that are 

similar but in contrast are merged and realized differently. Others are realized differently 

just on their own. An extraction from the 1000 word list presented in Appendix III 

summaries the number of vowels that Zambian English has as shown in table 3 below. 

Table 3: Zambian English Vowels 

VOWELS MERGER EXAMPLE: ZEM EXAMPLE: RP Word  

/ɪ/ & /i:/ /i/ Sit 

sit  

pit 

pit 

si:t 

sɪt 

pi:t 

pɪt 

Seat 

Sit 

Peat 

Pit 

/ʊ/ & /uː/ /u/ Pul 

Put 

Pu:l 

pʊt 

pool 

put 

/ᴧ/ & /ɑː/ /a/ Kat 

Blad 

Mak 

ɡlas 

kᴧt 

blᴧd 

mɑːk 

ցlɑːs 

Cut 

Blood 

Mark  

Glass 

/ɒ/ & /ɔː/ /o/ ɡod 

lot  

mo 

so 

ցɒd 

lɒt 

mɔː 

sɔː 

God  

Lot 

More   

Saw  

/ɜː/ /e/ or /a/ Fest 

ցel 

sa 

saveji 

fɜːst 

ցɜːl 

sɜː 

sɜːveɪ 

First 

Girl 

Sir  

Survey  

/e/ /e/ or /a/ Bari 

Konsept 

Beri 

kɒnsept 

Bury  

Concept  

/æ/ /a/ kat  Kæt Cat 
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ad æd add  

/ə/ /a/ Lida 

Oda 

liːdə 

ɔːdə 

Leader  

Order  

 

Therefore, the substitution and merging shows that the 12 RP monophthongal system is 

reduced to five. A clear instance of the influence of the Bantu languages vowel system is 

seen and can be accounted for by language contact. The vowels of ZE are the same as those 

of the Bantu languages spoken in Zambia. This is because the extreme range of the English 

vowel continuum is not covered by the underlying African systems of Bantu 

languages.This can be attributed to the tendency by ZE speakers to transfer rules of Bantu 

language pronunciations to English. This is so because the vowels of Bantu Languages are 

learnt prior to the RP vowels in the early years of schooling. A similar observation was 

made by Richardsons’s (1962) who presented a paper on African English in Northern 

Rhodesia. He observed that the RP vowel reduction by ZE speakers was due tothe failure 

to accommodate complicated RP vowels in the African sound system. Moreover, Africa 

(1983) posits that the five vowel system is a as result of transfer of rules resulting from the 

mother tongue interference. He attributed this to a possible emergence of a ZE. 

ZEM shows significant influences from local languages (Bantu Languages) as well as 

modification by way of over-generalisation. This comes in because English as a second 

language is learnt by the Zambian through the education system. For most Zambians, 

acquisition of the rules, structures and phonology of any language begins with their first 

language as they first learn the five vowels /a, e, i, o,u/. Therefore, by the time, they begin 

learning English, rules from the Bantu languages would have already been mastered and 

all they do is transfer these into the English language. Hence, rules of the English language 

tend to be overshadowed by the rules that were already learnt. This affects the 

pronunciation as well as the grammar of the English language. It is thus given, what Achebe 

(1975) calls local colourings. Simo Bobda (1994) similarly states that as long as rules are 

not learnt at the early stage by the teachers, the same phenomenon goes on and on. He also 

alludes this to inadequate learning of reading rules by early teachers. Further, he suggests 

that successive batches of students imitate their teachers and in turn serve as models for 
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future batches of students. As a result, the same pattern of speech is transmitted 

intergenerationally.  

Similar to the current study, most studies on non-native Englishes in Africa, (Huber, 2008, 

Torto, 2013, Schmied) have shown that the 12 monophthongs of RP are reduced to a five 

vowel system or a seven vowel system (Simo Bobda, 2008) depending on the vowel system 

of the languages spoken in the country of interest. 

4.2.1.2. Diphthongs 

RP is endowed with eight diphthongs  as shown in table 2.  The diphthongs are classified 

into two: closing and centering diphthongs. Closing diphthongs move from open to close 

vowels and these are /aɪ, ɔɪ, əʊ, eɪ, aʊ/. Centering diphthongs move from one pure vowel 

to another and contain a schwa sound and these are /ɪə, ɛə, ʊə/. 

The VV structure of diphthongs is reduced to a V or VCV structure in ZE. This can be 

alluded to the fact that there is an influence from the Bantu languages spoken in Zambia in 

that they do not allow the VV sequence.  The basic syllable sequence for Zambian Bantu 

languagesis CV-CV-CV. Therefore, there is a tendency to insert consonants/ semi-vowels 

specifically glides /j/ or /w/ in the middle of the diphthongs thus realizing a VCV structure. 

The insertion helps account for the CV structure of a syllable in Bantu languages. 

Diphthongs therefore are rendered as monophthongs in ZEM. 

The extracts from I to P below show how the eight diphthongs are realized in the English 

spoken in Zambia.  

(ix) The diphthong /eɪ/ 

As regards diphthong /eɪ/ , the findings have reveal that /eɪ/ is rendered as /e/ in ZE as 

illustrated in the data provided in the extract below: 

Extract I 

31. ZNBC Radio 4 interview: The government wants this nation to develop. 

RP: /neɪʃn/                          ZE: /neʃen/ 
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32. Hot FM phone-in: Once the government appreciates how agriculture contributes to 

development then we will see change. 

RP: /tʃeɪndʒ/                       ZE: /tʃendʒ/ 

33. Q FM Phone-in: It is never too late for government to change the system of 

governance to foster national development. 

RP: /leɪt/                                        ZE: /let/ 

It is seen from above that /eɪ/ is realized as a monophthong /e/. 

 

(x) The Diphthong /əʊ/  

The data from the findings reveal that the diphthong /əʊ/  is rendered as /o/ in ZE. This is 

illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract J 

This extract illustrates how /əʊ/ is rendered in ZE as /o/. 

34. Hot FM interview: Kalikiliki has no government school and no clinics. 

RP: /nəʊ/                        ZE: /no/ 

35. ZNBC TV1 news: Lusaka residents called on the police to find out the owner of 

the house where over 200 teenagers were involved in an immoral act. 

RP: /əʊnə/                          ZE: /ona/ 

The findings above show that /əʊ/ is realized as a monophthong /o/ in ZE. 

(xi) The diphthong /ɔɪ/ 

As regards diphthong /ɔɪ/, the findings reveal that it is rendered as /oji/. This is illustrated 

in the extract below: 
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Extract H 

36. 5 FM interview: Youths should have the strongest voice in matters of national 

development, as they are the future leaders. Allow them to speak. 

RP: /vɔɪs/                      ZE: /vojis/ 

37. Q FM phone-in: The point I want to make is this, if you want to make compulsory 

testing, let it be for Malaria and not HIV as more people are dying from Malaria 

than HIV. 

RP: /pɔɪnt/                           ZE: /pojint/ 

There is a tendency to split the diphthong /ɔɪ/ over two syllables thus realization it as /oji/ 

(xii) The diphthong /ɪə/ 

Further, findings have revealed that the diphthong /ɪə/ is rendered as /ija/ in ZE as shown 

in the data provided in extract L below: 

Extract L 

38. Q FM phone-in: I would like to urge Mr. X and all politicians to be realistic. 

RP: /rɪəlɪstɪk/                          ZE: /rijalistik/ 

39. Hot FM News: Southern province provincial education officer, urged that there is 

need to strengthen career guidance and counselling. 

RP: /kərɪə/                      ZE: /Karija/ 

40. ZNBC Radio4 interview: Zambians should be weary of foreign involvement in the 

development of our country as this will lead to indirect colonialisation. 

RP: /wɪəri                    ZE: /weri// 

The findings show that /ɪə/ is realized as /ija/. The diphthong is split over two syllables 

with the insertion of the glide /j/ while /ɪ/ ia realized as /i/ and /ə/ as /a/. 
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(xiii) The diphthong /aʊ/ 

Moreover, findings revealed that the diphthong /aʊ/ is rendered as /awu/ in ZE. This point 

is illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract M 

This extract illustrates how /aʊ/ is rendered in ZE as /awu/. 

41. Hot FM interview: The HIV testing routine and in line with male circumcision is 

good because if found positive, they will be linked to the health care they need just 

at the beginning. 

RP: /faʊnd/                      ZE: /fawud/ 

42. Q FM News: China has confirmed dates of president Xi Jinping trip to the US to 

meet his counterpart Donald Trump. 

RP: /Kaʊntəpɑ:t/                           ZE: / Kawutapat/ 

It can be seen from the examples illustrated above that the diphthong /aʊ/ is realized as 

/awu/. The diphthong is split over two syllables by inserting the glide /w/ and the /ʊ/ at the 

end is realized as /u/. 

(xiv) The diphthong /ʊə/ 

As regards diphthong /ʊə/, the findings revealed that it is rendered as /uwa/ as in the data 

provided in extract N below: 

Extract N 

43. 5 FM phone-in: The high maize prices in the country are not going to help the poor. 

RP: /pʊə/                            ZE:/puwa/ 

44. ZNBC interview: The ICC is an organization that actually keeps leaders 

accountable most especially in Africa and also the world entire. 

RP: /aktʃʊəli/                     ZE: /aktʃuwali/ 
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The dipthong /ʊə/ as illustrated in extract N is realized as /uwa/. The diphthong is split over 

two syllables and /ʊ/ is realized as /u/ and /ə/ as /a/. 

(xv) The diphthong /aɪ/ 

Data from the findings revealed that the diphthong /aɪ/ is rendered as /aji/ in ZE. This is 

illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract O 

45. Q FM phone-in: My contribution is, I would like to disagree with the first and 

second callers who were suggesting that politicians have become quite irritating on 

radio. 

RP: /laɪk/                          ZE: /lajik/ 

46. Hot FM Phone-in: The problem madam is that any guy can wake up today and start 

making music which is bringing music that is not quality. 

RP: /ɡaɪ/                               ZE: /ɡaji/ 

The dipthong /aɪ/ is realized as /aji/ by splitting the dipthong over two syllbles and inserting 

/j/ while /ɪ/ is realized as /i/ 

(xvi) The dipthong /eə/ 

The findings moreover revealed that the diphthong /eə/ is rendered as /eja/ as illustrated in 

the extract below: 

Extract P 

47. Q FM news: The Zambia National Farmers Union, ZNFU, has urged farmers not 

to sell their maize cheaply but hold on to their stocks until November. 

RP: /θeə/             ZE: /tθeja/ 

48. ZNBC TV interview: There is no need to declare a dispute where there is none. 

RP: /dɪkleə/                       ZE: /dikleja/ 
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The findings in extract p show that the diphthong /eə/ is realized as /eja/. The diphthong is 

split over two syllables where /j/ is inserted between the two vowel sounds. /ə/ is realized 

as /a/. 

From the findings, ZE seems not to have diphthongs as RP diphthongs are treated in two 

ways as illustrated in the extracts I to P. In summary, RP diphthongs are realized as 

monophthongs which are realized directly or split over two syllables. This is as illustrated 

below: 

I. Diphthongs realized as monophthongs are as follows. 

a) /eɪ/ realized as /e/ as in examples below: 

i. Away /awe/ instead of /əweɪ/ 

ii. Based /bezd/ instead of /beɪst/ 

iii. Late /let/ instead of /leɪt/ 

b) /əʊ/ realized as /o/ as in examples below: 

i. Boast /bost/ instead of /bəʊst/ 

ii. No /no/ instead of /nəʊ/ 

iii. Chosen /tʃozen/ instead of /tʃəʊzn/  

 

II. Diphthongs are extended over two syllables as illustrated in  table 4 below. 

Table 4: Treatment of Diphthongs in Zambian English 

Diphthongs  word  RP ZE ZE-Realisation  

/ɪə/ Ear 

Here  

Tear 

Clear  

/ɪə/ 

/hɪə/ 

/tɪə/ 

/klɪə/ 

/ije/ 

/hije/ 

/tije/ 

/klija/ 

/ije/ 

 

 

/ija/ 

/ʊə/ Poor 

Tour  

Sewer  

/pʊə/ 

/tʊə/ 

/sʊə/ 

/puwa/ 

/tuwa/ 

/suwa/ 

/uwa/ 

/aɪ/ Eye 

Like 

/aɪ/ 

/laɪk/ 

/aji/ 

/laɪk/ 

/aji/ 
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Either 

Neither  

/aɪðə/ 

/naɪðə/ 

/idða/ 

/nidða/ 

/i/ 

/i/ 

/ɔɪ/ Boy 

Voice 

Oil 

Joy  

/bɔɪ/ 

/vɔɪs/ 

/ɔɪl/ 

/dʒɔɪ/ 

/boi/ 

/vojis/ 

/ojo/ 

/dʒoji/ 

/oji/ 

 

/ojo/ 

/oji/ 

/eə/ Air 

Rare 

There 

Care 

/eə/ 

/reə/ 

/ðeə/ 

/keə/ 

/eja/ 

/reja/ 

/ðeja/ 

/keja/ 

/eja/ 

/aʊ/ Cloud 

Now 

/klaʊd/ 

/naʊ/ 

 

/klawud/ 

/nawu/ 

/awu/ 

 

 

Thus, the two ways of how diphthongs are treated all show how they are monophthongized.  

Many studies conducted on varieties of English show the same results shown in this study. 

These include Schmied (2006), Huber (2008), De Klerk and Gough (2002), Simo Bobda 

(2008), Trudgill and Hannah (2008) and Baskaran (2008). Similarly, Simukoko’s (1977) 

study on some features of a Zambian variety of English with particular reference to Bemba 

speakers also agrees with the fact that diphthongs tend to be rendered as disyllabic words.  

The dipthong /ɔɪ/ seems to have two realisations but the most common being the /oji/. The 

/oyo/ from oil comes in because of the lateral /l/ at the end of word that influences the /i/ 

at the end thus leading to the realization of /o/. However, this is only in few instances and 

most rare. 

ZE therefore, realizes diphthongs as monophthongs and does not have any diphthongs. This 

can be summed up as follows in table 5. 
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Table 5: Monophthongized Diphthongs in Zambian English 

Diphthongs  ZE pronunciation  

/eɪ/ /e/ 

/əʊ/ /o/ 

/ʊə/ /uwa/ 

/aɪ/ /aji/ or /i/ 

/ɔɪ/ /oji/  

/eə/ /eja/ 

/aʊ/  /awu/ 

/ɪə/ /ije/ 

 

4.2.1.3. Triphthongs 

The findings have further shown that triphthongs in ZE are simplified through replacement 

of the middle elements. For instance, /i/ is replaced with /j/ and /ʊ/ with /w/. The 

replacements results from the fact that Zambian languages do not have triphthongs and the 

fact that the elements share similar articulatory features. /ʊ/ and /w/ are both rounded, back 

and high while /i/ and /j/ are both [+high], [-round] and [+coronal]. And the schwa /ə/ at 

the end of each triphthong is realized as /a/. This supports Jenkins (2006) statement that 

African Englishes tend to produce the schwa sound as a full vowel /a/ at the end of words. 

Symbolically a triphthong in RP can be regarded as a VVV structure functioning as a single 

phoneme. However, the findings revealed that triphthongs tend to be monophthongs in ZE. 

This is illustrasted as below: 

(xvii) Tripthong /eɪə/ 

The findings show that speakers of ZE would render triphthong /eɪə/ as /eja/ as shown in 

the extract below: 

Extract Q 

49. Muvi TV news: The mayor told the contractors to expediate the construction of the 

Kalabo bridge. 
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RP: /meɪə/                ZE: /meja/ 

50. Hot FM phone-in: What can a say about our fashionable player, Fashion Sakala? 

RP: /pleɪə/                     ZE: /pleja/ 

(xviii) Triphthong /aɪə/ 

The findings show that speakers of ZE render the triphthong /aɪə/ as /aja/ as shown in the 

extract below: 

Extract S 

51. Q FM interview: People are tired of fake promises from politicians, even you Mr. 

Kabimba, why should people believe what you are promising now when in office 

you failed to deliver? 

RP: /taɪəd/                      ZE: /tajad/ 

52. Hot FM phone-in: Not all politicians are liars. But others like Mr. Mutati promised 

people 1,000 jobs, upto now there is nothing. 

RP: /laɪəz/                          RP: /lajaz/ 

(xix) Triphthong /ɔɪə/ 

The findings further show that speakers of ZEM render the triphthong /ɔɪə/ as /oja/ as 

illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract T 

53. Hot FM Phone-in: The issue about honourable Mutati is about loyalty. Who is he 

loyal to? Is it his party or the PF party? 

RP: /lɔɪə/          ZE: /lojo/ 

54. 5 FM interview: Every employer in Zambia has to take into account the needs of 

their workers and pay them on time. Look at what is happening at Pic n Pay. 

RP: /ɪmplɔɪə/               ZE: /imploja/ 

(xx) Triphthong /əʊə/ 

As regards the triphthong /əʊə/, the findings reveal that /əʊə/ is rendered as /owa/ in ZE as 

illustrated in the data shown in extract U below: 
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Extract U 

55. Hot FM interview: What the teaching council is doing will help improve the lower 

standards we have seen in the education system over the past few years. 

RP: /ləʊə/                       ZE: /lowa/ 

56. 5 FM interview: Who will take care of the old in our communities, the widowers 

and disabled? 

RP: /wɪdəʊə/                         ZE: /widowa/ 

(xxi) Triphthong /aʊə/ 

The findings also reveal that the triphthong /aʊə/ is rendered as /awa/ as illustrated in the 

extract below: 

Extract V 

57. 5 FM phone-in: It is the duty of our leaders to make sure that they take care of us. 

RP: /aʊə/            ZE: /awa/ 

58. Q FM phone-in: Uncle T, I can tell you that nowadays if things go sourbakamba 

(my elder), the madam runs away. 

RP: /saʊə/                  ZE: /sawa/ 

Just like diphthongs, triphthongs in ZE are rendered differently from RP as a vowel 

sequence of that nature does not exist. The VVV structure is dissolved in such a way that 

the mid V is realized as a consonant (glide) giving a triphthong a VCV structure. The results 

show similar trends in other varieties of English where the VVV structure is dissolved into 

a VCV structure (see Schmied, 2006, Simukoko 1977, Simo Bobda 2008). The centering 

C element is usually a glide either /j/ or /w/. 

RP triphthongs are broken down to fit the CV structure of the Bantu languages. The 

triphthong /eɪə/ is realized as /eja/, /ɔɪə/ is realized as sequence of /oja/ and /ojo/ if the 

triphthong precedes the lateral /l/. /aɪə/ realized as /aja/, /aʊə/ as /awa/ and /əʊə/ as /owa/. 

From the data triphthongs can be summed as shown in table 6 below. 
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Table 6: Realisation of Triphthongs in Zambian English 

Triphthong  Word RP ZEM ZEM-

realisation  

eɪə Player 

Pair  

/pleɪə/ 

/peɪə/ 

/pleja/ 

/peja/ 

/eja/ 

aɪə Desire 

Fire 

/dɪˈzaɪə/ 

/faɪə/ 

/dizaja/ 

/faja/ 

/aja/ 

ɔɪə employer 

loyal 

/imˈplɔɪə/ 

/lɔɪəl/ 

/imploja/ 

/lojo/ 

/oja/ 

/ojo/ 

aʊə Hour 

Sour 

/aʊə/ 

/saʊə/ 

/awa/ 

/sawa/ 

/awa/ 

əʊə Lower 

Follower 

/ləʊə/ 

/fɒləʊə/ 

/lowa/ 

/folowa/ 

/owa/ 

 

Diphthongs and triphthongs from the data show that they are simplified through 

phonological processes such as glide epenthesis, monophthongization and substitution 

which will be discussed in the next chapter.  

4.2.2. Vowel Length 

Vowel length in the ZE used in the media is hardly realized as the five long vowels are 

systematically replaced by short vowels. The shortening of vowels is a common trend. This 

is because of the influence of the Bantu languages of Zambia vowel system. Vowel length 

is symbolized by [ː] and of the 12 RP monophthongs, five have the quality of length. ZE 

does not render vowel length as there is a tendency to shorten long vowels as illustrated 

below. 

(a) The long vowel /i:/ 

The findings show that speakers of ZEM tend to shorten the long vowel /i:/ to /i/. This is 

as illustrated in the extract below: 
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Extract W 

59. ZNBC Interview: There is no reason to declare a dispute where there is none. 

RP: /ri:zn/                   ZE: /rizon/ 

60. Hot FM phone-in: we need people that will lead us to a better Zambia. Look at 

today, the dollar is now at K9.25, next time it will be at k12. How then are we 

helping Zambians. 

RP: /li:d/                    ZE: /lid/ 

ZE speakers have a tendency to realize /i:/ as /i/ in words likelead /li:d/ as /lid/ 

reason /riːzn/ as /rizon/ 

(b) The long Vowel /ɑ:/ 

The findings show that ZE speakers tend  to shorten the long vowel /ɑ:/ to /a/. This is as 

illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract X 

61. Q FM interview: Poultry farming is trending in the farming industry apart from 

agriculture. 

RP: /fɑ:miŋ/              ZE: /famiŋ/ 

62. Hot FM phone-in: Fathers need to be there for their children as well. So, whether 

married or not as long as he impregnates me he has to take responsibility. 

RP: Father /fɑːðə/    ZE:  /fadðə/ 

Other examples of words with /ɑ:/ include: 

a. Farm /fɑːm/ as /fam/ 

b. Mark /mɑːk/ as /mak/ 

c. Father /fɑːðə/ as /fada/ 

 

(c) The long Vowel /ɔ:/ 

The findings further reveal that ZE speakers tend to realize /ɔ:/ as /o/ as shown in the extract 

below. 
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Extract Y 

63. Q FM phone-in: Why are you so confident that Zambia is going to draw today? 

RP:/ drɔ:/                ZE: /dro/ 

64. Hot FM interview: There is nobody in this world who can come and say Bishop 

Mambo you are a false prophet. 

RP: /fɔ:ls/                ZE: /fols/ 

65. ZNBC radio4 interview: Bishop I want to tell you that there is no one who is above 

the law. Rich or poor we are all under the law. No one has the right to endanger the 

life of our President. 

RP: /lɔ:/                              ZE: /lo/ 

(d) The long Vowel /u:/ 

As regards the long vowel /u:/, the findings show that ZE speakers tend to shorten the long 

vowel /u:/ as /u/. This is illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract Z 

66. 5 FM phone-in: We really appreciate you calling us and giving us your views. 

RP: /ju:/                            ZE: /ju/ 

67. Hot FM phone-in: Can Nigeria lose the two remaining games? 

RP:/ lu:z/                ZE: /luz/ 

Other examples of words with /u:/ include: 

a. Group /ցruːp/ as /ցrup/ 

b. Taboo /təbu:/ as /tabu/ 

c. Too /tuː/ as /tu/ 

(e) The long Vowel /ɜ:/ 

The findings also showed that ZE speakers tend to realize the long vowel /ɜ:/ as /e/. This is 

as illustrated below: 
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Extract Zz 

68. Hot FM phone-in: First of all I want to tell the previous caller that mandatory HIV 

testing is not a bad idea. How about the pregnant women, they do mandatory HIV 

testing whether they like it or not. 

RP: /fɜ:st/                  ZE: /fest/ 

69. Q FM interview: Our girl child should be protected from vices that we are seeing 

nowadays. 

RP: /ɡɜ:l/                        ZE: /ɡel/ 

70. 5 FM news: The Minister advised heads of schools to ensure their schools are clean 

and kept in good condition in order for pupils to learn well. 

RP: /lɜ:n/                  ZE: /len/ 

From the examples given in extracts R to V and many more provided in Appendix III, The 

Zambian local languages do not use length to distinguish between two similar words but 

orthographically represent it by a pair of the vowel sound. And tone in the languages help 

distinguish similar word. Therefore, the major explanation for vowel length reduction is 

that Zambian languages have no phonological long vowels. Vowel length in Zambian 

languages is predictable and non-contrastive. Vowel length reduction is partially caused by 

under-differentiation of phonemes. Under-differentiation is when two sounds similar in the 

secondary system (English) whose counterparts are not distinguished in the primary 

(Zambian languages) system are confused (Weinreich, 1953). Therefore, due to under-

differentiation, ZE speakers have fewer or no vowel contrasts than English. As Jenkins 

(2006) postulates that vowel inventories of ‘new’ Englishes in Africa distinguish 

minimally if at all between the short and long vowels of RP English. 

Most ZE speakers tend to not distinguish similar vowel sounds which results into a merger 

of two sounds realizing one. For instance, the long vowels /i:/ and  /u:/ lose their quality of 

length and are merged with /ɪ// and /ʊ/ respectively realizing /i/ and /u/. This supports 

Schmied’s (2006) assertion in his study on East African Englishes that in many African 

Englishes, length differences are levelled and not contrasted.  
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4.2.3. Spelling pronunciation 

Another aspect that came up from the findings worth mentioning is the tendency among 

most ZE speakers on media to pronounce words as spelt. This process is referred to as 

spelling pronunciation. Spelling pronunciation is a process whereby words are pronounced 

the way their spelling suggests. Spelling pronunciation is as result to the failure to 

accommodate the complex vowel of English in the ZE speakers repertoires and the 

influence by Zambian language word structure. The Zambian Bantu languages basically 

have a one-to-one correspondence between the orthography and phonology. In Zambian 

languages, one letter of the alphabet directly corresponds with the pronunciation in most 

cases. 

 English generally has an inconsistent relationship between the orthography and 

phonology. For instance, the letter <ɑ> is pronounced differently in the words hand, fast, 

cane, about, water. /ʃ/ also have varied graphic representations in different words, for 

example shine, mansion, mission, duration, ocean. /f/ also has varied graphic representation 

like farm, doff, cough, philosophy, lieutenant. The spelling <ch> can have different 

pronunciations like church /tʃ/, Christ /k/ and charade /ʃ/. 

ZE speakers exhibited some spelling pronunciations tendencies in the many words that 

include words underlined in the following sentences in extract X. 

(f) Spelling Pronunciation 

The findings showed that another aspect that contributes to the production of a five vowel 

system instead of 25, diphthongs and triphthongs inclusive, is spelling pronunciation. Most 

ZE speakers tend to pronounce certain words based on their spelling or as orthographically 

written. This is illustrated below: 

Extract AO 

71. Muvi TV phone-in: The village girls on the beads and lipstick programme have 

made the show interesting, I like watching them. 

72. Q FM phone-in: I wonder what kind of parents we have that can allow their children 

to go out at night for such sex parties. It is really a shame. 
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73. Hot FM interview: Am glad that the government has decided to take this matter of 

mental health care to parliament. 

Other words that show direct spelling include:  

a. Promote 

b. Commit 

c. Common 

d. Debris 

e. Handsome 

f. Of 

g. Parent 

h. Profit 

i. Random 

j. Telephone 

k. Standard 

l. Studio 

This is as shown below: 

74. Bemba: ndeya kung’anda ‘I am going home’ 

75. Lunda: Mama nakuda kabaka ‘Mother is eating maize’ 

From sentences 71 and 72, it is seen that there is no complexity in reading the vowels in 

each words. Thus, spelling pronunciation is another method used in simplifying English 

language pronunciation by doing so as written. Spelling pronunciations are seen as many 

different levels of word. For instance in:  

Extract BO 

76. words with post-tonic <-ace, -age, ain, -ate> have [e]. 

a. Popul[e]ce 

b. Vill[e]ge 

c. Mount[e]in 

d. Liter[e]te 
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77. The word women and words in <-ed, -less, -ness> have /e/  

a. Wom[en] 

b. Paint[e]d 

c. Usel[e]ss 

d. Happin[e]ss 

78. The past form of a verb, the morpheme <-ed> is pronounced as is, despite having 

an [-ɪd] pronounciation in RP such as: 

a. Wanted /wanted/ 

b. Attended  /attended/ 

c. Presented /prizented/ 

 

4.3. Consonants 

Consonants realization in ZE seems to be similar to that of RP with a few deviations. Most 

consonant deviations can best be described in phonological processes as will be seen in 

chapter five. Among the few sounds discovered, include stops, laterals and inter-dentals. 

4.3.1. Stops/Plosives 

Plosives at the beginning of a word are always aspirated unless at medial or final positions, 

then they are not aspirated. The treatment of plosives at the beginning of words is quite 

different in ZE.  

a) Aspiration of plosives 

The findings reveal that ZE speakers tend to unaspirate plosives at the initial position of a 

word. This is as illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract AA 

79. 5 FM phone-in: It is our parental responsibility to ensure that we control our 

children. 

RP: [pheərənt]              ZE: [parent]. 

80. Q FM news: A federal judge has denied parole to a woman for lying about her 

involvement in the Rwanda genocide. 
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RP: [thu]               ZE: [tu] 

81. ZNBC Radio 4 interview: There is need to develop more skills in terms of hotel 

management, waiters and other issues that contribute to quality hotel service in the 

tourism sector. 

RP: [thɜ:mz]                    ZE: [temz] 

RP: [khɒntrɪbju:t]                   ZE: [kontribjut] 

82. Q FM interview: For us to compare Kaunda’s time and now, it’s so different, look 

at the number of people that were being enrolled at UNZA back then and now. 

RP: [bhӕk]                      ZE: [bak] 

The findings reveal that plosives like /p, b, t, d, k, ɡ/ are usually unaspirated at the beginning 

or initial position of a word. They are articulated without a puff of sound and treated in the 

same way as those found in the any other position in a word. This can be alluded to the fact 

that in Bantu languages, there is no aspiration of plosive sounds at the beginning of a 

word.Thus /t/ in the words stress, insert, time, statement will be treated the same and the 

distinction between a plosive at the initial position of a word and any other position will 

not be realised. Similar studies on IndE by Kachru (1994), Gargesh (2004) and Hickey 

(2004) make the same observation. They observe that plosives such as /p, t, k,d/ are 

unaspirated if they occur word initially. 

4.3.2. Gottal Stop 

b) Realisation of Glottal stop /h/ 

Some ZE speakers have a tendency of dropping the /h/ at the beginning of a word. 

However, this was not idiosyncratic as h-dropping can be said to be a common feature of 

the Bemba speakers of English (Simukoko 1977). This is because /h/ does not exist in the 

Bemba speakers’ consonant inventory thus it is a difficult sound to realize. The findings 

show that it is deleted or realized as /Ɂ/. This is as illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract BB 

83. Q FM interview: Coming to architects, we head the team and guide the client. 

ZE: /hed/ or /Ɂed/ 
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84. Hot FM interview: We don’t come here as politicians to fight with you our fellow 

citizens.  

ZE: /hije/ or /ije/ 

85. 5 FM phone-in:How many times have you voted? 

ZE: /awu/ 

ZE: /ev/ 

86. Hot FM phone-in: Good morning our dear caller …hello…hello…hello. Oh! we 

lost that one. 

ZE: /alo/ 

87. ZNBC TV news: President Edgar Lunga has arrived back home from Swaziland. 

ZE: /homu/or /omu/ 

88. ZNBC TV news: President Edgar Lungu has also said he was happyto officiate at 

the national trade fair in Swaziland. 

ZE: /hapi/ 

4.3.3. Laterals 

c) Lateral /l/ 

As regards lateral /l/, findings reveal that ZE speakers tend to realize the lateral /l/ as is, 

however there are instances where there is no contrast between /l/ and /r/.This is common 

among many ZE speakers but more so the Bemba speakers. The two /l/ and /r/ are used in 

most cases interchangeably. This is as illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract DD 

89. Hot FM Phone-in: The chipolopolo boys will deliver for us today. 

RP: /dɪlɪvə/               ZE: /deriva/ 

90. Hot FM phone-in: If the boys can believe in themselves then we will believe in 

them as well. 

RP: /bɪli:v/                 ZE: /biliv/ 

91. ZNBC TV interview: Should Zambia leave the ICC or not? 

RP: /li:v/                 ZE: /liv/ 

92. Muvi TV phone-in: Women should express pleasure and share ideas which can 

contribute to their social and economic wellbeing. 
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RP: /pleӡə/                   ZE: /preӡa/ 

93. ZNBC TV news: He implored the men folk to support women. 

RP: /implɔ:d/              ZE: /implod/ 

94. Hot FM phone-in: Ladies should go out there and celebrate their day but not drink 

carelessly. 

RP: /leɪdiz/              ZE: /rediz/ 

The findings showed that some ZE speakers do not make a clear distinction between /l/ 

and/r/ as they are used interchangeably (Simukoko 1977). This can be accounted for by 

the fact that in most Zambian Bantu languages, these sounds /l/ and /r/ are used 

interchangeably as they are rendered one and the same. 

Moreover, a lateral is a sound produced with the tip of the tongue raised to the upper set of 

teeth. The lateral approximant /l/ has two allophones. These being the clear /l/ found in 

words like lady, lorry and the dark /ɬ/ found in words like bottle and simple. It is a velarized 

alveolar lateral approximant. ZE speakers therefore tend to clearly identify the clear /l/ 

though used interchangeably with/r/. However, the velarized dark /ɬ/ is substituted with a 

rounded vowel /o/ when it occurs at the end of a syllable and in most cases preceded by a 

consonant nasal.  

Extract DDA 

95. ZNBC interview: This is a simple and straight forward matter. 

RP: /sɪmpl/                 ZE: /simpo/ 

96. Muvi TV news: The Zambia national team has arrived from Algeria where they 

beat Desert Foxes 1-0 on Tuesday night to bolster their chances to qualifying for 

the Russia 2018 FIFA world cup. 

RP: /nӕʃnəl/                     ZE: /naʃono/ 

97. Q FM interview: Politicians are important because they help on social and 

economic matters. 

RP: /səʊʃl/               ZE: /soʃo/ 
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This tendency can be alluded to the fact that ZE speakers tend to simplify the consonant 

cluster that occur by substituting the /l/ with /o/. Additionally, English in such cases 

considers the /l/ as a nucleus for a syllable but Zambian languages do not allow consonants 

to be considered as syllable nucleus thus the need to dissolve it into /o/. 

However, there are instances were it is completely ‘lost’ or deleted like the in the words 

given below: 

98. a. Ball /bo/ instead of /bɔl/ 

b. Rule /ru/ instead of /ru:l/ 

c. Pull /pu/ instead of /pʊl/ 

The lateral /l/ therefore, at the end of words is completely ‘lost’/deleted or replaced with 

the round back vowel /o/.  

4.3.4. Rhoticity 

d) Pronunciation of /r/. 

The findings revealed that ZE is non-rhotic meaning /r/ sound is pronounced in only two 

situations and these being in word medial positions as in barren, barrier, and  word initially 

as in right, rose, reign, rule and many other words that have /r/ word medially or initially. 

It does not occur post vocalically as in word, war and worker. This is illustrated in the 

extract below: 

Extract EE 

99. ZNBC radio4 interview: We are trying to sensitize our people on how to go about 

fish farming. 

RP: /fɑ:mɪŋ/                      ZE: /famiŋ/ 

100. Q FM phone-in: Workers need to be paid on time. It is our right as Zambians 

whether you work for a private or government institution. 

RP: /wɔ:(r)k/       ZE: /wek/        

RP:  /praɪveɪt/     ZE: /prajivet/ 

101. Q FM interview: Children need to be taught the word of God everyday.       

RP: /wɜ:(r)d/               ZE: /wed/ 
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Non-rhoticity of ZE is similar to that of SAFE (Roach,2001). 

4.3.5. Consonant Clusters 

Consonant (C) clusters refer to a sound sequence made of consonants only, such sequences 

tend to have a CC structure or CCC structure. Consonant clusters usually occur at the 

beginning and end of a syllable. The English language allows consonant clusters at either 

position of the syllable. Consonant clusters in ZE tend to be dissolved, either by dropping 

one/some of the consonants involved or by splitting them through the insertion of vowels. 

Usually in natural speech, the stops in final positions are dropped when there are two or 

more in a sequence. 

a) Deletion of consonants in consonant clusters 

As mentioned above, consonant clusters are dealt with in many ways. Findings revealed 

that one of the ways is through deletion. This is a common trend in connected speech. 

Usually, deleted consonants are found in consonant clusters. This is illustrated below: 

Extract FF 

102. Hot FM interview: There is no government that could wish its people ill, 

people should just be ready to work with the president. 

/dakʊd/ 

/ʃʊdӡʌst/ 

103. Hot FM interview: The young people took the councilor to task about the 

Kalikiliki bridge and the next day things started moving. 

/tʊdðe/  

/neksde/ 

104. Q FM phone-in: It is unfortunate we missed that call. You call us on 

0955500016. 

/mis dða ko/ 

105. Hot FM phone-in: Artist nowadays think they can sing whatever they want. 

Some of them are contributing to the moral decay of the country. 

/atis/ 

/fθɪŋdðeji/ 
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When plosives are followed by other plosives in words or connected speech there is a 

tendency to drop or delete one of the plosives. This also occurs when plosives are followed 

by affricates.  

Plosives like/p, t, k, d/ are highly prone to deletion in connected speech as illustrated in 

extract ff. Speakers tend to be more careful in their pronunciation of words in isolation thus 

consonant clusters are pronounced as they are. Words such as past, cast, missed, cold, end, 

task, dusk in isolation are well pronounced and are clearly heard. However, in connected 

speech they are dropped or deleted. Similarly, Wee (2008) study on CollsgE also observes 

that in connected speech as well as isolated word pronunciation, stops usually get deleted. 

b) Epenthetic /o/ and /e/.  

Findings further reveal that insertion of epenthetic vowels is another way in which 

consonant clusters are dealt with. This occurs at the end of words that end in <-tion> as 

shown in the extract below: 

Extract GG 

106. Q FM interview: Politicians are a necessary evil because some give 

direction while others misdirect. 

RP: /dərekʃn/           ZE: /dajirekʃon/ 

107. ZNBC radio4: As parents we must encourage our children to realize their 

dreams. They have dreams and ambitions that need to inspired by parents. 

RP: /æmbɪʃn/           ZE: /ambiʃon/ 

The /ʃn/ cluster is simplified by epenthetic insertion of /o/.  

108. ZNBC radio 4 phone-in: Children nowadays do not listen to their parents so 

we cannot entirely blame the parents for what the over 200 teenagers did. 

RP: /lɪsn/                ZE: /lisen/ 

109. Hot FM interview: If you were chosen to run the project, how different 

would it be? 

RP: /tʃəʊzn/               ZE: /tʃozen/ 

110. Q FM interview:  Most people do not know much about cotton farming in 

Zambia. 
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RP: /kʌtn/             ZE: /koton/ 

Consonant clusters at the beginning of word tend to be pronounced as they are because 

even some Bantu languages allow consonant clusters at the beginning of a word, however 

it should be one made of a nasal (N)+Consonant (C)+semi vowel (S) (NCS) for the word 

nswana ‘successor’ in Lunda. Here the first syllable consists a nasal /n/, consonant/s/ and 

semi-vowel /w/. Most consonant clusters in Bantu languages begin with a nasal.  

4.4. Summary 

This chapter presented data on segmental deviations found in English as used in the  media. 

From the findings, it is seen that segmental deviations are more apparent with the vowel 

system than the consonantal system. This has been attributed to the tendency by ZE 

speakers to merge the 12 RP vowels into five due to the influence from the Bantu languages 

of the country. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SOME COMMON PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN 

‘ZAMBIAN ENGLISH’ 

 

5.1 General 

This chapter presents some of the phonological processes that give rise to the tendencies 

that have been discussed in chapter four. ZE has a sound system different from RP 

especially the vocalic system. As earlier mentioned, much of the deviations are due to the 

influence from the Bantu languages spoken in Zambia. Some phonological processes occur 

to yield such a sound system. This chapter will examine such processes.  

In the presentation of the data from the findings, the words of focus have been underlined 

and in some cases transcribed for ease of reference. 

 

5.2. Consonant Cluster Simplification 

Consonant cluster simplification in ZE occurs in three ways. These being through insertion, 

deletion and substitution. 

5.2.1. Elision/Gradation 

Elision is also called gradation. This involves the loss of a phoneme in connected speech. 

This tends to happen in unstressed syllables. Elision is a simplification or an economy to 

glide over in rapid colloquial speech. In natural conversation, speech tends to glide over 

forms and ‘lose’ some sounds.  This occurs as discussed below. 

i. Final Consonant Clusters Deletion 

The data from the findings revealed that some ZE speakers tend to delete consonants when 

they follow each other. This deletion occurs when a sound with at least similar qualities 

follow each other. This is common when plosives follow each other at the end of a word 

or meet at word boundaries. This is illustrated in the extract below: 
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Extract II 

111. 5 FM interview: We have to talk about facts here. People should stop talking 

about issues they are not sure about. 

            ZE: Facts /faks/ 

ZE: stop talking /sto tokiŋ/ 

112. Q FM phone-in: The fact that people did not come in large numbers to 

Zamfest doesn’t mean people did not enjoy. 

            ZE: The fact that / ðe fak ðat/ 

The findings reveal that when /t/ and /d/ follow each other in connected speech, one tends 

to be deleted. This is alluded to that influence from Bantu languages where consonant 

clusters at the end of words are very rare. Thus, deletion dissolves the consonant cluster. 

ii. Compound word ‘and’ 

The findings further reveal that ZE speakers tend to delete some consonants in compound 

sentences as shown in the extract below: 

Extract JJ 

113. Hot FM Phone-in: We need to be heard and contribute to the development 

of this country. 

114. Muvi TV phone-in: Man and wife should work together and not compete. 

In sentence 115 the phrase heard and contribute will be realized as /hed en kontribjut/ 

and sentence 116 will get the pronunciation /man en wife/. The /d/ at the end of the 

compound word ‘and’ is deleted.  

iii. Glottal stop /h/ 

As regards the glottal stop /h/, findings show that some ZE speakers tend to delete the stop 

/h/ if it occurs initially. However this is not widespread among all the speakers. The 

tendency to drop /h/ at the beginning of a word is very common among many ZE speakers 

but more so among the Bemba speakers (Simukoko 1977). This is as illustrated in the 

extract below: 
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Extract KK 

115. Hot FM phone-in: Hello goodmorning….hello… hello 

ZE: /alo/ 

116. Muvi TV interview: How does government allow people to just burn 

markets like that, the culprits should be caught because they have destroyed many 

lives. 

/awu/ 

Others examples include words as shown below and extract BB. 

House /awus/ 

Hill /il/ 

Some general rules can thus be deduced from the process of elision. These being: 

i. If plosives are preceded by fricatives, they are dropped in word final position. 

ii. If they are preceded by other plosives or occur in non-final position they are 

split by vowels inserted between the consonants. 

One important factor to be borne in mind is that the glottalisation of /h/ is not a common 

trend among speakers of Zambian English. This trend as already mentioned is common 

among the Bemba speakers of English. This can be attributed to the fact that Bemba 

speakers do not have the /h/ sound in their consonantal system thus it seems as if it is 

difficult to produce the /h/ sound at the beginning of words. Therefore, this element cannot 

be generalized to say it only occurs among Zambian English. 

 

5.2.2. Glide epenthesis 

This process is employed in ZE pronunciations to simplify or break down diphthongs into 

monophthongs. This is as illustrated in tables 4 and 6, it is seen that the palatal gilde /j/ is 

used to break the dipthongs /ɔɪ, eɪ, aɪ, eə/. The epenthesis of /j/ in this phonological 

environment can be accounted for by the fact that the epenthetic palatal glide j and the 

coronal /e,i/ are produced at the same place of articulation, that is the hard palate. The 

labio-velar /w/ is also epenthesized when it is either preceded or followed by the dorsal 

vowel /u/. The process of epenthesis results in a resyllabification of English words.  
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5.2.3. Substitution 

This is a process in ZE where a consonant sound is substituted with a vowel sound.  This 

is a common process with the later /l/. When the lateral is preceded by a nasal it substituted 

for the round vowel /o/. This is illustrated in extract LL. 

iv. Substitution of /l/ 

Findings reveal that ZE speakers tend to substitute /l/ with /o/ in a consonant cluster where 

/l/ occurs at the end of the cluster as shown in the extract below: 

Extract LL 

117. Q FM phone-in: The matter is simple here, let Mutati be fired because he is 

most probably moving his agenda as he wants to stand for president in 2021. 

118. Muvi TV interview: Its such a shame to see that teenagers are getting 

involved in such illegal activities. 

119. ZNBC Radio4 phone-in: There is nothing special about HH, he risked the 

life of our president and deserves what he got. 

In the sentences 122 to 124, the lateral in the words underlined would be realized as 

follows. 

a. /simpl/ becomes /simpo/ 

b.  /li:ɡl/ becomes /liɡo/ 

c. . /speʃl/ becomes /speʃo/ 

Other examples include: 

            d. /sivl/ becomes /sivo/ 

            e. /tɒpɪkl/ becomes /topiko/ 

From the example above it can be seen that the consonant /l/ is substituted with the vowel 

/o/ at the end of a sentence and if the /l/ is preceeded by another consonant. 

Consonant clusters seem to be a major phonotactic problem in many African Englishes, 

this is because African languages are restricted to a C-V syllable structure. This is in 

agreement with studies conducted by Huber (2008),  Simo Bobda (2008), Alabi (2003), 
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Kirkpatrick and Deterding (2011) and Schmied (2006). These studies make the same 

observation that English consonant clusters tend to be dissolved, either by dropping one or 

some of the consonants involved or by splitting them through the insertion of vowels. The 

studies thus show two ways in which consonants clusters are reduced; by elision and 

insertion of epenthetic vowels. However, this study has gone a bit further and shown a third 

way in which consonants clusters are dealt with, that is substation, which can be said to be 

peculiar to the ZE speaker.  

5.2.4. Glottalisation 

This is a process where a non-glottal sound is glottalised or completely replaced by a glottal 

sound. One such common process is T-glottalisation and T-deletion which, tend to occur 

in ZE. A syllable final /t/ can be replaced by a fully or only a weakly realized stop [Ɂ or Ɂ] 

or may be dropped altogether in word final position. The following examples in extract 

MM illustrate instances of T-glottalisation and deletion 

v. Glottalisation 

The findings further show that ZE speakers tend to delete or glottalise /t/ when it occurs at 

the end of a word as illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract MM 

120. Muvi TV interview: Christians are the light of this world so they should not 

involve themselves in vices that paint a bad picture about them. 

ZE: Light /lajiɁ/ instead of /laɪt/ 

121. Q FM phone-in: K-Smash chill, I got this. 

ZE: Got /ɡoɁ/ instead of /ɡɔt/ 

Mostly words in isolation are pronounced with so much care. This is very common process 

in connected speech.  For instance: 

122. ZNBC Radio 4 interview: Cotton farming should be encouraged in Zambia. 

ZE: /koɁon/. Or /koton/ 

The /t/ can either be deleted and replaced with a glottal stop /Ɂ/ or can just be glottalised. 

This is also common process with native speakers of RP. 
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5.3 Vowel Changes 

There are many vowel changes that take place that can be accounted for by different 

processes. Processes that bring about the vowel changes include vowel merging, 

shortening/weakening, lowering, monophthongization and epenthesis. These processes 

account for the tendency to reduce the twelve RP monophthongs to five and also the 

tendency to simplify consonants through vowel epenthesis. 

5.3.1 Vowel Merging 

Significant changes occur as there is a tendency to merge vowels. And the change occurs 

in such a way that vowel raising takes place. The symbol > is used to show the realization. 

Thus it occurs as shown in extract NN: 

vi. Merged Vowels 

The data from the findings reveal that there is a tendency among ZE speakers to merge 

vowels that are similar. This is as illustrated in extract NN below: 

Extract NN 

a. /i:/ + /ɪ/ > /i/ 

123. Zambia should not leave the ICC. 

RP: /li:v/             ZE: /liv/ 

124. We are a caring and listening government. 

b. /ʊ/ + /u:/ > /u/ 

125. Unfortunately, schools think play is outside the academic area so they don’t 

even have play grounds anymore. 

RP: /skʊlz/                      ZE: /skulz/ 

126. In pubs we need to ensure that access for children in night clubs should be  

limited. 

          RP: /ʃʊd/                 ZE: /ʃudu/ 

c. /ᴧ/ + /ɑː/ > /a/ 

127. There must be a separation between the state and the church. 
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RP: /mʌst/              ZE: /mast/ 

128. Time are hard, people need to be paid on time. 

RP: /hɑ:d/                       ZE: /had/ 

d. /ɒ/ + /ɑː/ > /a/ 

129. What is surprising is the teaching council having equipment to detect fake 

papers, fake qualifications but ECZ does not have. 

RP: /kwɒlɪfəkeɪʃnz/                 ZE: /kwalifikeʃen/ 

The findings showed that similar sounds are merged into a more familiar Zambian language 

vowel sound. This can be accounted for by the tendency for ZE speakers to reduce the 

complex vowel system of English to the five vowel system thus showing influence from 

the Bantu languages. 

5.3.2. Vowel Shortening or Weakening 

This is a process where long vowels are shortened. This is a common trend in ZE speech. 

Vowel weakening in ZE occurs due to the fact that most of the sounds that have length do 

not exist in Bantu languages and thus to accommodate words that have such qualities they 

are shortened. 

vii. Weakened Vowels 

As earlier shown in extracts W to Zz, the findings show that long vowels are weakened by 

shortening them. Words discussed that show vowel weakening include:  

Extract OO 

a. bird /bɜːd/ realized as /bed/ 

b.  leader /li:də/ realized as /lida/ 

c.  rule /ru:l/ /realized as /ru/ 

d.  law /lɔː/ realized as /lo/ 

e.  learn /lɜːn/ realized as /len/ 

f. girl /ɡɜːl/ realized as /ɡel/ 

g. too /tuː/ realized as /tu/ 

h.  mark /mɑːk realized as /mak/ 

i. father /fɑːðə/ realized as /fadða/ 
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The findings reveal that long vowels are rendered as short vowels. As mentioned earlier 

this is a result of influence from the Bantu languages. The realization of long vowels as 

short vowels can be alluded to the fact that phonologically length does not exist in Bantu 

languages.  

5.3.3. Vowel Lowering 

Some words that are pronounced orthographically tend to go through the process of vowel 

lowering. ZE speakers tend to lower vowels. This is where a high vowel is realized as an 

immediate lower vowel. For instance, vowel lowering from /ɪ/ to /e/ can be said to be 

influenced by the spelling of the word where in most cases the spelling shows <e> but RP 

pronunciation is /ɪ/. This is a process where a higher vowel becomes lower. ZE has a 

tendency to lower the high vowel /ɪ/ to /e/.  This is illustrated in extract PP. 

viii. Lowering Vowels 

Vowel lowering among speakers of ZE comes about because of spelling pronunciation. 

This is illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract PP 

130. ZNBC TV news: The news bulleting was brought to you by Grevazo Zulu 

131. Qfm interview: The most common poultry framing is chicken rearing. 

However, keeping chickens involves much care. 

132. Muvi TV Phone-in: Village girls that were brought to town in beads and 

lipstick show are interesting to watch. 

Words underlined in sentences 132 to 134 are pronounced as follows respectively. 

a. /bʊlɪt/ pronounced as /bulet/ 

b. /tʃɪkɪn/ pronounced as /tʃiken/ 

c.  /vɪlɪdʒ/ pronounced as /viledʒ/ 

Other examples include:  

a.  Coll[e]ge 

b. Clos[e]t  
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Other instances include the lowering of /ɪ/ to /e/ in words like: 

c. Cabbage 

d. Village 

The <a> is these words is taken as orthographically written. It is pronounced as /e/ instead 

of /ɪ/. It has thus been observed that vowel lowering comes as a result of spelling 

pronunciation. This is caused by the fact that Zambian Bantu language speakers have a one 

to one correspondence between how the word is presented orthographically and how it is 

pronounced. 

5.3.4. Monophthongization 

This is a process by which diphthongs and triphthongs are realized as a monophthong. This 

is seen in table 4 and 6 discussed in chapter three. ZE speakers tend to monophthongize 

diphthongs through glide epenthesis. However, /eɪ/ is monophthongized by loss of the 

second part of the diphthong. Thus, for instance: 

a. Play /pleɪ/ is realised as /ple/ 

b. Lady /leɪdi/ is realized as /ledi/ 

The /eɪ/ is realized as a monophthong /e/.  

Another kind occurs with diphthong /əʊ/ which is realized as /o/ in words like: 

c. Chosen /tʃəʊzn/ realized as /tʃozen/ 

d. No /nəʊ/ realized as no.  

This kind of monophthongization can be alluded to the fact that ZE speakers have a 

tendency to pronounce words as spelt. Thus, this occurs as a case of spelling pronunciation. 

5.3.5. Vowel epenthesis 

Apart from deletion, insertion of the epenthetic vowels in ZE dissolves Consonant clusters 

into CVC structure.  
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ix. Epenthetic vowel insertion 

ZE speakers as a way of simplifying consonant clusters as earlier discussed tend to insert 

vowels between consonant clusters. This is seen in the way final consonant clusters 

involving /n/ and /l/ are treated. English considers nasal /n/ and lateral /l/ as syllable nucleus 

but Bantu languages do not allow these. Thus they are dissolved by insertion of vowels. 

The words will have two syllables with a CV.CVC structure. Therefore, according to the 

phonotatics of ZE consonant clusters at the end of words are dissolved by deletion or 

insertion as this is a common feature of Bantu languages. This is illustrated in extract QQ 

below: 

Extract QQ 

133. 5 FM phone-in: People just like to complain forgetting that these same 

leaders were chosen by you. 

Chosen /tʃozen/ instead of /tʃəʊzn/ 

134. Hot FM interview: So what you are trying to say is that the application of 

the public order act is unfair. 

Application /aplikeʃen/ instead of /ӕplɪkeɪʃn/ 

Other examples include: 

a. Cotton /koton/ instead of /kᴧtn/. 

b. Button /batan/ instead of /bᴧtn/ 

Many other examples of vowel epenthesis are shown in extract GG and HH. 

Monophthongization is a common process that occurs in many varieties of English .This 

process has been recorded by many scholars in their studies such as Schmied (2006), Wee 

(2008), Baskaran (2008),Gargesh (2004), Josiah, Bobunde and Robert (2012), Kachru 

(1962), Mbufong (2013), Olajide and Olaniyi (2013) to mention only a few. 

 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter has looked at some phonological processes that give rise to the finding 

discussed in chapter three . The phonological processes accounted for the consonant cluster 
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simplification that occur in ZE as used in the media and vowel changes that take place. 

These processes include elision, substitution, glide epenthesis, monophthongization and 

many more. These processes lead to the five vowel system that speakers of ZE in the media 

have instead of 25 inclusive of diphthongs and triphthongs. 
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CHAPTER SIX: STRESS IN ‘ZAMBIAN ENGLISH’ 

 

6.1 General 

This chapter discusses stress placement on words and sentences by ZE speakers on the 

media. It looks at how ZE speakers assign stress to words with different number of syllables 

as well as sentences. In the presentation of the data from the findings, the words of focus 

in some cases have been underlined for ease of reference. 

 

6.2 Stress 

Stress is distinguished into lexical and sentential stress. Lexical stress is accent on one 

syllable within a word. Sentence stress is accent on certain words within a sentence that 

can also be said to be the syllable of the sentence. A stressed syllable is longer, has a higher 

pitch and is louder. Diacritics (ˈ) and (ˌ) are used for primary and secondary Stress 

Respectively. This discussion concerns itself with the assignment of primary stress. 

6.2.1 Lexical Stress 

Lexical stress is rendered differently by ZE speakers from RP. ZE speakers tend to move 

stress from its original position in RP to another. This is as illustrated in the extracts given 

below. 

i. Stress Placement in Zambian English 

Stress as an important aspect of English occurs in many different ways. Every content word 

receives stress on one of its syllable. Examples of stressed words are given in the extract 

below: 

Extract RR 

135. ZNBC TV interview: About 65,000 people have been circumcised so far in 

the campaign that has been done. 

/ˈpi:pl/ here stress is on the first syllable. 
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136. ZNBC Radio4 news: The Zambia National Farmers Union, ZNFU, has 

urged farmers not to sell their maize cheaply but to hold on to their stocks until 

November. 

/ˈfɑ:məz/, stress is on the first syllable. 

137. Muvi TV interview: This is where we end todays’ programme. 

/ˈprəʊɡrӕm/ has stress on the first syllable. 

138. 5 FM interview: What are your views over the mental health bill that will 

be presented to the national assembly this coming sitting? 

/ˈnӕʃnəl/ has stress on the first syllable. 

Thus it can be seen that most disyllabic words have stress on the initial syllable of the word. 

however, the ZE speakers tend to shift the stress as follows: 

/piˈpo/ 

/faˈmaz/ 

/proˈɡram/ 

/naˈʃono/ 

Stress is moved from the initial to the second syllable. This can be attributed to a tendency 

by Zambian English speakers to pronounce English words with their local accents. 

6.2.1.1 Disyllabic Words 

Disyllabic words are words made of two syllables and RP stress varies from word to word. 

Stress can either be on the first or second syllable. In first syllables, it isas follows: 

ii. Stress Placement in Disyllabic Words 

The findings revealed that ZE speakers have a tendency to shift stress in disyllabic words 

from the first to the second syllable. This is illustrated in the extract below: 
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Extract SS 

139. Q FM news: A 24-year old man of Mwandu village in Western province 

has been killed following a domestic dispute. 

140. 5 FM news: Residents who had their vehicles impounded last year for 

smuggling of mealie meal have asked for leniency from President Edgar Lungu. 

141. Q FM phone-in: If you address Felix Mutati as MMD president instead of 

faction president, you are misleading people. 

Stress in RP and ZE on the words underlined is as follows: 

 RP                                                                   ZE 

 a. disˈpute  /dɪsˈpju:t/                    ˈdispute  /ˈdispjut/ 

b. ˈvehicles/ˈvi:əkl/                              veˈhicle  /viˈjeko/ 

              c.  aˈddress /əˈdres                                  ˈaddress /ˈadres/ 

From a and b above it has been seen that there is stress movement from initial to the second. 

This is caused by the fact that sounds that have the quality of length in RP are usually 

stressed however in ZE they are not stressed as they lose the quality of length due to 

merging. In c, stress is shifted to the initial, in RP, the weak vowel /ə/ cannot be stressed 

but since in ZE it is realized as a full vowel /a/ it tends to receive stress. Other examples of 

stress shift to the initial syllable include:  

RP                                                 ZE 

Forˈbid                                       ˈforbid 

Obˈtain                                        ˈobtain 

Deˈspite                                      ˈdespite 

Sucˈcess                                     ˈsuccess 
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6.2.1.2. Trisyllabic Words 

Trisyllabic words contain three syllables. In trisyllabic words, ZE speakers tend to move 

the penultimate stress to the ultimate and in instances where stress is on the first syllable, 

they move it to the penultimate. Examples of such words are shown in extract TT below. 

iii. Stress placement in trisyllabic words 

The findings revealed that in trisyllablic words, speakers of ZE tend to move or shift stress 

to either the right or left. There is a tendency to move stress from the penultimate to the 

ultimate or if stress occurs on the first syllable, ZE speakers tend to move it to the 

penultimate position. This is illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract TT 

142. Hot FM interview: Whose agenˈda is Mutati moving? 

RP: /əˈdʒendə/                 ZE: /adӡenˈda/ 

143. 5 FM news: Now Defence Permanent Secretary, Steady Mwale says, 

goˈvernment is eager to revamp the defence factories and make them relevant to 

the ever growing public demands. 

RP: /ˈɡʌ.vən.mənt/                          ZE:  /ɡaˈvament/ 

144. 5 FM news: Will the Chipolopolo boys ˈdeliver today? 

RP: /dɪˈlɪvə/                     ZE: /deliˈva/ 

145. Hot FM phone-in: Please people lets not be emotional but conˈtribute 

objectively. 

RP: /ˈkɒntrɪbju:t/                     ZE: /konˈtribjut/ 

Other examples include words like: 

                 RP                                             ZE 

a. Peˈtition                                    petiˈtion 

b. Soˈlution                                   soluˈtion 

c. umˈbrella                                  umbreˈlla 

d. iˈmagine                                  imaˈgine 
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e. ˈcandidate                                canˈdidate 

f. ˈleadership                              leaˈdership 

g. ˈministry                               miˈnistry 

h. ˈperformance                       perˈformance 

i. reˈporter                                reporˈter 

j. eˈlection                                elecˈtion 

 

6.2.1.3. Four syllable Words  

In four syllable words, stress moves from the initial syllable to the antepenult and .   

iv. Stress placement in four syllable words 

In many four-syllable words, stress occurs on the first syllable with a few instances where 

it occurs on other positions. However, the findings revealed that ZE speakers tend to shift 

the first syllable stress in four syllable words to the penultimate. This is as shown in extract 

UU below: 

Extract UU 

146. ZNBC news: Vice President, Inonge Wina says construction of the Mongu-

Kalabo road in Western province is vital in easing transˈportation need of the local 

people. 

147. Q FM news: Mr Ngulube meanwhile said the hiking of school fees by 

maˈnagement is unreasonably not timely. 

148. Hot FM interview: what am saying is that there must be a seˈparation 

between the state and the church. 

Other examples of four syllable words include the following. 

ˈJournalism                                jourˈnalism  

ˈStatutory                                   staˈtutory 

ˈJanuary                                      jaˈnuary 

Inforˈmation                                inˈformation 
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ˈSecretary                                    seˈcretary 

ˈEverything                                 eveˈrything  

ˈManagement                              maˈnagement 

Deˈmocracy                                ˈdemocracy 

Sepaˈration                                 seˈparation 

ˈTransportation                           transˈportation 

In most cases, stress in four syllable words moves from the initial syllable to the antepenult. 

Only in few instances where stress in RP is placed on the second syllable tends to receive 

stress on the initial syllable because of change in the vowel on the first syllable. For 

instance: 

Democracy /dɪˈmɒkrəsi/ in ZE is pronounced as /demokrasi/. This is because ZE tend to 

pronounce as spelt. Thus,/e/ receives primary stress thereby stressing the first syllable. 

6.2.1.4 Five Syllable Words 

In most five syllable words, In five syllable words, ZE speakers tend to move the stress 

from the penultimate to the ultimate. This is alluded to the fact that the words have suffixes 

–tion /ʃn/ added to them from the base. ZE speakers tend to move the penultimate stress to 

the ultimate as in the examples shown in extract XX below. 

v. Stress placement in five syllable words 

As regards five syllable words, findings reveal that ZE speakers tend to move the stress in 

five syllable words from the penultimate to the antepenultimate. This is illustrated in words 

with five syllables in extract XX below: 

Extract XX 

149. Q FM News: NAREP has advised Mulungushi Univerˈsity not to expel 

students as it is not the solution to the matter. 

150. Muvi TV news: The African Development bank, ADB has  praised Zambia 

for taking a painful decision to increase electriˈcity tariffs by 75% saying more 

investment will be done in the energy sector. 
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Other examples of stress movement in five syllable words include: 

        RP                                                          ZE 

Persoˈnality                                          personaˈlity  

Imagiˈnation                                         imaginaˈtion 

Uniˈversity /ju:nɪˈvɜ:səti/                      unverˈsity 

Elecˈtricity /ɪlekˈtrɪsəti/                         electriˈcity 

Adminiˈstration                                    adminstraˈtion 

Investiˈgation                                       investigaˈtion 

Particiˈpation                                       participaˈtion 

Exaggeˈration                                      exaggeraˈtion 

 

Moreover, due to consonant cluster simplification, the /ʃn/ is simplified by inserting /e/ so 

it becomes /patisipeʃen/ thus the stress moves to the last syllable in the word. 

For example 

Parˈticipate + -ion = participation /pɑ:tɪsɪˈpeɪʃn/ 

On the other hand, from the antepenult to the penultimate syllable in words of five syllables 

as in the examples below. 

 a. Adˈvertisement                  adverˈtisement 

b. Alˈternative                           alterˈnative 

6.2.1.5. Six Syllable Words 

vi. Six syllable words 

Findings reveal that there is tendency among ZE speakers to shift stress to the antepenult 

from the penultimate. This is known as backward shift. English tends to maintain the 

Romance principle of word stress on the penultimate syllable in contrast to the Germanic 
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principle of stressing the stem. Howeve, the case is different with ZE speakers. This is as 

illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract YY 

151. Hot FM interview: It is our responˈsibility as government to ensure that we 

look into the wellbeing of our people. 

152. Muvi TV Phone-in: Should confidentiaˈlity be key in marriages? 

RP                                                    ZE 

Responsiˈbility                              responˈsibility 

Identifiˈcation                                 identiˈfication 

Enthusiaˈstically                            enthuˈsiastically 

Confidentiˈality                              confidentiaˈlity 

Misrepresenˈtation                          misrepreˈsentation 

From the stress patterns shown on the different words. It is seen that stress movement 

occurs in two ways, that is forward shift also known as right shift and backwardshift also 

known as left shift. The findings show that for most words, stress is usually placed on the 

penultimate syllable of the word. It has been noted that such deviations in stress are 

common not only in Zambia, but in Africa Englishes (Schmied, 1991); and in countries all 

over the world where Engish is used as a second or foreign language (Platt, Weber and Ho, 

1984). 

6.2.2 Stress in Words with Double Roles 

There are words that are similar in spelling but differ in pronunciation. These words have 

the same form but carry different meanings or belong to different word classes due to how 

they are stressed. As much as context of the word differentiates the roles, pronunciation 

also matters because the stress patterns differ according to the word class.  
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vii. Verbs and Nouns with same spelling 

ZE usually does not make a clear distinction between the word classes as they are used 

interchangeably or realized as one and the same. Moreover, in most cases the stress in the 

initial syllable denoting a noun is moved to the second. It is pronounced as a verb even if 

one was referring to a noun. ZE speakers tend to pronounce similar words in the same way 

despite the word class it belongs to. 

Word-Defect 

Defect can either be a noun or a verb according to the stress position in a word. This 

distinction is not made by ZE speakers as they pronounce ‘defect’ the same way. As a noun 

the word defect receives stress on the first syllable while as a verb it receives stress on the 

second syllable. However, this distinction is not made as stress falls on the second syllable 

despite the word being a noun. This is illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract ZZ 

153. Q FM phone-in: For a member of a political party to deˈfect then there must 

be wrong with the party. So UPND members have the right to leave and join a 

working party. 

154. Hot FM phone-in: Can you then say she has a hearing deˈfect. 

In 156 defect is a verb and in 157 it is a noun. However, it is pronounced in the same 

way as it is stressed on the same syllable. 

Word –Object 

Object plays two roles as a verb as well as a noun depending on the stress pattern. ZE 

speakers however tend to not make this contrast in the pronunciation of the word. This 

is as illustrated in the extract below: 

Extract ZZZ 

155. Q FM interview: I don’t want to ˈobject your point but K-Smash you have 

to be realistic, most people nowadays have sex before marriage. (v) 

156. 5 FM interview: This is an ˈobject of discussion. (n) 
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In the sentences above the words underlined though of the same form belong to different 

word classes but ZE speakers will pronounce them in the same way thus they are stressed 

the in the same way. Other examples are shown in  table 7below.  

Table 7: Stress in Words with Dual Roles 

NOUN VERB ZE pronunciation 

ˈContest Conˈtest Conˈtest 

ˈDefect Deˈfect Deˈfect 

ˈInsert Inˈsert Inˈsert 

ˈObject ˈObject Obˈject 

ˈPresent Preˈsent Preˈsent 

ˈProtest Proˈtest Proˈtest 

ˈRecall Reˈcall Reˈcall 

ˈRecord Reˈcord Reˈcord 

ˈRegister Reˈgister Reˈgister 

ˈIncrease  Inˈcrease  Inˈcrease  

 

Therefore making a distinction of the word class by using stress seems to be problematic. 

 

6.3. Sentence Stress 

Sentence stress is important for two reasons; show the key information and determines the 

rhythm. When dealing with sentence stress, it is important to distinguish between content 

and grammatical words. Content words like nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are 

stressed while grammatical/functional words like prepositions, pronouns, auxiliary are 

unstressed. Exceptions like interrogatives and demonstratives receive stress.  

Usually the strongest stress of a sentence falls on the last stressed syllable called tonic, 

accents or nucleus. The tonic helps in describing intonation as either having a falling or 

rising melody. Sentence stress is what gives English its rhythm. 
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Sentence stress in ZE occurs in such a way that all words tend to be stressed. Roughly equal 

time is accorded to each word thus all words tend to be stressed creating a syllable-time 

rhythm instead of stress timed. Extract AAA below gives examples of sentential stress. 

viii. Stress in RP. 

RP gives English its rhythm by stressing content words in a sentence as shown below. This 

gives it what is known as a stress-timed rhythm. Extract AAA shows how stress occurs in 

RP. 

Extract AAA 

157. ZNBC TV news: ˈPresident ˈEdgar ˈLungu has ˈcongratulated the ˈZambia 

ˈnational ˈfootball ˈteam for their ˈone-nill ˈvictory against ˈAlgeria in the ˈRussia 

ˈ2018 world cup ˈqualifier. 

158. ZNBC TV news: ˈZANIS has the ˈdetails in the ˈfollowing ˈreport. 

159. 5 FM phone-in: The ˈissue of ˈchildren ˈgoing to ˈanother ˈchurch and 

ˈparents ˈgoing to ˈanother is a no no. 

160. Q FM news:ˈVice ˈPresident, ˈInonge ˈWina ˈcalled on ˈwell ˈwishers to 

ˈcome on ˈboard and ˈsupport the ˈbring ˈback ˈbetter ˈmarkets ˈinitiative. 

161. ZNBC TV news: ˈOne ˈZambia, ˈone ˈnation, a ˈvery ˈgood ˈevening to 

you. 
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ix. Stress in ‘Zambian English’ 

In relation to the discussion above, the findings showed that speakers of  ZE render 

sentence stress differently. ZE speakers tend to stress all the words in a sentence. English 

stresses content words in a sentence giving it its rhythm. The stressed words are spoken 

with louder and carry more time as opposed to grammatical words. Grammatical words are 

spoken faster than the content words. ZE does not differentiate the syllables but consider 

all as syllables and accord equal time to each during its pronunciation. This is illustrated in 

the extract below: 

Extract BBB 

162. ZNBC TV news: ˈPresident ̍ Edgar ˈLungu ˈhas ̍ congratulated the ˈZambia 

ˈnational ˈfootball ˈteam ˈfor ˈtheir ˈone-nill ˈvictory ˈagainst ˈAlgeria in the 

ˈRussia ˈ2018 ˈworld ˈcup ˈqualifier. 

163. ZNBC TV news: ˈZANIS ˈhas ˈthe ˈdetails in the ˈfollowing ˈreport. 

164. 5 FM phone-in: ˈThe ˈissue of ˈchildren ˈgoing ˈto ˈanother ˈchurch ˈand 

ˈparents ˈgoing ˈto ˈanother is a ˈno ˈno. 

165. Q FM news: ˈVice ˈPresident, ˈInonge ˈWina ˈcalled on ˈwell ˈwishers ˈto 

ˈcome on ˈboard ˈand ˈsupport ˈthe ˈbring ˈback ˈbetter ˈmarkets ˈinitiative. 

166. ZNBC TV news: ˈOne ˈZambia, ˈone ˈnation,ˈ a ˈvery ˈgood ˈevening to 

ˈyou. 

The findings are in agreement with Schmied’s (2006) study on East African Englishes. In 

his study he makes a general observation of stress in African Englishes. He observes that 

African Englishes tend towards a syllable-timed rather than a stress timed rhythm. Similar 

observations are made by Alabi (2003) and KirkPatrick and Deterding (2011).This is also 

echoed by Banjo (1979) in Onose’s (2010) study where a point is raised after observing 

the mastery of suprasegmentals among Nigerian students.  It is observed that English stress 

and intonation is a final hurdle which the vast majority of speakers of ESL never manage 

to cross. This is true for ZE speakers as well because at the segmental level, they try to 

maintain the same inventory specifically the consonantal inventory however when it comes 

to stress, it is far from being near RP stress. 
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Stressed syllables in a sentence usually receive more time than the unstressed syllables. ZE 

sentence stress occurs differently because each syllable receives equal importance, 

therefore equal time is accorded to each. In connected speech, English, stressed syllables 

follow each other nearly at roughly equal intervals of time, unstressed syllables are quickly 

pronounced. The greater the number of unstressed syllables the quicker they are 

pronounced. For instance: 

167. a. ˈDogs ˈlike ˈpeople. 

b. The ˈdogs ˈlike ˈpeople. 

            c. The ˈdogs have ˈliked ˈpeople. 

            d. The ˈdogs have ˈliked the ˈpeople. 

             e. The ˈdogs might have ˈliked the ˈpeople. 

              f. The ˈdogs might have been ˈliking the ˈpeople. 

Although the sentences in 173 differ in the number of syllables. They roughly take the 

same time as only the content words are stressed and the grammatical words are 

pronounced quickly.ZE will accord the syllables in the sentences equal time because the 

unstressed will also be stressed thus the sentences will take different times. As Trudgill and 

Hannah (2008) points out that non-native varieties of English have a tendency to stress 

elements considered weak and unstressed. ZE can thus be said to be syllable-timed instead 

of stress-timed. This can be accounted for by the fact that tonal languages like Zambian 

Bantu languages makes significant use of pitch on every syllable. A tone language is one 

that makes significant use of pitch on every syllable (Pike, 1948). Pitch use is either 

lexically or grammatically significant. Just like many Englishes in Africa, in ZE, every 

syllable is as prominent as another and the weakening of syllables as in a stress language 

does not occur (Mesthrie, 2008). 

Additionally, a sentence may have different stress positions according to the focus of the 

speaker. For instance: 
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Extract CCC 

1. a. Q FM phone-in: Question: What is your prediction in todays game? 

b. Q FM phone-in: Answer: Zambia will ˈwin 2-0. 

The stress will be on ‘win’ because it is about finding out the how the game will go. Stress 

can move in a sentence as in sentence 172 below. 

2. a. Q FM phone-in: Question: what is your prediction in todays’ game? 

b. Q FM phone-in: Answer: Zambia will win ˈ2-0. 

Stress is on the number of goals Zambia will score. Moreover, stress can also be on whom 

Zambia beat at the game as in sentence 173 below. 

3. a. Q FM phone-in: Question: what is your prediction in todays’ game? 

b.Q FM phone-in: Answer: Zambia will beat ˈAlgeria 2 goals to nil. 

By stressing the sentences as shown, it is very easy to understand the area of focus in one’s 

speech.ZE speakers do not necessary stress the focus of the sentence. Sentence 171 to173 

can either be understood from context or the relationship between the speaker and listener. 

 

6.3.1 Tonic Syllable Shift 

There are times when the same sentence can have different meanings. This is because of 

where the stress is placed. Thus, there is a tendency to shift stress in order to convey the 

right meaning. The tonic of the sentence in such cases shifts from one syllable to another. 

This is referred to as tonic syllable shift. For instance: 

Extract DDD 

A. I ˈbelieve in doing what is right. 

B. I believe in ˈdoing what is right. 

Sentence A has stress placed on chocolate to mean that Mary hates chocolate but not any 

other thing. Maybe she likes ice cream. Sentence B stress shifts to the second syllable of 

the sentence, this means chocolate is the only thing she doesn’t like. ZE will render the 
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sentences as one despite carrying different meanings. The situation in which the sentence 

is being said will help in conveying the right meaning. ZE will just render it as 

C. I ˈbelieve in ˈdoing what is ^right. 

Zambians speak tone languages as their first language. Tone languages are characterized 

by downdrift, a general lowering of absolute pitch as the utterance proceeds. At the end of 

a sentence, the tonal register is usually reset (upstepped) and the downdrift starts again. 

There is a tendency to carry these features over to ZE. That is why at the end of the 

sentence, there is an up-down rhythm. 

6.3.2 Stress of Negative Forms 

Negative forms in English receive stress. ZE speakers have a tendency of stressing the 

negative forms but also any other words that sends that message they want to express. For 

instance: 

Extract EEE 

a. I am in a ˈhurry. 

b. I am ˈnot in a ˈhurry. 

In sentence c, we only stress the syllable of the sentence ‘hurry’ but in sentence d, there is 

a possibility of having two stressed syllables that is ‘not’ and ‘hurry’. Though the former 

is considered more prominent and thus many scholars will argue that ‘not’ is the only 

stressed syllable in the sentence. With ZE, it occurs differently for instance in the sentences 

below. 

c. There is ˈno ˈreason to declare a ˈdispute where there is none. 

d. ˈI ˈam ˈnot ˈa ˈsinger ˈbut ˈI ˈknow ˈhow ˈgood ˈmusic ˈshould ˈsound. 

In sentences 174 ‘no’, ‘reason’ and ‘dispute’ are stressed so that the listener can get the 

point being made. It is all about dispute. ZE speakers will not only stress the negative forms 

but all the syllables just like in 175. 
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6.4 Summary 

The findings show that stress in ZE in lexical items usually falls on the penultimate and 

that in sentences stress is applied to every syllable of the sentences thus rendering a syllable 

timed rhythm. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

7.1 General 

This chapter concludes the whole study. It summarises the findings of the investigation and 

afterwards provides recommendation for further studies on the study of nativisation of 

English in Zambia. 

 

7.2 Summary of findings 

The aim of this study was to establish the phonological variations of the English spoken by 

indigenous Zambians. In order to meet this goal. Firstly, the study sought to identify the sound 

segments. The findings revealed that ZE as used in the media has a five vowel inventory. The 

extreme range of RP vowels that comprise of twelve monophthongs, eight diphthongs and five 

triphthongs are merged into /a, e, i, o, u/. With regard to consonants, major deviations were in 

the consonant clusters of words in English. It was established that there is a tendency to avoid 

consonant clusters thus they are simplified through deletion and insertion. Moreover, plosives 

/p, t, d, k/ are not aspirated at the beginning of a word.  

Secondly, the study sought to examine the phonological processes that give rise to the 

deviations in the sound system of the English used in the media. The findings revealed that 

insertion, deletion and substitution were common processes that accounted for the consonant 

cluster simplification as well as the vowel changes that occur in ‘Zambian English’. 

Thirdly, the study sought to analyse stress placement in the English spoken in the media . 

Findings showed that there is stress shift in ZE with reference to RP. Stress shift was observed 

in two ways; forward and backward shift. Stress by most ZE speakers was seen to be placed 

on the penultimate of most lexical items with a few instances where it was placed on the 

antepenultimate. At the sentence level, findings showed that ZE is syllable-timed as it accords 

equal stress to all the syllables in a sentence. 

7.3 Conclusion of the study 

From the findings, the conclusion drawn is that the findings are indicative of the fact that 

the English spoken in Zambia as used in the media is a different variety from RP. The 
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pronunciation trends in the English used in the media show that ZE speakers seem to be 

establishing a phonologically distinct variety spoken in Zambia. It is important to note that 

languages are living and dynamic, what it is today may not be tomorrow. Therefore, 

English over the years since independence has gone through the process of nativisation to 

meet the expressional and communicative needs of the Zambian people. 

 

7.4 Recommendations 

This study has shown phonological trends happening among the speakers of English in 

Zambia as used in the media. It is recommended that since RP seems unachievable, 

teachers as well as other speakers of English in the Zambia should not ridicule or even 

punish those said to be using ‘Zambian English’. 

Moreover, this study has shown that there is a lot of research that needs to be conducted 

on the topic of nativisation of English in Zambia. There are clearly a number of areas that 

can be investigated in order to come up with a hostilic understanding of Zambian English. 

There is need to conduct further studies on the following: 

1. Nativization of English with reference to vocabulary, grammar, idiomatic 

expressions, lexicon, semantics and pragmatics. 

2. Detailed analyses on the basilect, mesolect and acrolect varieties of the English 

spoken in Zambia needs to be done. This will help to establish the differences in 

language use among people of different social status. 

3. Studies can be conducted on English relative to the Zambian Bantu languages. This 

can help to establish how each of the Zambian local language influence the English 

language. 

4. Studies can be conducted to extensively examine other suprasegmental features 

apart from stress such as intonation patterns of the English spoken in Zambia. 

Moreover, stress can be exclusively studied in detail as there is much that can be 

written about it that was beyond the scope of the study. 

5. Research can also be carried out to look at English use in other domains (formal 

and informal). 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I: Consonants of Bantu Languages of Zambia. Kashoki (1978:66) 

Place/manner 

of 

articulation 

Stops  Affricate  Fricative   Nasal  Lateral  Glide 

Voice -v +v -v +v -v +v -v +v -v +v -v +v 

Bilabials  p b  β    m    w 

Labials    pf bv         

Dental      θ ð       

labio-dental      f v       

Alveolar  t d ts dz    n  l or (r)   

Alveo-

palatal  

  tʃ ʤ    ɲ   j  

Palatal      ʃ ʒ       

Velar  k ɡ  ɣ    ŋ     

Glottal      h ɦ       

 

Appendix II: Phonemic Inventory of English Consonants 

 Bilabial  Labio-

dental  

Dental  Alveolar  Post-

alveolar  

palatal  velar Glottal  

Stops 

Voiceless 

Voiceless 

aspirated 

Voiced 

 

p 

ph 

b 

   

t 

th 

d 

   

k 

kh 

g 

 

Nasal 

Voiced 

 

m  

   

n 

   

ŋ 

 

Fricative 

Voiceless 

Voiced  

  

f 

v 

 

ѳ 

ð 

 

s 

z 

  

ʃ 

ʒ 

  

h 
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Affricate  

Voiclesss 

Voiced 

     

tʃ 

dʒ 

   

Glide 

(approximant) 

Voiceless 

voiced  

 

 

 

 

w 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

j 

  

Liquid 

Voiced  

Voiceless 

    

l 

r 

    

 

Appendix III: Zambia English Word Pronunciation 

 WORD RP ZE 

1.  Above əbˈᴧv ˈabav 

2.  Absence ˈæbsəns abˈsens 

3.  Absent ˈæbsənt abˈsent 

4.  Absolute ˈæbsəluːt abˈsolut 

5.  Absolutely ˈæbsəluːtli absoljutˈli 

6.  Abstain əbˈsteın ˈabsten 

7.  Abuse əˈbjuːs ˈabjuz 

8.  Academic ækəˈdemɪk akadeˈmik 

9.  Accept əkˈsept ˈaksept 

10.  Access ˈækses aˈkises 

11.  Accident ˈæksıdənt akˈsident 

12.  Accommodation əˌkɒməˈdeɪʃn akomodeˈʃen 

13.  Accountable əˈkaʊntəbl akaˈwutebo 

14.  Ache eɪk ˈeki 

15.  Acknowledge ək’nɒlıdʒmənt aknoˈledʒment 

16.  Acoustic əˈkuːstɪk akustik 
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17.  Across əˈkrɒs ˈakros 

18.  Action ˈækʃn akˈʃon 

19.  Actually ˈæktʃuəli akˈtʃuɑli 

20.  Add æd ˈad 

21.  Address əˈdres ˈadres 

22.  Adjourn əˈdʒɜːn ˈadʒan 

23.  Adult ˈædᴧlt adaˈwut 

24.  Advanced ədˈvɑːnst ˈadvanst 

25.  Advertisement ədˈvɜːtısmənt advetɑizment 

26.  Advisory ədˈvaɪzəri advaiˈzori 

27.  Advocate ˈædvəkeɪt advoˈket 

28.  Affair əˈfeə (r ) afeˈjɑ 

29.  Afraid əˈfreɪd ˈafred 

30.  Afterwards ˈaːftəwədz aftaˈwads 

31.  Again əˈɡen ˈaցen 

32.  Age eɪdʒ ˈedʒ 

33.  Agenda əˈdʒendə adʒenˈda 

34.  Agent ˈeɪdʒənt aˈdʒent 

35.  Agree əˈցriː ˈaցri 

36.  Aim eım ˈem 

37.  Air eə ˈeja 

38.  Alight əˈlaıt ˈalajit 

39.  Allege  əˈledʒ ˈaledʒi 

40.  Allow əˈlaʊ ˈalawu 

41.  Allowance əˈlaʊəns ˈalawans 

42.  Alone əˈləʊn ˈalon 

43.  Alphabet ˈælfəbet alˈfabet 

44.  Already ɔːlˈredi oreˈdi 

45.  Alternative ɔːlˈtɜːnətɪv oteneˈtiv 

46.  Although ɔːlˈðəʊ ˈoθo 
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47.  Amazing əˈmeɪzɪŋ ameˈziŋ 

48.  Ambassador æmˈbæsədə ambaˈsada 

49.  Ambition æmˈbɪʃn ambiˈʃon 

50.  Ambitious æmˈbɪʃəs ambiˈʃious 

51.  Ambulance ˈæmbjʊləns amˈbjulans 

52.  Amen eɪˈmen ˈamen 

53.  Amenity əˈmiːnəti ameˈniti 

54.  American əˈmerɪkən ameriˈkan 

55.  Analysis əˈnæləsɪs anaˈlisis 

56.  And ənd ˈand 

57.  Animal  ˈæniml aˈnimo 

58.  Annual ˈænjuəl anˈjuo 

59.  Answer ˈɑ:nsəl anˈsa 

60.  Anybody ˈenibɒdi eniˈbode 

61.  Anything ˈeniθɪn eniˈθin/ enifin 

62.  Apologize əˈpɒlədʒaɪz apoˈlodʒajiz 

63.  Apostle əˈposl ˈaposto 

64.  Appeal əˈpiːl ˈapil 

65.  Appearance  əˈpɪərəns apijaˈrans 

66.  Apple ˈæpl ˈapo/epo 

67.  Appreciate əˈpri:ʃɪeɪt apriˈʃet 

68.  April ˈeɪprəl eˈprel 

69.  Apron ˈeɪprən aˈpron 

70.  Are ɑː a 

71.  Arisen əˈrɪzn ˈarizen 

72.  Around əˈraʊnd ˈarawud 

73.  Arrangement əˈreɪndʒmənt arendʒˈment 

74.  As əz ˈaz 

75.  Ashamed əˈʃeɪmd ˈaʃemd 

76.  Aspect ˈæspekt aˈspekt 
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77.  Assembly əˈsembli ˈasembli 

78.  Association əˌseuʃɪeɪʃn asoˈsijeʃen 

79.  Assure əˈʃʊə ˈaʃuwa 

80.  Asthma ˈæsmə asˈma/azˈma 

81.  At ət ˈat 

82.  Astonish əˈstɒnɪʃ ˈastoniʃ 

83.  August ˈɔgəst oˈցast 

84.  Authority ɔːθɒrəti oθoriti 

85.  Average ˈævərɪdʒ aveˈredʒ 

86.  Award əˈwɔ:d ˈawad 

87.  Away əˈweı ˈawe 

88.  Awe ɔ:l ˈo 

89.  Awful ɔ:fl oˈfo 

90.  Baby ˈbeibi beˈbi 

91.  Back bæk ˈbak 

92.  Bad bæd ˈbad 

93.  Balance ˈbæləns baˈlans 

94.  Ball bɔl ˈbo 

95.  Banana bəˈnɑ:nə ˈbanana 

96.  Bank bæŋk ˈbank 

97.  Bar bɑː ˈba 

98.  Based beɪst ˈbezd 

99.  Basic ˈbeɪsɪk beˈzik 

100.  Basis beɪsɪs ˈbesis 

101.  Basket ba:skıt ˈbasket 

102.  Bastard  ˈbɑstəd baˈstad 

103.  Bath baθ ˈbaθ 

104.  Battery bætrɪ baˈtri 

105.  Bed bed ˈbed 

106.  Beginning bɪˈցɪnɪƞ biցinˈiŋ 
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107.  Behave bɪˈheɪv ˈbihev 

108.  Behavior bɪˈheɪvjə bihevˈija 

109.  Belong bɪˈlɒŋ ˈbiloŋ 

110.  Beneficiary benɪˈfɪʃəri beneˈfiʃari 

111.  Benefit ˈbenɪfɪt beˈnefit 

112.  Beyond bɪˈjɒnd ˈbijond 

113.  Bias ˈbaɪəs baˈjas 

114.  Bible baɪbl ˈbajibo 

115.  Bind baɪnd ˈbajind 

116.  Bird bɜ:d ˈbed 

117.  Birth bɜːθ beθ 

118.  Bishop ˈbıʃəp biʃop 

119.  Bitterness ˈbitənəs bitaˈnes 

120.  Blame bleɪm ˈblem 

121.  Blanket ˈblæŋkıt blɑŋˈket 

122.  Boast bəʊst ˈbost 

123.  Boat bəʊt ˈbot 

124.  Bomb bom ˈbom 

125.  Book bʊk ˈbuku 

126.  Boss bos ˈbos 

127.  Boundary  ˈbaʊndri bawunˈdari 

128.  Brake breɪk ˈbrek 

129.  Breadth bredθ ˈbredif 

130.  Break breɪk ˈbrek 

131.  Bridge brɪdʒ ˈbridʒ 

132.  Britain ˈbrɪtn briˈten 

133.  Broadcast ˈbrɔːdkɑːst brodˈkast 

134.  Brother ˈbrᴧðə braˈda/braˈva 

135.  Brown brɑʊn ˈbrawun 

136.  Bucket ˈbᴧkɪt baˈket 
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137.  Budget ˈbᴧdʒɪt baˈdʒet 

138.  Build bɪld ˈbjuid 

139.  Built bɪlt ˈbelt 

140.  Bulge bᴧldʒ ˈbawudʒ 

141.  Bullet ˈbʊlɪt buˈlet 

142.  Burden ˈbɜːdn beˈden 

143.  Burn bɜːn ˈben 

144.  Burst bɜːst best 

145.  Bury beri bɑri 

146.  Bus bᴧs bas 

147.  Business ˈbˈznəs biziˈnes 

148.  Busy ˈbɪzi biˈze 

149.  But bət ˈbat 

150.  Button ˈbᴧtn baˈtan 

151.  Bye bye ˈbɑɪ bɑɪ ˈbaji ˈbaji 

152.  Cabbage ˈkæbɪdʒ kaˈbedʒ 

153.  Cable ˈkeɪbl keˈbo 

154.  Cake keɪk ˈkeki 

155.  Camera kæmrə kaˈmera 

156.  Can kən ˈken 

157.  Candle ˈkændl kenˈdo 

158.  Cane keɪn ˈken 

159.  Cannot ˈkænɒt kaˈnot 

160.  Capacity kəˈpæsəti kapaˈsiti 

161.  Capital ˈkæpɪtl kaˈpito 

162.  Captain ˈkæptın kapˈten 

163.  Card kɑd ˈkad 

164.  Cardinal ˈkɑːdɪnl kaˈdino 

165.  Care ˈkeə keˈja 

166.  Carpet ˈkɑ:pıt kaˈpet 
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167.  Carrot ˈkærət kaˈrot 

168.  Case keɪs ˈkes 

169.  Cash kæʃ ˈkaʃ 

170.  Catering ˈkeɪtərɪƞ kaˈtariŋ 

171.  Catholic ˈkæθlık kaˈθolik 

172.  Caught kɔˈt ˈkot 

173.  Cease si:s ˈsiz 

174.  Centre ˈsəntə senˈta 

175.  Challenge ˈtʃælɪndʒ tʃaˈlendʒ 

176.  Change tʃeɪndʒ ˈtʃendʒ 

177.  Chapel ˈtʃæpl tʃɑˈpel 

178.  Characteristics ˌkærəktəˈrɪstɪks karetariˈstiks 

179.  Chase tʃeɪs ˈtʃes 

180.  Cheap tʃi:p ˈtʃip 

181.  Check tʃek ˈtʃek 

182.  Chicken ˈtʃɪkɪn tʃiˈken 

183.  Child tʃaild ˈtʃald 

184.  Children ˈtʃɪldren tʃuˈdren 

185.  Chosen tʃəʊzn ˈtʃozen 

186.  Christian krıstiʃən kriˈstian 

187.  Church tʃɜːtʃ ˈtʃetʃ 

188.  Circle sɜːkl ˈseko 

189.  Circumstance sɜːkəmstəns sakamˈstans 

190.  Citizen sıtizn siˈtizen 

191.  Citizenry sıtizənri sitiˈzenri 

192.  Civil sıvl ˈsivo 

193.  Cleanup ˈkliːnᴧp klinˈap 

194.  Clear klɪə klija 

195.  Clergy ˈklɜːdʒi kleˈdʒi 

196.  Climb klɑɪm klajimb 
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197.  Clinic ˈklɪnɪk kliˈnik 

198.  Closet klɒzɪt ˈklozet 

199.  Clothes kləʊðz ˈklodz/ˈklovz 

200.  Coat kəʊt ˈkot 

201.  Cocoa kəʊkəʊ ˈkoko 

202.  Collect kə’lekt koleˈkit 

203.  College kɒlɪdʒ koledʒ 

204.  Colon ˈkəʊlən koˈloni 

205.  Column kɒləm koˈlam 

206.  Combine kəmbaɪn komˈbajin 

207.  Comedian kəmɪdən koˈmedijɑn 

208.  Comfort kᴧmfət kɑmˈfot 

209.  Commit kəmɪt ˈkomit 

210.  Commitment kəˈmɪtmənt komitˈment 

211.  Commodity kəˈmɒdəti komoˈditi 

212.  Common kɒmən koˈmon 

213.  Communication kəˌmjuːnɪˈkeɪʃn komjuˈnikeʃen 

214.  Community keˈmjuːnəti komjuˈniti 

215.  Compete kəmˈpi:t ˈkompit 

216.  Compilation ˌkɒmpɪˈleɪʃn komˈpajilejiʃen 

217.  Complain kəmˈpleɪn ˈkomplen 

218.  Complementary ˌkɒmplɪˈmrntri komplimentari 

219.  Complete kəmˈpliːt ˈkomplit 

220.  Complexity kəmˈpleksəti komplekiˈsiti 

221.  Complicated ˈkɒmplɪkeɪtɪd komˈpliketed 

222.  Compliment kəmˈplɪmənt kompliˈment 

223.  Composition ˌkɒmpəˈzɪʃn kompoziˈʃen 

224.  Compound ˈkɑmpaʊnd komˈpawud 

225.  Compromise ˈkɒmprəmaɪz komˈpromaiz 

226.  Concept ˈkɒnsept konˈsept 
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227.  Concern kənˈsɜːn ˈkonsen 

228.  Concerned kənˈsɜːnd ˈkonsend 

229.  Conference ˈkɒnfərəns konˈfarens 

230.  Conquer ˈkɒŋkə konˈka 

231.  Consider kənˈsɪdə konsiˈda 

232.  Constantly ˈkɒnstəntli konˈstantli 

233.  Constitution kɒnstɪˈtjuːʃn konstitjuˈʃon 

234.  Consult kənˈsᴧlt ˈkonsalt 

235.  Contemporary kənˈtempreri komtemˈprari 

236.  Contempt kənˈtempt ˈkontempt 

237.  Continent ˈkɒntɪnənt konˈtinent 

238.  Continue kənˈtɪnjuː kontiˈnju 

239.  Contractor kənˈtræktə kontraˈkta 

240.  Control kənˈtreʊl ˈkontro 

241.  Controversial ˌkɒntrəˈvɜːʃl konˈtraveʃo 

242.  Copper ˈkɒpə koˈpa 

243.  Corporate ˈkɔːpərət koˈparet 

244.  Cotton ˈkɒtn koˈton 

245.  Council ˈkaʊnsl kanˈso 

246.  Country ˈkᴧntri kanˈtri 

247.  Course kɔːs kos 

248.  Court kɔːt kot 

249.  Cousin ˈkᴧzn kaˈzen 

250.  Crayon ˈkreɪən kreˈjon 

251.  Cream kri:m krim 

252.  Crimes kraɪm kraˈjim 

253.  Criminal ˈkrɪmɪnl kriˈmino 

254.  Criterion krɒɪˈtɪərɪən krɑjitiˈrijon 

255.  Critical ˈkrɪtɪkl kriˈtiko 

256.  Critics ˈkrɪtɪks kriˈtiks 
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257.  Crocodile ˈkrɒkədaıl kroˈkodail 

258.  Crop krɒp krop 

259.  Cruel kruːəl kruˈwel 

260.  Cultural ˈkᴧltʃərəl kawuˈtʃro 

261.  Culture ˈkᴧltʃə kawuˈtʃa 

262.  Cure kjʊə kjuˈwa 

263.  Current ˈkᴧrənt kaˈrent 

264.  Curse kɜ:s kes 

265.  Curtain kɜ:tn ˈketen 

266.  Cushion ˈkʊʃn kuˈʃon 

267.  Custom ˈkᴧstəm kaˈstom 

268.  Customer ˈkᴧstəmə kaˈstoma 

269.  Daddy ˈdædi daˈdi 

270.  Dangerous ˈdeɪndʒərəs denˈdʒaras 

271.  Dark dɑ:k dak 

272.  Date deɪt det 

273.  Day deɪ de 

274.  Deal diːl dil 

275.  Dean di:n din 

276.  Dear dıə diˈja 

277.  Debate dɪˈbeɪt ˈdibet 

278.  Debris debri deˈbris 

279.  Decision dɪˈsɪʒn disiˈʒen 

280.  Declare dɪˈkleə dikleja 

281.  Deep diːp dip 

282.  Defend dɪˈfend diˈfend 

283.  Definition defɪˈnɪʃn defiˈneʃon 

284.  Deliberate dɪˈlɪbəreɪt deliˈbaret 

285.  Democracy dɪˈmɒkrəsı deˈmokrasi 

286.  Demonstrate ˈdemənstreɪt deˈmostret 
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287.  Denomination dɪˌnɒmɪˈneɪʃn deˈnomineʃen 

288.  Depot ˈdepəʊ deˈpo 

289.  Description dɪˈkrɪpʃn diskripˈʃen 

290.  Desire dɪˈzaɪə ˈdizaja 

291.  Destination destɪˈneɪʃn deˈstineʃen 

292.  Determination dɪˌtɜ:mɪˈneɪʃn ditamineʃon 

293.  Develop dɪˈveləp diveˈlop 

294.  Deviate ˈdɪːvieɪt divijet 

295.  Devoted dɪˈvəʊtɪd divoˈted 

296.  Diabetic daɪəˈbetɪk dajabeˈtik 

297.  Diagram ˈdaɪəgræm dajaˈgram 

298.  Dial ˈdaɪəl dao 

299.  Diamond ˈdaɪəmənd dɑjaˈmond 

300.  Diarrhea daɪəˈrıə daˈjarija 

301.  died daɪd daˈjid 

302.  Diesel ˈdi:zl diˈzel 

303.  Difficult ˈdɪfɪkəlt diˈfikot 

304.  Diocese daıəsıs dajosis 

305.  Diplomat ˈdɪpləmæt diˈplomat 

306.  Direct dəˈrekt daˈjirekt 

307.  Direction dəˈrekʃn dajirekˈʃen 

308.  Dirt dɜ:t det 

309.  Disband dɪsˈbænd ˈdisband 

310.  Discipline ˈdɪsəplɪn diˈsplin 

311.  Discourage dɪsˈkᴧrɪdʒ diskaˈredʒ 

312.  Dispatch dɪˈspætʃ diˈspatʃ 

313.  Dispensary dɪˈspensəri dispenˈsɑri 

314.  Dispute (v) ˈdɪspjuːt disˈpjut 

315.  Diversify daɪˈvɜːsɪfaɪ dajiveˈsifaji 

316.  Document ˈdɒkjumənt doˈkjument 
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317.  Does dᴧz daz 

318.  Domestic dəˈmestɪk domeˈstik 

319.  Doom du:m dum 

320.  Dozen ˈdᴧzn daˈzen 

321.  Draft drɑːft draft 

322.  Dramatic drəˈmætɪk dramatic 

323.  Dress dres dres 

324.  Drew druː dru 

325.  Drive draɪv draˈjiv 

326.  Drop drɒp drop 

327.  Dubious ˈdjuːbiəs dubiˈjas 

328.  Duty ˈdju:tɪ djuti 

329.  Duvet du:veˈ ˈduve 

330.  Ear ɪə ije 

331.  Earlier ɜːliə eliˈja 

332.  Early ɜ:li eli 

333.  Earn ɜ:n en 

334.  Earth ɜ:θ Ef/efθ 

335.  Easily i:zəli iˈzili 

336.  Economic i:kəˈnɒmık ikonomik 

337.  Eden i:dn eˈden 

338.  Edit ˈedɪt eˈdit 

339.  Edition ɪˈdɪʃn ediˈʃen 

340.  Effect ɪˈfekt iˈfekt 

341.  Effort ˈefət eˈfot 

342.  Ego ˈiːɡəʊ iɡo 

343.  Eight eɪt ejit 

344.  Either ɑiðə iða 

345.  Elder ˈeldə elˈda 

346.  Eldest eldɪst elˈdest 
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347.  Elect ɪˈlekt ˈilekt 

348.  Electricity  ɪˌlekˈtrɪsəti iletriˈsiti 

349.  Eleven ɪˈlevn ileˈven 

350.  Emotional ɪˈməʊʃənl imoˈʃono 

351.  Employer ɪmˈplɔɪə imploˈja 

352.  Emulate ˈemjuleɪt emˈjulet 

353.  Encourage ɪnˈkᴧrıdʒ inkareidʒ 

354.  Enemy ˈenəmi eˈnemi 

355.  Enhance ɪnˈhɑːns enhans 

356.  Enough ɪˈnᴧf ˈinaf 

357.  Enshrined ɪnˈʃrᴧɪnd enʃiˈrajind 

358.  Enslavement ɛnˈsleɪvmənt insiˈlevment 

359.  Ensure ɪnˈʃʊə/ ɪnˈʃɔː enʃuˈwa 

360.  Enterprise ˈentəpraɪz enˈtaprajiz 

361.  Environment ınˈvaırənmənt invajiˈroment 

362.  Especially ɪˈspeʃəli espeˈʃali 

363.  Essential ɪˈsenʃl esenʃl 

364.  Establish ɪ’stæblɪʃ estaˈbliʃ 

365.  Ethnic ˈɛθnɪk eθˈnik 

366.  Etiquette ˈetɪket etiˈket 

367.  Evaluation ɪˌvæljuˈeɪʃn ivaljuˈweʃen 

368.  Evangelist ɪˈvændʒəlɪst evanˈdʒelist 

369.  Even ˈiːvn iˈven 

370.  Everything ˈevriθɪŋ evˈriθiŋ 

371.  Exaggerate ɪցˈzædʒəreɪt ekzaˈdʒaret 

372.  Exam ɪցˈzæm ˈeցzæm 

373.  Example ɪցˈzɑ:mpl eցzaˈmpo 

374.  Except ɪkˈsept ekˈsept 

375.  Excited ɪkˈsɑıtıd eksaˈjited 

376.  Excuse ɪkˈskjuːs ˈekskjuz 
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377.  Execute ˈeksɪkjuːt ekˈsekjut 

378.  Exhaust ɪցˈzɔːt eցˈzot 

379.  Exhibit ɪցˈzɪbɪt eցziˈbit 

380.  Exist ɪցˈzɪst ˈeɡzist 

381.  Expand ɪkˈspænd ˈekspand 

382.  Experience ɪkˈspɪəriəns ekspiˈrijens 

383.  Expert ˈekspɜːt ekˈspat 

384.  Explain ɪkˈspleɪn ˈeksplen 

385.  Exploit ɪkˈsplɔɪt eksploˈjit 

386.  Expose ɪkˈspəʊz ˈekspoz 

387.  Express ɪkˈspres ˈekspres 

388.  Eye ɑɪ aˈji 

389.  Face feɪs fes 

390.  Facilitate fəˈsɪlɪteɪt fasiˈlitet 

391.  Fact fækt fakt 

392.  Factory ˈfæktri fakˈtori 

393.  Fade feɪd fed 

394.  Fail feɪl fel 

395.  False fɔːls fols 

396.  Family ˈfæməli faˈmili 

397.  Far fɑː(r) fa 

398.  Farm fɑ:m fam 

399.  Farmer ˈfɑːmə faˈma 

400.  Father ˈfɑ:ðə faða/fadða/fada 

401.  Feature ˈfiːtʃə fiˈtʃa 

402.  Fed fed fed 

403.  Field fiːld fild 

404.  Fifth fifθ fifθ 

405.  Fighter ˈfaɪtə faˈjita 

406.  Finally fɑɪnəli faˈjinali 
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407.  Fire ˈfaɪə faˈja 

408.  First fɜːst fest 

409.  Fixture ˈfɪkstʃə fikˈtʃa 

410.  Fleece fliːs flis 

411.  Flour flaʊə flaˈwa 

412.  Focus ˈfəʊkəs foˈkas 

413.  Follower ˈfɒləʊə foˈlowa 

414.  Foot fʊt fuˈtu 

415.  Football ˈfʊtbɔːl fuˈtubo 

416.  For fə fo 

417.  Forbid fəˈbɪd ˈfobid 

418.  Forehead ˈfɔːhed foˈhed/foˈred 

419.  Forest fɒrɪst foˈrest 

420.  Forth fɔːθ foθ/fof 

421.  Forty ˈfɔ:tɪ foˈte 

422.  Forward ˈfɔ:wəd foˈwad 

423.  Found faʊnd faˈwud 

424.  Freedom ˈfriːdəm friˈdom 

425.  Fulfil fʊlˈfl foˈfil 

426.  Fulfilled fʊlˈfɪld ˈfolfild 

427.  Fur fɜː fa 

428.  Furniture ˈfɜːnɪtʃə feˈnitʃa 

429.  Future ˈfjuːtʃə fjuˈtʃa 

430.  Gain ցeɪn ցen 

431.  Galaxy ˈցæləksɪ ɡæˈlaksi 

432.  Garden ˈցɑːdn ɡaˈden 

433.  General ˈdʒenrəl dʒenˈro 

434.  Generalize ˈdʒenrəlaɪz dʒeneˈralajiz 

435.  Genocide ˈdʒenəsaɪd dʒeˈnosajid 

436.  Girl ցɜ:l ցel 
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437.  Give ցɪv ցiv 

438.  Glass ցlɑ:s ցlas 

439.  Glycerine ˈցlısərın ցliˈsarin 

440.  Go ցəʊ ցo 

441.  Goal ցəʊl ցo 

442.  God ցɒd ցod 

443.  Going ˈցəʊɪŋ ցoˈjiŋ/ցoˈwiŋ 

444.  Gold ցəʊld ցod 

445.  Good ցʊd ցuˈdu 

446.  Government ˈցᴧvənment ցoˈvɑment 

447.  Grace ցreɪs ցres 

448.  Grade ցreɪd ցred 

449.  Grammar ˈցræmə ցraˈma 

450.  Gravity ˈցrævəti ցraˈviti 

451.  Greedy ˈցriːdi ցriˈdi 

452.  Grief ցriːf ցrif 

453.  Grill ցrɪl ցril 

454.  Grocery ˈցrəʊsəri ցroˈsari 

455.  Gross ցrəʊs ցros 

456.  Ground ցraʊnd ցraˈwud 

457.  Group ցruːp ցrup 

458.  Guidance ˈցaɪdns ցaˈjidans 

459.  Guilty ˈցɪlti ցiˈwuti 

460.  Hair heə heˈja 

461.  Hallo heˈləʊ Halo/ alo 

462.  Halt hɔːlt hot 

463.  Handle ˈhændl hanˈdo 

464.  Handsome ˈhænsəm handˈsam 

465.  Hang hæŋ hæŋ 

466.  Happy ˈhæpi haˈpi 
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467.  Harass ˈhærəs haˈras 

468.  Harmonise ˈhɑːmənaɪz hamoˈnajiz 

469.  Harmony ˈhɑːməni haˈmoni 

470.  Hate heɪt het 

471.  Have həv hav 

472.  Hedge hedʒ hedʒ 

473.  Hellen ˈheli:n heˈlen 

474.  Her hə ha 

475.  Hesitate ˈhezɪteɪt heˈzitet 

476.  Hindrance ˈhɪndrəns hinˈdrans 

477.  History ˈhɪstri hisˈtori 

478.  Holiday ˈhɒlədeı holˈide 

479.  Honest onɪst hoˈnest 

480.  Honorable ˈɒnərəbl hoˈnarebo 

481.  Hospital ˈhɒspɪtl hosˈpito 

482.  Hostile ˈhɒstaɪl hosˈtawo 

483.  Hostility hɒˈstɪləti hostiˈliti 

484.  Hour aʊə aˈwa 

485.  House haʊs haˈwus 

486.  Houses  ˈhaʊzɪz haˈwuzez 

487.  Human ˈhjuːmən hjuˈmɑn 

488.  Humane hjuːmeɪn hjuˈmen 

489.  Humanity hjuːˈmænəti hjumaˈniti 

490.  Hurry hᴧri hᴧˈri 

491.  Husband ˈhᴧzbənd hᴧzˈband 

492.  Identity aɪˈdentəti aidenˈtiti 

493.  Ideology aɪdiˈɒledʒi adijoˈlodʒi 

494.  Illicit ɪˈlɪsɪt iliˈsit 

495.  Ill ɪl iˈwu 

496.  Immigrant ˈɪmgrənt iˈmigrant 
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497.  Imperative ɪmˈperətɪv impeˈretiv 

498.  Implement ˈɪmmplɪmənt imˈpliment 

499.  Importance ɪmˈpɔtns impoˈtans 

500.  Important ɪmˈpɔ:tnt impoˈtant 

501.  Impossible ımˈpɒsəbl impoˈsibl 

502.  Inability ɪnəˈbɪləti inabiˈliti 

503.  Inclination ˌɪnklɪˈneɪʃn inklineˈʃen 

504.  Increase  (n) ˈɪƞkri:s iŋˈkriz 

505.  Influence ˈɪnfluəns inˈfluwens 

506.  Informant ɪnˈfɔːmənt inˈfomant 

507.  Information ɪnfəˈmeɪʃn infomeˈʃen 

508.  Infringe ɪnˈfrɪndʒ ˈinfrindʒ 

509.  Inhuman ɪnˈhjuːmən ˈinhjuman 

510.  Injustice ɪnˈdʒᴧstɪs ˈinjastis 

511.  Innocent ɪnesnt iˈnosent 

512.  Innovate ˈɪnəveɪt iˈnovet 

513.  Insight ˈɪnsaɪt inˈsajit 

514.  Inspiration ɪnspəˈreɪʃn inspireˈʃen 

515.  Instead ɪnˈsted ˈinsted 

516.  Institution ˌɪnstɪˈtjuːʃn inˈstitjuʃon 

517.  Instrumental ˌɪnstrəˈmentl inˈstrumento 

518.  Insult  (v) ɪnˈsᴧlt insaˈwut 

519.  Insure ɪnˈʃʊə inʃuˈwa 

520.  Intelligent ɪnˈtelɪdʒənt inteˈlidʒent 

521.  Intend ɪnˈtend ˈintend 

522.  International ˌɪntəˈnæʃnəl intanaˈʃono 

523.  Interrogate ɪnˈterəgeɪt intaˈroget 

524.  Intervene ˌɪntəˈviːn inˈtaven 

525.  Interview ˈɪntəvjuː inˈtavju 

526.  Invest ɪnˈvest ˈinvest 
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527.  Investigate ɪnˈvestɪgeɪt invesˈtiget 

528.  Involvement ɪnˈvɒlvmənt inˈvolvment 

529.  Irrelevant ɪˈreləvənt ireˈlevant 

530.  January ˈdʒænjuəri dʒenjuˈwari 

531.  Jewellery ˈdʒuːəlrɪ dʒuweˈlari 

532.  Job dʒɒb dʒob 

533.  Journalist ˈdʒɜ:nəlıst dʒeˈnalist 

534.  Journey ˈdʒɜːni dʒɑˈne 

535.  Juice dʒu:s dʒus 

536.  Jurisdiction dʒʊərɪsˈdɪkʃn dʒuˈrizdikʃen 

537.  Just dʒᴧst dʒast 

538.  Justify ˈdʒᴧstɪfaɪ dʒaˈstifaji 

539.  Keen kiːn kin 

540.  Kit kɪt kit 

541.  Kitchen ˈkɪtʃɪn kiˈtʃin/kiˈtʃen 

542.  Lady ˈleɪdi leˈdi 

543.  Lake leɪk lek 

544.  Land lænd land 

545.  Language ˈlæŋgwɪdʒ læŋɡˈwedʒ 

546.  Law lɔː lo 

547.  Lawn ˈlɔːn lon 

548.  Lead liːd lid 

549.  Leader ˈliːdə liˈda 

550.  Leak liːk lik 

551.  Learn lɜ:n len 

552.  Leave liːv liv 

553.  Lecturer ˈlektʃərə lekˈtʃara 

554.  Legal ˈliːցl liˈɡo 

555.  Legit lɪˈdʒɪt ˈledʒit 

556.  Legitimacy lɪˈdʒɪtməsi ledʒiˈtimesi 
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557.  Lemon ˈlemən leˈmon 

558.  Length leŋθ Leŋθ 

559.  Lenient ˈlɪːniənt lin 

560.  Leopard ˈlepəd leoˈpad 

561.  Lesson ˈlesn leˈson 

562.  Liberty ˈlɪbəti liˈbati 

563.  Library ˈlaɪbrəri lajiˈbrari 

564.  Lieutenant lefˈtenənt luˈtenant 

565.  Lifebuoy ˈləɪfbɔɪ lajifiˈboji 

566.  Limb lɪm limb 

567.  Limited ˈlɪmɪtɪd liˈmited 

568.  Listen ˈlɪsn liˈsen 

569.  Listener ˈlɪsənə liˈsena 

570.  Literature ˈlitrətʃə liˈtritʃə 

571.  Little ˈlɪtl liˈtu 

572.  Live laɪv laˈjiv 

573.  Locally ˈləʊkəli loˈkali 

574.  Location ləʊˈkeɪʃn lokeˈʃen 

575.  Look lʊk luˈku 

576.  Lose luːz luz 

577.  Lot lɒt lot 

578.  Lower ˈləʊə loˈwa 

579.  Loyal ˈlɔıəl loˈjo 

580.  Luxury ˈlᴧkʃəri lᴧɡˈzari 

581.  Machine məˈʃn ˈmaʃin 

582.  Machinery məˈʃi:nəri maʃiˈnari 

583.  Madam ˈmædəm maˈdam 

584.  Main meɪn men 

585.  Maintain meɪnˈteɪn ˈmenten 

586.  Maintenance ˈmeıntənəns menˈtenans 
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587.  Maize meɪz meˈjiz 

588.  Majority məˈdʒɒrəti madʒoˈriti 

589.  Malaria məˈleəriə maleˈrija 

590.  Management ˈmænɪdʒmənt maneˈdʒiment 

591.  Manager ˈmænɪdʒə maˈnedʒa 

592.  Mandate ˈmændeɪt manˈdet 

593.  Manipulation məˌnɪpjuˈleɪʃn manjuˈpileʃen 

594.  Mar mɑː ma 

595.  Mark mɑːk mak 

596.  Market ˈmɑ:kɪt maˈket 

597.  Marking  ˈmɑːkɪŋ maˈkiŋ 

598.  Marriage mærɪdʒ mɑˈredʒ 

599.  Mass mæs mas 

600.  Massage ˈmæsɑːʒ maˈsadʒ 

601.  Matter ˈmætə maˈta 

602.  Maturity məˈtʃʊəreti matʃuˈriti 

603.  Media  ˈmiːdiə miˈdija 

604.  Mediocre miːdɪˈəʊkə mediˈjoka 

605.  Medium ˈmiːdiəm miˈdijam 

606.  Member ˈmembə memˈba 

607.  Memorandum memərændəm memoˈrandam 

608.  Mercy mɔ:si meˈsi 

609.  Message ˈmesˈdʒ meˈsedʒ 

610.  Method ˈmeθəd meˈθod 

611.  Military ˈmılətrı miliˈtari 

612.  Milk mɪlk milk 

613.  Million ˈmɪljən miˈlijon 

614.  Minimal ˈmɪnɪməl miˈnimo 

615.  Minimum ˈmɪnɪməm miˈnimam 

616.  Minister ˈmɪnɪstə miˈnista 
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617.  Minute ˈmɪnɪt miˈnet 

618.  Miserable ˈmɪzrəbl mizaˈrebo 

619.  Missionaries ˈmɪʃənri miʃoˈnari 

620.  Mobilise ˈməʊbəlaɪz moˈbilajiz 

621.  Money ˈmᴧnɪ maˈne 

622.  Monitoring ˈmɒnɪtərɪŋ moˈnitariŋ 

623.  More mɔː mo 

624.  Most məʊst most 

625.  Much mᴧtʃ matʃ 

626.  Murder ˈmɜ:də maˈda 

627.  Must məst mast 

628.  Mutual ˈmjuːtʃuəl mjuˈtʃo 

629.  Naked ˈneɪkɪd neˈked 

630.  Narrow ˈnærəʊ naˈro 

631.  Native ˈneɪtɪv naˈtiv 

632.  Near niə niˈja 

633.  Necessity nəˈsesəti neseˈsiti 

634.  Need niːd nid 

635.  Negative ˈneցətıv neˈɡativ 

636.  Ninety ˈnaɪntɪ naˈjite 

637.  No nəʊ no 

638.  Nobody ˈnəʊbədı noˈbode 

639.  Non- nɒn nan 

640.  None nᴧn nan 

641.  Northern ˈnɔːðən noˈðen 

642.  Now naʊ naˈwu 

643.  Obedient əˈbɪdiənt obiˈdijent 

644.  Objective əbˈdʒektıv obdӡekˈtiv 

645.  observe əbˈzɜːv ˈobzev 

646.  Observer əbˈzɜːvə obzeˈva 
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647.  Obtain əbˈteın ˈobten 

648.  Odd ɒd od 

649.  Oedipus i:ˈdɪpəs idiˈpas 

650.  Of əv of 

651.  Off ɒf of 

652.  Officiate əˈfɪʃɪeɪt ofiˈʃijet 

653.  Often ˈɒftn oˈfen 

654.  Oil ɔıl ojo 

655.  Okay əʊˈkeɪ ˈoke 

656.  Old əʊld od 

657.  One wᴧn wanu 

658.  Online ɒnˈlaɪn ˈonlain 

659.  Opinion əˈpınjən opiˈnijon 

660.  Opposition ɒpəˈzɪʃn opoziˈʃon 

661.  Orange ˈɒrɪndʒ oˈredʒi 

662.  Order ˈɔ:də oˈda 

663.  Organ ˈɔ:ɡən oˈɡan 

664.  Original əˈrıdʒənl oriˈdʒino 

665.  Other ˈᴧðə Aða/oda/ova 

666.  Outlet ˈaʊtlet awuˈlet 

667.  Over ˈəʊvə oˈva 

668.  Oxford ˈɒksfəd oxˈfod 

669.  Package ˈpækɪdʒ paˈkedʒ 

670.  Pagan ˈpeɪցən paˈɡan 

671.  Page peɪdʒ pedʒ 

672.  Parent ˈpeərənt paˈrent 

673.  Parliament ˈpɑːləmənt paliˈjament 

674.  Participate pɑːˈtɪsɪpeɪt patiˈsipet 

675.  Particular pəˈtıkjələ patiˈkjula 

676.  Passenger ˈpæsɪndʒə paˈsendʒa 
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677.  Pay peɪ pe 

678.  Peace piːs pis 

679.  Pencil ˈpensl penˈso 

680.  Pending ˈpendɪƞ penˈdiŋ 

681.  Perceive pəˈsi:v ˈpesiv 

682.  Perfect ˈpɜːfɪkt peˈfekt 

683.  Period ˈpɪərɪəd piˈrijod 

684.  Person ˈpɜ:sn peˈson 

685.  Personally ˈpɜ:sənəli pesoˈnali 

686.  Petition pəˈtɪʃn petiˈʃen 

687.  Petrol ˈpetrəl peˈtrol 

688.  Phone fəʊn foˈni 

689.  Phonetics fəˈnetɪks foneˈtiks 

690.  Phonology fəˈnɒlədʒi fonoˈlodʒ 

691.  Picked pɪkt pikt 

692.  Piece pi:s pis 

693.  Piecework piːswɜːk pisˈwek 

694.  Pillar ˈpɪlə piˈla 

695.  Pipe paɪp paˈjip 

696.  Pity pɪti piˈti 

697.  plait plæt plet 

698.  Plate pleɪt plet 

699.  Player pleɪə pleˈja 

700.  Plea pliː pli 

701.  Plead pliːd plid 

702.  Please pliːz pliz 

703.  Poor pɔː puˈwa 

704.  police pəˈliːs polis 

705.  Population ˌpɒpjuˈleɪʃn popjuleˈʃen 

706.  Pose pəʊz poz 
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707.  Position pəˈzɪʃn poziˈʃen 

708.  Potato pəˈteɪtəʊ poteˈto 

709.  Potential pəˈtenʃl potenˈʃo 

710.  Power paʊə paˈwa 

711.  Powerful ˈpaʊəfl paˈwafu 

712.  Practice ˈpræktɪs praˈkatis/prakˈtis 

713.  Preach priːtʃ pritʃ 

714.  Precedence ˈpresɪdəns preˈzident 

715.  Pregnant ˈpreցnənt preցˈnant 

716.  Prepare prɪˈpeə pripeˈja 

717.  Prescribe prɪˈskraɪb priskrajib 

718.  Presence ˈprezns preˈzens 

719.  Preservation ˌprezəˈveɪʃn prizaveʃen 

720.  Pretend prɪˈtend ˈpritend 

721.  Price praɪs praˈjis 

722.  Priority praɪˈɒrəti prajoˈriti 

723.  Private ˈpraɪvət prajivet 

724.  Privilege ˈprɪvəlɪdʒ privaˈledʒ 

725.  Proactive ˌprəʊˈæktɪv proˈaktiv 

726.  Probably ˈprɒbəbli proˈbabli 

727.  Procedure prəˈsiːdʒə prosidʒa 

728.  Produce prəˈdjuːs ˈprodjus 

729.  Profit ˈprɒfɪt ˈprofit 

730.  Project  (v) prəˈdʒekt ˈprodʒekt 

731.  Promote prəˈməʊt ˈpromot 

732.  Pronunciation prəˌnᴧnsiˈeɪʃn pronawusiˈjeʃen 

733.  Propaganda ˌprɒpəˈցændə proˈpaցanda 

734.  Proper ˈprɒpə proˈpa 

735.  Prophetic ˈprɒfətɪk proˈfetik 

736.  Prosecute ˈprɒsɪkjuːt proˈsekjut 
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737.  Prostitution ˌprɒstɪtjuːʃn prosˈtitjuʃon 

738.  Protect prəˈtekt ˈprotekt 

739.  Protein ˈprəʊtiːn proˈten 

740.  Protocol ˈprəʊtəkɒl proˈtoko 

741.  Public ˈpᴧblɪk paˈblik 

742.  Publication ˌpᴧblɪˈkeɪʃn pabˈlikeʃen 

743.  Pull pʊl pu 

744.  Pullout pʊlaʊt ˈpulawut 

745.  Pupil pju:pl ˌpjuˈpju 

746.  Purchase ˈpɜːtʃəs paˈtʃes 

747.  Purpose ˈpɜːpəs peˈpos 

748.  Pursuing pəˈsjuːɪŋ pesjuˈwiŋ 

749.  put pʊt put 

750.  Qualify ˈkwɒlɪfaɪ kwaˈlifai 

751.  Quality ˈkwɒləti kwaˈliti 

752.  Question ˈkwestʃən kweˈʃen 

753.  Quiet ˈkwaɪət kwaˈjet 

754.  Radio ˈreɪdɪəʊ reˈdijo 

755.  Raised reɪzd rezd 

756.  Random ˈrændəm ranˈdom 

757.  Rape reɪp ˈrep 

758.  Rare reə ˈreja 

759.  Rationale ˌræʃəˈnɑːl ˈraʃonel 

760.  Reactive riˈæktɪv rijaktiv 

761.  Reality riˈæləti rijaˈliti 

762.  Reason ˈrıːzn riˈzon 

763.  Recognize ˈrekəցnaɪz riˈkoցnajiz 

764.  Recommendation ˌrekəmenˈdeɪʃn rikoˈmendeʃen 

765.  Record ˈrekɔːd reˈkod 

766.  Rectify ˈrektɪfaɪ rektiˈfaji 
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767.  Redeemer rɪˈdiːmə ridimˈa 

768.  Redemption rɪˈdempʃn ridemˈʃon 

769.  Reduce rɪˈdjuːs ˈridjus 

770.  Reduction rɪˈdᴧkʃn ridakˈʃen 

771.  Referral rɪˈfərl refeˈro 

772.  Refer rɪˈːfɜ ˈrifa/refa/rifeja 

773.  Reflect rɪˈflekt ˈriflekt 

774.  Reforms rɪˈfɔːm ˈrifomz 

775.  Regalia rɪˈgeɪliə rigaˈlija 

776.  Region ˈrɪdʒən riˈdʒon 

777.  Register ˈredʒɪstə reˈdʒista 

778.  Religion rɪˈlɪdʒən riliˈdʒon 

779.  Rely rɪˈlaɪ ˈrilaji 

780.  Remembrance rɪˈmembrəns rimemˈbarans 

781.  Remind rɪˈmaɪnd ˈrimaind 

782.  Repair rɪˈpeə ripeˈja 

783.  Research rɪˈsɜːtʃ ˈrisetʃ 

784.  Resolve rɪˈzɒlv ˈrizov 

785.  Response rɪˈspɒns ˈrispons 

786.  Result rɪˈzᴧlt ˈrizawut 

787.  Revote rɪˈvəʊt ˈrivot 

788.  Revolutionary ˌrevəˈluːʃənəri rivoljuʃonˈari 

789.  Rice raıs rajis 

790.  Right raɪt rajit 

791.  Ring rıŋ riŋ 

792.  Ruin ˈruːɪn ruˈwiŋ 

793.  Rule ruːl ru 

794.  Ruled ruːld rud 

795.  Rural ˈrʊərəl ruˈro 

796.  Ruthless ˈruːθləs ruθˈles 
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797.  Safari səˈfɑ:ri safaˈri 

798.  Safe seɪf sef 

799.  Salad sæləd saˈlad 

800.  Salary ˈsæləri saˈlari 

801.  Sale seɪl sel 

802.  Sample ˈsɑːmpl samˈpo 

803.  Satan  ˈseıtn saˈtan 

804.  Saturday ˈsætədeɪ saˈtade 

805.  Sausage sɒsıdʒ sosedʒ 

806.  Saw sɔː so 

807.  Scale skeɪl skeˈwu 

808.  Scone skɒn skon 

809.  Scoundrel ˈskraʊndrəl skawuˈdro 

810.  Scrutiny ˈskruːtəni skruˈtini 

811.  Second ˈsekənd seˈkond 

812.  Secondary ˈsekəndri sekondˈari 

813.  Secret ˈsiːkrət sikrit 

814.  Sector ˈsektə sekta 

815.  Security sɪˈkjuərəti sekjuˈriti 

816.  Sanction ˈsaŋkʃn saŋkʃon 

817.  Sedate sɪˈdeɪt ˈsidet 

818.  Seek siːk sik 

819.  Select sɪˈlekt ˈselekt 

820.  Sell sel sel 

821.  Sensitive ˈsensətɪv senˈsitiv 

822.  Sentimental sentɪˈmentl sentimenˈto 

823.  Separate ˈseprət seˈparet 

824.  Serious ˈsıərıəs siəˈriɑs 

825.  Shake ʃeɪk ʃek 

826.  Shape ʃeɪp ʃep 
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827.  Share ʃeə ʃejə 

828.  Shock ʃɒk ʃok 

829.  Short ʃɔ:t ʃot 

830.  Shortage ʃɔːtɪdʒ ʃoˈtedʒ 

831.  Shot ʃɒt ʃot 

832.  Should ʃəd ʃud 

833.  Show ʃəʊ ʃo 

834.  Showcase ˈʃəʊkeɪs ʃoˈkes 

835.  Similarly ˈsɪmələli siˈmilari 

836.  Simple ˈsɪmpl simpo 

837.  Sir sɜ: sa 

838.  Skin skɪn skin 

839.  Slave sleɪv slev 

840.  Smooth smu:θ smuθ 

841.  Social ˈsəʊʃl soˈʃo 

842.  Society səˈsaɪəti sosaˈjati 

843.  Solitary ˈsɒlətri soliˈtari 

844.  Solution səˈluːʃn soljuʃon 

845.  Soon suːn suˈni 

846.  Sovereign ˈsɒvrɪn sovˈren 

847.  Speak spiːk spik 

848.  Special ˈspeʃl speˈʃo 

849.  Spend spend ˈspend 

850.  Spoken spəʊkn ˈspoken 

851.  Square skweə ˈskweja 

852.  Stabbed ˈstæbd ˈstabd 

853.  Stand stænd ˈstand 

854.  Standard ˈstændəd standˈad 

855.  Standoff ˈstændof standˈof 

856.  State steɪt stet 
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857.  Status ˈsteɪtəs steˈtas 

858.     

859.  Stay steɪ ˈste 

860.  Steal stiːl ˈstil 

861.  Step step ˈstep 

862.  Still stɪl ˈstil 

863.  Stir stɜ: stijə 

864.  Stone stəʊn ston 

865.  Stop stɒp stop 

866.  strategic strəˈtiːdʒɪk straˈtedʒik 

867.  strategy ˈstrætədʒi straˈtedʒ 

868.  Stress stres stres 

869.  Strike straɪk ˈstrajik 

870.  Strive straɪv straˈjiv 

871.  Strut strᴧt strat 

872.  Studio ˈstjuːdiəʊ stuˈdijo 

873.  Style  staɪl staˈwu 

874.  Submission səbˈmɜːʃn submiˈʃen 

875.  Success səkˈses ˈsakses 

876.  Summon ˈsᴧmən saˈmon 

877.  Supreme suːpriːm suˈprim 

878.  Sure ʃʊə ˈʃuwa 

879.  Survey ˈsɜːveɪ saˈveji 

880.  Survive  səˈvaɪv ˈsavajiv 

881.  Sweet swiːt swit 

882.  Syllable ˈsɪləbl silˈabo 

883.  System ˈsɪstəm sisˈtim 

884.  Systematic ˌsɪstəˈmætɪk sistimatik 

885.  Taboo təˈbu: ˈtabu 

886.  Talk tɔːk ˈtok 
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887.  Tall tɔːl ˈto 

888.  Tap tæp ˈtap 

889.  Target ˈtɑːցɪt taˈցet 

890.  Tear teə tija 

891.  Telephone ˈtelɪfəʊn teˈlefon 

892.  Tell tel tel 

893.  Tendency ˈtendənsi tenˈdansi 

894.  Tension ˈteɪnʃn tenˈʃen 

895.  Text tekst tekst/teskt 

896.  Than ðæn dan 

897.  The  ðe/ði de 

898.  Theoretical θɪəˈretɪkl θijoreˈtiko 

899.  Theory ˈθɪəri θiˈjori 

900.  Therefore ðeəfɔː ðeˈjafo 

901.  They ðeɪ ðeˈji 

902.  Thirsty ˈθɜːsti feˈsti/tθesti 

903.  Thought θɔːt θot 

904.  Thumb θᴧm ˈθamb 

905.  Ticket tɪkɪt tiˈket 

906.  To tuː ˈtu 

907.  Today təˈdeɪ ˈtude 

908.  Toilet tɔɪlət tojiˈlet 

909.  Tomorrow təˈmɒrəʊ tumoˈro 

910.  Too tuː tu 

911.  Topic tɒpık toˈpik 

912.  Topical ˈtɒpɪkl toˈpiko 

913.  Torn tɔːn ton 

914.  Total ‘təʊtl toˈto 

915.  Tour tʊə ˈtuwa 

916.  Tournament ˈtʊənəmənt toˈnament 
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917.  Towel ˈtaʊəl taˈwel 

918.  Tradition trəˈdıʃn trediˈʃen 

919.  Trail ˈtraıəl trawu 

920.  Transparent trænsˈpærənt transpaˈrent 

921.  Trap træp ˈtrap 

922.  Tray treɪ ˈtreji 

923.  Trial ˈtraɪəl trajo 

924.  Tribunal traɪˈbjuːnl trajibjuˈno 

925.  Tricky ˈtrɪkɪ triˈki 

926.  Turn tɜːn ˈten 

927.  TV tiːˈviː ˈtivi 

928.  Twelve twelv tolvu 

929.  Type taɪp tajip 

930.  Typically ˈtıpıkli tipikali 

931.  Tyre ˈtaıə taja 

932.  Umbrella ᴧmˈbrelə ambrela 

933.  Under ˈᴧndə anda 

934.  Undue ᴧnˈdju: andju 

935.  Unfair ᴧnˈfeə ˈanfeja 

936.  Union ˈjuːnıən junˈjon 

937.  United juˈnaɪtɪd junajiˈted 

938.  Unity ˈjuːnəti juˈniti 

939.  Urban ˈɜːbən aˈban 

940.  Urge ɜːdʒ edʒ 

941.  Urgency ɜːdʒənsi edʒensi 

942.  Usually ˈjuːʒʋəli juˈʒali 

943.  Vacancy ˈveıkənsi vaˈkansi 

944.  Vacant ˈveikənt vaˈkant 

945.  Variety vəˈreiəti varaˈjati 

946.  Various ˈveəriəsi vaˈrijɑsi 
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947.  Vary ˈveəri vaˈri 

948.  Vehicle ˈviːəkl viˈjeko 

949.  Very ˈveri veˈri 

950.  Vicious ˈvıʃəs viˈʃəsi 

951.  Victory ˈvıktəri vikiˈtori 

952.  View vjuː vju 

953.  Village ˈvılıdʒ viˈledʒ 

954.  Violate ˈvaɪəleɪt vajoˈlet 

955.  Vintage ˈvɪntɪdʒ vajoleʃen 

956.  Virus ˈvɑırəs vaˈriəs 

957.  Vocabulary vəˈkæbjələri vokaˈbjulari 

958.  Voice vɔɪs vois 

959.  Vowel ˈvaʊəl vaˈwel 

960.  Voyage ˈvɔııdʒ voˈjedʒ 

961.  Vulnerable ˈvᴧlnərəbl valnarebo 

962.  Wait weɪt wet 

963.  Wake weık wek 

964.  Want wɒnt ˈwant 

965.  War wɔː wo 

966.  Warrant ˈwɒrənt waˈrant 

967.  Wash wɒʃ woʃ 

968.  Wasting weɪstɪƞ westˈiŋ 

969.  Watch wɒtʃ ˈwatʃ 

970.  Watery ˈwɔ:tərı woˈtari 

971.  Way weɪ we 

972.  Weapon ˈwepən wiˈpon 

973.  Wear weə weˈja 

974.  Weigh weɪt ˈwet 

975.  Wet wet ˈwet 

976.  What wɒt ˈwat 
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977.  Where weə weˈja 

978.  Whilst waɪlst wajiˈlest 

979.  Wild wɑɪld wald 

980.  Will wɪl wil 

981.  Wire waɪə waja 

982.  Withdraw wɪθˈdrɔː ˈwiθdro 

983.  Without wɪˈðaʊt wiðawut 

984.  Woman ˈwʊmən wuˈman 

985.  Women ˈwʊmın wiˈmen 

986.  Wonder ˈwᴧndə wanˈda 

987.  Word wɜːd wed 

988.  World wɜːld ˈwewud 

989.  Worse wɜːs wes 

990.  Worship ˈwɜːʃıp woˈʃip 

991.  Wounded ˈwuːndıd wunˈded 

992.  Written ˈrɪtn riˈten 

993.  Wrong rɒŋ roŋ 

994.  www dᴧblju  dᴧblju 

dᴧblju 

dabliju dabliju 

dabliju 

995.  Xenophobia zenə’fəʊbıə zenofoˈbiə 

996.  Year jɪə je 

997.  Yes jes jes 

998.  Yoke jəʊk jok 

999.  Zebra ˈzebrə zeˈbra 

1000.  Zero ˈzıərəʊ ziˈro 
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